Join us at Booker

We have the following aircraft for you to fly:
2 K-6E
2 K-8a
1 B-4

1 Twin Astir

3 K-13
1 Falke

1 Jantar 19
2 Astir cs
1 Skylark 4

2 180 Super Cub
1 160 Terrier
1 Chipmunk

Do you know?

* We Ay 364 days a year with professional staff
* We are less than an hour from London on M40 and close to M4
* We have 28 Full Cat. and 37 Assistant Instructors
* You can Ay X-country with a National Champion in a Twin Astir
* We charge a max. of £3/hour (t price after 3 hrs.)
* We have a ridge as well as thermals
* We have less rules but more competition and instruction

* We run Holiday, Evening, Advanced and Instructors' Courses

It is always easy to get help to rig. There is a nucleus of pilots who Ay X-country any da,y of the
week, join them and improve your technique. You can learn to soar efficiently - we have 9
instructors with 3 Diamonds.
We can offer any rating test and have 5 pilots who can run instructors' courses.

COSTS:

£37 entry fee, £40 membership fee
£2.45 to 1400' (then 35p/200') (Prices as at 1/1/78)

CONTACT:

001;.1,9 Freeman - Ic'kford 450 or Boo'ker Secretary 0494 29263
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RICHARD FORTESCUE
a glider will be produced which is some kind of compromise
(/'====:::::=sit~~======:::::!::between the ones we use for our kilometre-orientated flying

In a rat!onal ~orl~, people would decide what they wanted
to do wIth thelf leIsure lIme, and manufacturers would then
produce (for a oonsideration) the equipment which they
needed. By this criterion, golf may belong to a rational
world, but gliding definitely doesn't. Our sport originated
fro.m, of.allthings,. a~ international treaty forbidding power
flymg. Smce then It has followed a course determined more
by the gliders available than by any reasonable analysis of
what we wanted to do. Gliders came along with ever better
cross-country performance and we set our sights on longer
and longer fligh ts, more or less regardless of everything else,
including oos,t. Then Francis Rogallo produced a totally
different kind of glider which was far, far cheaper, and the
~esulting explosive growth of hang gliding split the sport
mtGtwo almost separate halves.
After a\ll, it transpired, there were other gods in the field of
mOlorless flight besides our cross-country kilometres.
Freedom to operate among the hills, freedom from most of
the chores, of rigging and trailers, freedom from the need to
inv~st thousands of pounds in elaborate and sophisticated
equ~pment, .was worth having; and one could still enjoy
glIdIng despite very few cross-country kilometres indeed.

Nine pilots killed in one week
Sadly. hang gliding seems beset by one disastrous disadvantage; a lot of accidents wi,th pilot injuries, which are
too often fatal. Improved organisation· and training will
certainly ge~ things better, but fairly drastic action seems
needed; nine pilots in Germany were killed in one week in
1977. Unfortuna'tely, there seems to be pretty fundamental
aerodynamic problems ill th~ oontrol of aircraft at very low
speeds. an~ in keeping ,flexible aerofoils in desi~e~ s~apes
under condltlons 01 turbulence. It would be surpflSmg If the
risks of injury could be reduced to the level of, say, Rugby
football, and, alas. many of us cannot claim to be even
rugger-fit.
Under these circumstances, one feels that sooner or later
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and those of the hang-world. To identify this kind of
thinking, we can perhaps speak of a "Very LiglH Glider"
project. Compared with our '"high performance" types; the
n~w desig~ should. gain in respe~t of simplicity of operation,
wider choice of sites fFOm which to fly and substantially
lower cost. Compared to hang gliders, the advantages are to
be much greater regard to pilot safe:ty,. and much better
prospects of cross-country flying. Of course, the gains will
have to be set aga'inst the tosses. The ero s·country flights
will be rarer, and much shorter, than we expect with -our
current big, heavy ships; and the new type will be a good
deal more expensive, and l.ess flexible in transport and site
requirements, than the RogalJos.

Not the way gliding
has developed before
,We are now getting dangerously close to specifying a
glIder in advance of its actual existence. which I have said is
not the way in which gliding has ever developed before. f
have, in fact, drawn up such specifications from time to
time, but the precedents against doing things in this order
are so strong that I propose not to reveal these activities.
Instead, Table I gives some dimensions and "performance"
estimates for five gliders which are known to fly, and have
weights which bracket the region in which the VLG project
is most likely to develop.
Type

Hong

Hippie

Pegosus

K-8

Open ISm

Span (m)

6t

10

lOt

15

15

Aspect rolio

2t

11

13

16

221

18

9

81

14

10

Wing area (m')
Wing loading (kg/m')

Flight weight (kg)

5

15

16

20

40

90

133

135

280

400

5

12

15

25

42

Min speed (km/h)

13

23

23

30

36

Empty weight (kg)

16

48

60

190

230

Glide rolio

j
None of the quantities rn the tcable should be taken as
precise; but the very wide range of empty weights is an
interesting indication of the differences in concepts be'tween
the two extreme forms of gliding, 11 is also interesting to see
that Hippie and Pegasus have very similar "specifications".
They are in fact totally different in appearan<;e; Hippie
looks like an old-time primary trainer, while Pegasuslooks
relatively modern, apart from having struts to locate the
wings. The actual design dates neatly reverse this, Hippie
being a product of the 70s, while Pegasus was around in the
later 30s! Mi,nintum sinks are not given in the table; they
can be estimated, to the degree of roughness of the performance figures, by app'lying 80% of the glide ratio to the
minimum speeds. The all-important cost factor is also left
ou,t, because this is not a list of gliders actually in production
t0day and because there is an open question as to how much
,can be saved by various degrees of home-production (see
letter from Michael Beach, S&G October 1977,1'229, with
the very 'interestil1g suggestion tha t the whole concept might
be related to a "maximum hours building time" limit). All
one can say, costwise, is that the price of a modern,
high-perf0fmance orthodox glider is between 25 and 50
times that of a hang glider, so there is plenty of room left for
something in between!'
It seems to me that launching by pilot-power alone is
probably incompatible with safety standards anything like
those to which we are accustomed in orthodox gliding,
though that is nol 10 say that one cannot expect ever to get
off the ground in that way. Given the right wind, and the
right slope, a very light glider might do so; but in general the
need for pilot protection when landing is going to demand
assisted take-off in one form or another. Bungey launching
and variations on that theme seem the least restrictive,
site-wise; but probably autotowing would be used whenever
wide enough flat surfaces were ava,ilable and enough gliders
were operating to provide a driver (a big disadvantage
compared to the hang-w0rld, but remember the gains!).

with the question: "Is the BOA concerned only with gliding
in its present orthodox form?" Of course, our clubs exist
primari;ly to provide facilities for gliding "as is':, and that
takes most of the tlime and money available (sometimes
more). But no orthodoxy should expect to continue unchanged for ever, and we shall surely one day feel that long
distance cross-countries have got long enough. Also, at an
earlier stage in our history, we amassed a lot of experience
relating to light glider operations. and it would be disappoiniting if a renewed interest ,in that kind of flying had to
collect aU this know.how afresh. Nevertheless, a
very-Light-glider movement would require a good deal of
independence if it was not 10 become just a second-class
version of our orthodox gliding.
One envisages a powerful VLG Class Association with its
own series of pilot quaWkations, Gold, Silver, Bronze, or
whatever; its own meets and competitions; its own
specialised traln,ing and VLO-only sites; its own very-light
records, if you }ike. Even so. it would be attractive to feel
that this ',ime we could assimilate the new thinking and that
the required degree of independence would not neccessarily
entail complete dissociatiolJ from the BOA and its experience. Perhaps there is already enough interest to justify a
meeting under BGA auspices with some introductory
papers outlining people's ideas, and a general discussion to
follow on, open to anyone who thought it worth attending.

Note 1: No reference has been made to VLG gliders being strictly
one design, but obviously this is one of the best ways of controlling
costs. In accordance with the policy of not specifying the gliders in
advance, it is probably best to keep on open mind on the issue; for,
if not one design, the project would certainly require close, and
carefully worked out Class restrictions, amounting to very nearly
the same thing,
Note 2: Data on the K-8 were given in the table as representative of
the lowest wing loading design most of us are familiar with, It is an
interesting exercise to consider wnat might follow if a substantial
number of pilots got together tQ form a K-8 Association along the
lines suggested for the VLG Association, together with organising a
supply of kits in various states of assembly for hom,e completion: if
need be, with a nacelle and single tube fuselage to ovoid all that
welding. K-8s can certoinly fly across country (even SOOkm, if it is
1976 weather!); they can be bu.ngey-Iaunched and tan land in
quite small fields, If there was a whole K-8 hierarchy of badges,
competitions, records, and so on, and the things cost only a
quarter of the price of the current ships, I wonder wha.! proporiion
of pilots graduating from U/T would choose that option? My own
guess is quite a lot.

London Sailplanes Ltd.
Tring Road. Dunstable, Beds.

Nothing happens until
that moment of genius
The depressing pari about all this is the precedent that
nothing really happens until some designer hits that
moment of genius and triggers the pipe dreams into r~ality.
Nevertheless, things are going on, at least ill closely rdated
fields, and one step which could be taken straight away is to
ask for more inCormati0n on very light girders to be
circulated among BGA clubs, Which brings us face-to-face

Telephone Dunstable 62068
UK Agents for Tost and A. Schleicher
Open Monday to Saturday 9 am, to 6 p,m,
CAA welding and re-sprays
Repairs to wood, glass-fibre and steel tube machineS
Stocks of most materials for repairs and re-builds
Wide fange of instruments in stock
Barograph ,and AS r Calibration
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M,RS PLATYPUS TAKES ,FRENCH LEA VE
Mrs Platypus, married to Platypus whose humorous articles on gliding have entertained readers of this magazine
for many years, went with her husband and a party of friends to France last summer in search of sunshine - and
found herself in a Diamond Factory.

"Madame, please to hold the cock steady," the young
Frenchman ordered sternly, as we stood waist high amid the
alien corn.
"We usuaHy call it the fuselage in English," I told him
primly, "or possibly the cockpit ..."
He had already staggered off with Platypus' wing., Platypus had outlanded (aI/x vaches - wi,th tbe cows, they call
landing ou't in France) in a field of ,corn. French ":JrI1 is,
Platypus complained plaintively greener thall English corn
and he had taken il for a meadow. He had put the Std
Libelle down very neatly in it, anyway - "un bel al/errissage", the retrieve crew congraHllated him on his landing,
fortified doubtless by the prospect of champagne to come,
back in the clubhouse. The scent of Provencal herbs
growing in the fields nearby drifted on ,the evening breeze.

An effortlessly achieved
Diamond altitude
We were at Sisteron, in the Southern Alps, a beautiful
gliding site which is known a: the Diamond Factory
because so many pilots pick up Diamonds there. Indeed,
one of our par,ty d,id. Roger Barrett, the Chairman of the
BGA, stepped ,into the Libelle owned by the Sisteron Club a
day or t.wo after our arrival and effortless'ly achieved his
Gold C ;ll\d Diamond altitude a'll ,in Ihe same afternoon,
flying ,in wave. This was in June. The wav,e is best of all in
IFebruary, they told us.
The Sisteron gliding site is at Vaumeilh, a couple of
kilometres north of Sisteron. It is run by Marcel Touze, an
energetic, dedicated, charming Frenchman of unbounded
enthusiasm alld vision. There is already on the site a small
c'Iubhouse and a couple of hangars. Marcel has all kinds of
plans 101' development and wants to bui'ld eventually a
swimming pool, tennis courts and olher facilities. There is a
Club Janlls, a Club Libelle and a M-200 which Marcel
intends to replace imminently. There are a couple of tow
planes and you can either fly your own glider, or hire one of
the club machines.
Sisteron itself is a picturesque town clustering round a
mediaeval Citadel overlooking the River Durance. It ;0
worth climbing up the steep hill to the top for the view over
the pantiled roofs of the town and the river winding away
into the distance.
Sisteroo is on the borders of Provence, which is actually
defined, Marcel TOllze told us, by the groves of olive trees
which endj"ust south of the town. We bought fat local olives
in the supermarche each morning and took them for a
lunchtime riverside picnic, together with crusty French
bread, sweet and succulent melons, tomatoes, pate, cheeses
and local red wine.
Flying usually began at about eleven in the morning and
wenl on till n,ine at night. When we had launched om pilots,
the rest of us drifted off to the river bank and sat under the
mimosa trees, eating, drinking. reading and playing chess.
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The countryside is beautiful around Yaumeilh - fields
remin,iscent 01 Renoir paintings, thick with blood red
poppies: others tilled with sweet scented lavender and
honeysuckle, and cornflowers grow in profusion. Everywhere there are beehives - we came back laden with huge
jars of Provencal honey.
.
Gliding isn't ,the only attraction of the area. ofcourse. The
Mediterranean is not far 10 the south and we made the
journey ,for the benefit of one of om paHy who Wanted to
buy a tee-shirt wi.th CANNES on the front (and CAN'T on
the back, someone suggested). It was dillkull to pr,ise
Platypus away from the beach. as all (ll!ong the Cote d'Azur
the tax-exiled ladies from those vast and vulgar yat:hls were
too impoverished to all'ord more than th,e bottom halves of
bikinis, and topless bathing is the norm.
After that Avignon and Arles seemed I'alh~r flat ... no,
not really. the sun-bleached Roman remalJ1s were unbdievably roman'tic and not to be missed: nor was Les
Baux. a unique mountain-top village act:essible only on
foot. where bauxite was originally mined. Guided by
Michelin and the epicure among us, we found some
enchanting restaurants and ate and drank splendidly at the
end of each day's flying.
The mounwins near Sisteron, called La Montagne de
Lure, Mont Ventollx and the Gache, still hold plently of
unmined Diamonds and we plan to return - Platypus is still
short of onc. The French for taking French leave, incidentally. is s'el1 oiler a I'lIl1glaise. Whatever you like to call it. we
hope to be in S'isteron again this summer.

Some practic.al advice by PLATYPUS
Unlike many Engl,ish clubs, the dub at Sisteron will allow
visiting pilots 10 fly 'high-performance (glass-fibre) gliders
cross-country, provided the visiting pilot ha.·s a fair degree of
experience* and passes a check in the Janus two-seater. July
and especially August are very busy months, however, and if
Sisteron is to beCOme popular with visitors from England
and other countries, it will pay ,either to go in other months
or to take one's own glider.
Please take note of8iU Malpas's invaluable advice on the
details of forms etc, which we have printed on the opposite
page.
Costs - (courtesy of Roger Barretl). Basic flying charges per
hour in 1977 were 45, 27 and 33 francs for the Janus
(two-seater), Std libelle and Cirrus 75, respectively:
launches, at four francs pev minute tug time, last about seven
to ten minutes, ie 28 to 40 francs. (Allow about ten per cent
increases all round when estimating charges for 1978). A
form of temporary membership charge of25 francs per flight
up to a limit of 250 francs was also made. Clubhouse
accommodation, quite nice two-bunk rooms, is only 15
,. Gold C distance and 250hrs would probably be o' minimum, though the 'wo·sealer
check is more impOrlonl than Ihe hours in Ihe logbook. When wriling la M. rouz'; at
Sisferon, eive detoils of yOur nying experience.
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Ciohon, C: Self-Verification System Cor Sailplanes and Motor Glid.ers, 124.

crvv

Report ("'.arch, 1977) (1.11. Strachan) , 121.

Britain's Airborne Invasion of Frauce - 1977
(R. Feakes and W. E. r.al.paa), 207.

Clay, R: Difficulties for British Pilots in
Cermany (letter), 80.

El.'iUsh Gliding Association: ~ Accidents:
22, 52, 75, 01, 1~, 199, 222; 265. AG:~:
(Chairman's Report); SO, (extract, Reports)

Club Fleet Planning ('J.C.Scull).
See also
In Defence oC the AS'J-15 (letter, D.J.Carey),

51, (Weekend), 120, (1978), 268. Airspace:
27, 51, (letter) 82, 128, 201. Annual:
(A.ards), 74, (Record List), 72, n,
(Reports, extracts), 51, (Statistics), 30,
}1. llGA G""",ittoes: (Appointments), 74.
(r;ew Chur'l!:Ian), 22 , ('lTavelling &xpenses),
176, DCA Diplomas 1976, 128; BGA ;:orthern
Reeional Conference, \16, BCA Structure, 74;
British Te3olD: {Selected, 26.'3, (Selection
process), 128, (Short list), 74, (IIC Fund),
176, 269. ClVV Report 127, Cl"b Directorr,
~. (AIllendmentl), 83, COOlpetition. (Diary)
26, (1978), 268: (Entry 'Rating' List
1978), 271; (lIandbook), 74; (llumbers),270;
(Restricted Class Rules), 26. Conspicu.1 ty
of Gliders, 21; Forthcoming Events, 62;
Glider Identification (.1lose Glider?), 110;
Gliding Certificatesj 29, 75, 177, 223, 270.
Gliding Si te Saved, 222; Gold ¥.ed.l!ll for
George (Lee), 268, Instructor's t'ask: ~eek,
26. 25C; Insurance - Getting Adequate
Cover, 21; NAtional Ladder Changes, 14;
Philip 'Jills :Reserve fund, 52; Royal Aero
Club. (Xedal.s), 26 268, (ro:embership),
t
222, (Ne. Chairman), 75, (15th Birthday),
26. The DCA Md You, 2.
- '.Jomen Pilot's AssOo"'1iation, The (Julia 'Wales),
119.
Brodrick, SI 'The University Tardis, 259.
Brown,

Kt'

Glider Identification (letter), 180.

loa.

leo.

- llews: 40, 84, 1}4, 2}O, 218.
- Sites, A Directory of; 36, (Amendments, 83).

Coaching Corner (by II.G.Scull); Se. Club Fleet
Planning, 108; Decisions, DecisiQ~s', 66;
lfhe Choice or your Next Gl1df"l', 1.
- Development - Cross-eountry Training (J. D.
Spottis>lOOd), 242.

Coarse Gliding: W. BCA Approved. Design Cor
Home-built Gliders (letter, R.T.Vinson),
Cheaper Coarse eliding (letter, D.Ra.tcliffe),
80; Coarse Glidi"8' StHI Alive {letter, J.C.
Gibaon), 80; Demise or Coarse Gliding (letter
J .B.Pall1n&), }5, Proof - An Economy Glider
18 lIanted (letter, D. Ratcliffe), leo; The
Um is Cor ~mUfll Enjoyment (letter, K.J.
Bertrand), 81.

'60,

Collyer, D.G: Information \ianted on Kent
Aviation (letter), 181.

Gonspicuity of Gliders (J.J.Ellis), 27. ~
also The 'Them' and rus, Attitude (letter,
D.F:'Barlcy), 82.
Contest of Alternatives (HOlland), 224.
- of Champions (Smirnoff Derby), 78.
Corbett, Sheila E: Up She Rises, 15.

Cost-.ffective Aeroto.ing (C.G.Rollings),
165. See also fuel Consumption of Tug
Aircraft (letter, T.A. McMull1n), 228.

Could there be Dhcrtmination I(letter~ Erica.
Scurr), 180.
Cross...Country Soaring Courses (J. R. Jeffri8s),
243.
___ ',leather in Central France (W.E.l"l3lpas), 98.
D

Glider IdenUficaUon (letter K. Brown), 180.
- Radios 25 KH'Z Spacing, 269.

Gliding and SCaring by ...G.Scull (book review.
R. Q. Barrett), 133.
- Gertificates: 29. 75. 177. 223. 270.
- Centre in Iran, 33.
- Site Security:

Davis, PameIa: AngeIa.'s Antics (Poem), 21.
Decisions, DecisionsJ (W. G. Scull), 66.
Delta Papa by A.D.Piggott (book review, J.E.G.
Ilarvood). 133.
Domise oC Coarse Gliding (letter. J.B.Pailing),
34.
Denmark: Danish Finance, 272j Motor Glider R&lly
170; Unexplained. Collision, 130.

lIG-2oo. The. 253.
DiCCicul ties Cor British PHots in Germany
(letter. R. GI~). 80.
Dimock, H.R: That Elusive 500km, 14.

~

Doncaster GC Reprieved But no Security Yeti (P. Young), 267;
Gliding Site Saved, 222; lnkpen (letter,
H.S.Ma.xwell Fendt), 80; The Lesson from
Inkpen (letter R.H.Wright), 34, "e don't
'Want Gliders at the Bottom of our Garden
(Ruth Tait). 24.

- Sites: Club Directory, )6, (Amendments, 83).

Gold !'Iedal (RAsC) Cor Ceorge (Lee). 268.
Goodwin, J.NI Life and Repair Policy on
Parachute5, 123.
Greenslade, RI Autonomic Effects
(letter). 180.

~f

Fear

Grey Walter, ..: Obituary (by A.E.Slater). 176.

R
Harris, K: No Substitute for Experience
(letter). 276.

Dynamic Soaring Achieved, 225.

Harwood. J .E.G: Delta Papa by A.D.Piggott (Book
review), '33.

Early Start for nans-Werner (GrosBe), 18.

Eppler, R: The Optimum Design and Wing Section
of a 15JD, Clider, 110.

Euroglide: ~ AnalyBie D~ 2 (1976) (M.Bird).
10; Euroglide 1977 (Dee Reeves). 21"
(ReSults. 219).
Even Morp. about Launch Accidents (W.C.Scull),

'99.

- Rika: A Directory of Club Si tea, 36. (Amendments, 63), Ann:ual Records, 12, 73;
Understanding Gliding by A.D.Piggott (book
review), '33.

9.

- the I'.osquito (A.D.Piggott). 159. ~
Ua substitute for Experience (letter, M.
l!arris) , 276.
Follow my Leader (Rhada Partridge). 62. ~
also Could There be Discrimination (letter.
Erica Scurr), 100.
Forthcomi.n8 Events: 62.
France: ~ Bri tain's Airborne Invasion of
France - 1977 (R. Feekes a."d W.E.Malpas), 207;
Cross-Country Soaring Weather in Central
France (".E. I'.alpas). 98; Coupe d'Europe
Two-seater Contest, 130; Nationals (datee),
127.

Fuel Consumption of Tug Airc~aft (T.A.l'IcMullin).
228.

Furley. R.G: Trailer Problems (letter), 81.

HorsCield ..... Rex: Obituary (by A.E.Slater). 29.

Life and Repair Policy on Parachutes (J.N.
GoOdwin), 123.
Li8ht Aircraft Inspection by J.E.Heywood
(bo,Jk review, R.B.Stratton), 275.

LWlt, R: It Should t.ever Have Happened, 258.

Luxemburg:

Gliding in, 178.

Lysakowski, E.R: The British Nationals, 1977,
166.

l'iBn-Po...ered. Flight, A Ne..., Prize for, 27.

How Could You Fail? (A. "Hes), 70.

MaBterman, C: One Man's IJeek, 251.

- Primaries Perform, 225.

YI3X",.rell Fendt. R.S: Inkpen (letter), 60.

- To Enjoy Competitions (J ....G.Meyer).
12.

McMullin, T.A: Fuel Conaumption of Tug
Aircraft (letter). 228.

Hunt, P: Car Retrieving ... Bewarel 67.

Y.eteorology for Clider Pilots by C.E•
..ellington (book review, A.E.Slater). 275.
Meyer, J.W.G: A l"l8:tTiage has been A.1.Tanged, 53j
How to ~joy Competi Hons I 12.
MisWormed Pupils", An Instructor's Eye View
(M. Bond), '55.

I Learnt about Gliding froar. That
(R.D.Carswell). 21.
If it is a Badge You Are Arter ... (L.E.N.

Tanner). 61.
- Pigs Could Fly (Pik 20D) (D.D.Carrow). 200.
Information Wanted on Kent Aviation (letter,
D.G. Collysr), 181.

Inkpen (letter. R.S.!'Iaxwell Fendt). 80; The
Leseon Crom Inkpen (letter. R.H.Wright), 34.
Instructors: ~ A ¥torols Eye View (C.H.
~rth), 9; Inst.ructor Training, 51;
Mtsln1."ormed Pupils - An Instructor's Eye Vie",
(M. Bond). 155; One !'!an's "eek (C.Masterman).
251; Task "eek 27. (B. Spreckley). 250.
Instruments Stolen, 222.
Insurance - Getting Adequate Cover (B.Rolie,
DCA), 27.
International Club Class Contest
127.

(cm

Report),

Inter-Service Regionals (C. 'fi.G.camp), 115.

Iran 1 Gliding Centre in, 33.
trving, F.G: Comments (letter, G.Seibels),
132. (letter. E.J,C.Vann). 229. Static
Stability and Control of Sailplanes by P.
Morelli (book review). 227; Varlometer
Readings during Pi tching Manoeuvres, 204.

It Should Never Have Happened (R,Lunt), 258.

Ceorgeson, Dick: 1OOOkm , 78, 130.

Lee IJave Phenomenon in the Pennine Range (A.T.
Kenworthy). 3.

Mansell. K.R: Whose Glider? (Identification),
118.

Israel: Aviation Con1."erence. 225.

Garrod, M.P: Politics atld Cliding Controversy
(letter). 35.

Lee. D.G: The Sixth Smirnoff Sailplane Derby,
146.

Hot...Dogging Once YLOre (letter on lift,
K.Klitgaard-Lund). 132.

Facte about Flaps (R •. H. Johnson). 260.

Flying Committee: ~ Competition (Diary).
26, (1978). 268; (lIandbook). 74; Diploma
(750km) and Records. 268, 1C it is a Badge
You are After, 61; Restricted Class Rules,
26, Sporting Code (FAI) Amendments. 26.

Last Pre-War Record. Broken, 118.

Malpaa, ',.r.E: British Airborne Invasion of
?ranee, 201; Cross-Country Soaring
Weather in Central France, 98.

Holland: Contest of Alternatives, 224.

Uynes, K: PlO's and CIP1s, 58.

Fielden, J.S: Usk D~ - Frid~. June 17
(Gompetition Enterpriee). 208.

L

Lasham Regionale Sponsored, 222.

Ha·...crth, G.H: Instructors - A \lorm's Eye View,

F

Feak-es, R, Britain's Airborne Invasion of
France '977, 207.
Field Landings - Accident Review (W.G.SCull),
264.

K.1itgaard-Lunt, K: Hot-Dogging Once More
(letter on lift), '32.

LOO10:0. ProC. F.H: Appreciation (by R.S.
Scorer). 270; Obituary (by A.E.Slater),
222.

Doncaster GC Reprieved - But No Securi ty
YetI (P. Young). 267.

Ellis J.J: Gonspicui ty oC Gliders, 27; (Reply
to letter, D.F.Barley) , 62.
Enterpriee, Foul Weather for Competi tion, 116;
Competition Enterprise (P.A...ills and J.S.
Fielden). 208.
Entry 'Rating' List 1978 (Provisional), 271-

Kenworthy, A. T: Lee Wa.ve Phenomenon in the
Pennine Range, ~o

Lucky Escape for Tw Pilots, 222.

Diploma (750km) and Records (UR), 268.
Director (SSA) Resigns, 33.

E

K

Karel, }(arIa E: Political Interference of
Concern (letter), 82.

Italy: Nationals (dates),

'30.

J

Germany; DifCicu1 ties Cor Bri tieh Pilots in
Germany (letter, R.CI~), 80; Early Start
for Hans-Werner (Cresse), 18; Fem.inine
Records, 225; Germans may Fly at 14, 119;
Motor Gliders in Geroany, 179; Na.tionals, 224;
Obituary Jochen von Kalckreuth (A.E. Slater).
'79; Still Going Strong (Willi Mesocherschmldt), '79.

James, D.B: Are Thermals Aquals? (letter),
229; Autonomic E.f"fects of Fear, 107.

Gibson, J.C: Coarse Gliding still Alive (letter)
80.

Jeffries, J.R: Croes-CoW'l.try Soaring Courses,
243.

Janels All the World's Aircraft by J.W.R.
T~lor (book review, GHUan Bryce-Smith).
83.
Jeffersont J.H.X: A Plea for Regional Activity
(letter). 34.

Johnson, R.H: Facts About Flaps, 260.

Mistral C: (Club Class Glider.
127.

cm

Report),

More on the B-5, 69.

I'.osquito. Flying the. (A.D.Piggott). 159;
Motor Clider, Ne... , (T-61E Venture Mk 2), 205.
N

tlational Ladder Changes,

74.

Never S~ Die - Anoth.r 1616km (K.H.Striedieck),
153·
New Soaring Pilot by A. and L. ',{elch and F. G.
Irving (book review. R.Q.Barrett). 275.
Ne.... Zealand, Aerial Derby, 130; Facts and
Figures, 179; Nat ional 8 , 78j Second'1000km
for Georgeson, 78, 130.
No It ie not Qui te a Conventional Clider
(Hang glider), 249.

Not a Design Fault (AS\I-17) (letter. K. R.
Striedieck). 180.
- in 1929 (letter. 4. E. Slater), '33.

o
Obi tuaxiee 1 E. Cols ton Shepherd, 29; W.Grey
Walter, 176; W. Rex Horsfield, 29; Jochen
von Kalckreuth, 179; Prof. F. H. Ludlam 222,
(Appreciation by R. S. SCorer), 270. (all by
A. E. Slater).
On Becoming a Dolph.in (Arm-Chair PHot). 13.
- Being a Bird by P. A. Wills (book revie.... ,
B. H. Bryce-Sml th). 227.

Ons !'!an's Opinion (Club Policies) (v. C. Carr),
122; ~ Coat EfCective Aerotowing (C. C.
Rol1ingEl), 165; Fuel Consumption for Tug
Aircraft (letter, T. A. McMullin). 228.
-- "eek (Instructor'. Gourse) (C. Masterman) ,
25'.
Our Freedom to Glide (R. Q. Barrett. BGA Chairman), 201.
.

'30.

Overee... News. 32, 78.
179. 224. 272.
OlQ'gen Supply Endurence (I. Robertson). 162.

,..

Pa.llif18, J.B, Demise of COaree Gliding (letter).
Pa:rachutes: Life and Repa.1r Policy on, (J. N.
(Goodwin). 123.
Partridge, Rhoda: Follow M;t Leader, 62.

Peacock, J: The Vortex Incident at Lasham
(letter). 228.
Plggott, A.D: Comment (letter, J. Peacock), 228;
Flying the Moequito, 159, Dnderstandif18
Gliding (extract). 103.
Pik 20D, If Pi!!" Gould. Fly (D.D.Cerrow). 200.
PlO's and GIP's (K.llynes), 58, ~ Not a
neeign Fault (ASII-17) (letter, X.H.Striedieck)
180.
Pilot's Notes Reprinted: (book revie.... , R.B.
Stratton). 35.
Please Let Visitors Fly (letter, R.R.Rod....ell),
228.
Poland: Last Fre-War Record Broken), 178.

225; P1k 20D - If Pi!!" Could. Fly (D.D.
Carro\l) , 200; In Defence of AS'J-15 (letter
D. J. Carey). 180; Pilatw! »-4. 157: JP 15-}6,
157: Y.1stral C (CIVV Report). 127, Nct a
Design Fault (ASII-17) (letter, X. H.
Striedieck), 180; Sigma, 269; Soviet Ne\0'8
(LAX 9), 32; T-61E Motor Gl1d.er for Cadet
Training, 205; 'Window ShoPpi118 in Pa.ris
(Calif A-21J, 15-28M2, IS-32). (R.R.Rodwe11).
156.
Scorer, Prof. R.S: Appreciation - Prof. F. H.
Ludlam, 270.
SCull, W.G: Accident Revie.., (Field Landings),
264. (SpilUlif18). 22: Club Fleet Planning,
108j Decisions Decisions I, 66j Even More
About Launch Accidents, 199; The Choice of
your Next Glider, 7.

Scurr, Erioa: Could There be Discrimination?
(letter), 180.

- Soaranologist Bird. (A Lady Bird). 59,
(letter, Ann Procter), 276.
- JThem l and IUs' Attitude (letter, D.F.
Barley), 82.
- University Tardis (S. Brodrick), 259.
Trailer Problems (letter, R.G.furley), 81.
Try the Tiny Triangle (~.D.Purne11). 150.

Tug Accid.en ts, 270.
"Two CFI's Honoured, 176.

D
ilK Records Homologated, See Reoords.

Understanding Gliding (extracts, A.D.Piggott),
103; (book revie ...., Rika Harvood), 133.

Unexplained Collision (in Denmark), 130.
Up She Rise6 (Parascending) (511eila Corbett),

Politics and Gliding:
Controversy (letter,
M.P. Garrod), 35: (letter, Ann Welch). 82,
~ Political Interference of Concern
(letter, Ka.rla Karel), 82; Race and nationality Irrelevant (letter, I. Robertson). 8',
(letter, R. S. Shswl. 35.
Prooter, Ann: Soaranologist Bird (letter), 276.

Security of Tenure: See Uoncaster GC Reprieved
(P. Ycung) 267, Glldif18 Site Saved
(Donca.ster~, 222; Inkpen (letter, R.S.
M&xvell Fendt), 80; The Lesson from .Inkpen
(letter, R. H. \/right), 34; We don't want
Gliders at the Bottom of our Garden (Ruth
Ta.lt) , 24.
Self-Verification System for Sailplanes and
Motor Gliders (G. Cichon), 124. See also
Chronomat Ce.mera (CIVV Report), ~

USSR, LAX-9. 32.

Proof - An EconolD1 Glider ia 'Janted (letter,

Sha...., R.S: Race and Nationality Irrelevant
(letter), 35.

m

D. Ratcliffe), 180.
Purnall, A.D: Try the Tiny Triangle, 150i Wave

at 14000 over Basingstoke, 194.

Queries on Prof. Epplerts Article (letter, E.J.
C. Vann). 228.

Race and INational.:i!.ty Irrelevant (letter, R.'S.
Shawl, 35.

Raclio - 25KHz Spac1f!8 (J. S. Wi11i....on)., 269.

RAFGSA Prizegivlng at Cranw.ell" 27 ..

,Riddell, J.C: Teohnology and Blacksmithery
(letter), 1'32.

Robertson, le Oxygen Supply Endurance, 162;
Race and National! ty l:rrelevant, 83;
Bodwell, R.RI And a Lot of Rope, 263; Please
Let. VisLtors Fly (letter), 228; 'Window
Shopping in Par1a,' 56.
polre, B: Insurance ... Getting Adequate Cover,
27.

RaIlings, Co'C. Cost-effectiv:e Aerotowing, 165;
Stalling and 5pinnif18 Accidents (letter). 81.
Royal AerQ; Club. Xedale .. 26, 268; Membership,
222; .e~ Chairman, 75; 75th Birthclay, 26.

Vinson, R. T: Approved BGA Pesign for Homebuilt glid.er? (letter). 180.

Vintage, Fifth international {A.E.Slater}, 221.

SHver Jubnee Air Tattoo (warning), 128.

Vortex Creates Havoc a~ Wham, 120. See also
'The Vortex Incident at· Lasham (lett~
Peacock). 228.

Slater, A.E, (boo~ revie~): Aviation in
Manchester, 16~, Meteorology for Glider
Pilots bye. E. WolUf181on. 275. Fifth
Vint~ In ternationa1 , 221; not in 1929
(htter)" 1'3, Obituaries' E. Colston
Sh~pherdi 29; 'W. Crey .....a.lter, 116; 'W. Rex
Horsfield, 29; Jochen von Xalckreuth, 179;
Prof. F ~ H. Ludlam, 222.

Speed Indexes for 1978, ITovisional (BGA),

268.
South Africa: Nationals, 7Sj Revolutionary
Glider D-5, 32, 69.
Spottiswood, J.D: Coachins Develbpment Cross-Country Training, 242.
Spreckley, B: Instructor's Task 'Jeek, 250.
Statio Stabflity anq Control of Sa.:i:l!plane_s
by P. ":O.:;."e111 (book review, F,G.IrV-ing), ,227.
~trachan,

I.": CIVV Report t March 1Q77,

~n.

Stratton, R.I5;- ti8ht Airoraft Inspeotion, 275;
Pilot t • 'otes re'printed (book review). 35;
Winch and Autoto\l Equipment, 17; 'ru.g
Accidents, 270.

Striedle'Ok, K.H: N~ve~ Say Die - Another
r616km, 1531 Hct " Design Fault (ASW-17)
(letter). 180.
S....eden:

Swedes in South Africa, 118.

Sa.llplanee (Neve and Typee): .2.tt »-5 SA
Revolutionary Glider, 32, 69; C~75 Silene,
157, DG-200. 253; Flying the Mosquito
(A. B. Piuot), 159, How Primariee PerCorm,

W
"'ales, Jullat

The :aritish ilomen Pilot' B

Association, 11'9.
Watt, DI The Rule

1~.aker8,

254'.

Wave: Se., \lave, at 14000 oveX': Basing;;>toke

{A. D. Purnell}. 1941 Wave cver Belgium. 32:
Lee 'Wave Phenomenon in the Pennine Ran.ge,
(A. T. lenwcrthy), 3,
\/e Can Do It (home-built glid.era), (Iet~er.
~. L. Beach), 229.
- Don I t 'Want 'GUders at the BoUom of our

Garden (lh.lth Tait). 24.
Weloh, ,Ann: 'l11e PoliticB and Gl:idina ContrQversy
82.
WellB, M: Are Cl.iding Courses Good Value for
".one)'? (letter), 276.
Welsh. J.H: •
Tost Winch,

liieh Speed

Diesel Drive tor the

1e ..

'o/hose Glid.er? (Id.entlf1caUon)(X. R. ManseH).
11e; See, also Glider Identifioation (lett~r.
K. Brown)" ~60.
'WigIey, I.A' An Elemen't
63.

or

Glider W!nch Design,

Wiles., AI HoW' Could YOU Fail? t

~O.

'Jills, P.At Competition Entei.-pJ.·ise. 20a,
PhUip 'Wins Reserve Pwld~ 52.

"inch and. Autctc~ tquipment (R.!.Strstton). 17.

T
T-61E, New 1".otor Glider for Cadet Training,
205.
Tait, Ruth: We don1t '4nt Glidera at the
Bottom of our Garden, 24.

romner, L.E,N, Competiticn Diary (1917). 26,
If 1 t is a Badge .you are After, 61;
Restricted Class Rules, 26j Sporting Code
(FAl) Amenclments, 26.
Technology and Blacksmi th~q (lett.er, J .C.
RiddeU). 1'2.

That ElllBtvo SOOkm (H. Il. Dimock), 14.
The Aim is Cor Ka.x1mum Enjoyment (lett.er,

K.J .. Bertrand), 80.

- Chcice of ycur Next Clid.er (IoI.G.Scull). 7.
- Flier'a World by J .. Cilbert (book review,
Gillian Bryce-smith), 275.

Safety by Nl1lIlbers (Poem) (D. carter), 252.

~oeuvres

Shutnewcrth Display (d.atee). 176.

Scaranclcgist Bird, The, (lad.y Bird). 59;
(letter, Ann Procter). 276.

Rhcdeds: Championshipe 1976. 32. ~
Politics and Glid.ing, 35. 82, 83.

(letter). 228.

Sigma, The Future pt I 269.

Handle. Jane, A Day at the 1976 Naticnals, 54.

Reevea, Dee: Eurogllde 1917, 2U.

Vann, E.J.C: Queries on Prot. Epplerls Artiole

Variomete:r: Readings duxing Pitching
(F. G. Irvif18). 204.

Shepherd! E. Cclston, Obituary (bY A. E.
Slater), 29.

Ratclitfe .. Dt Cheaper Coarse Gliding (letter),
8D; Proof - An Economy Glider is, \ft'anted
(letter), 180.

Regionals: ~ A Compromise for Lasham Re~ion.us
(totter. A.D.P1uott), ~: CcmpeUticn
Enterprise ~P.A.Wille and. J.S.Fielden}, 176.
2OQ; Inter-Service Regionale (O.w.C.Camp).
115;' Lasham Regionals Sponsored, ~22; Resul ts:
Lasham, Northern, Portmoak, Western, 220.

v

Service NeWSI 40, 89. 139, 188. 235. 204.

Smirnoff Derby: See Contest of Cllamp1ons, 78;
The SiXth Smirnoff Sailplane Derby (D.G.Lee),
146.

Records; (Claimed or Homologat~)t W.
Austrian Events and Recoroa', 1]8; Austrian
Height Record.. 32; British National Annual
List. 72, Diploma (75Okm) and. Heccrds (UX).
268; Ear~y Start .for Hans-Wemer (Gro8se), ~el
German FeiDinine Records. 225i Last Pl:'e-War
Reoord Broken, 178; Mike Field World Record
Cla.lme. 128. (Rejected., 177), (He-establishment of ~~ and UK Height ReCOrdB r 26a).~
N,over Say Die - Another 1616lCll1 (K. R.
Stried±e'ok), 153i Recor4a Homologated, 224,
268, 'Secon" 1000km for Ceorgeson, 78, 1I }O;,
UK Annual Ust, 73 (homologated). 176;
'florId Diamond Badges, 32; World Records
Annual ~iet, 72. •

15.
USA: Contest of C"ll.ampions (Stllirnoff Derby),
78; Dire<;tor (SS,,) Re6igns, 33; The Sixth
Smirnoff Sailplane Derby (D. G. Lee), 146;
US 15m Nationals, 225 • .

- Future of Sigma, 269.
- Lesson frcm Inkpen (letter H.H.\/right). 24.
- Optimum Deeign and Wing Section of a 15m
Glider (R. Eppler). 110. See alec Queries on
Prof. Eppler'e Article (letter. E.J.G. Vann).
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BACK COPIES OF

"SAILPLANE & GLIDING"
The following copies are offered for sate . Please send your order clearly
indicating which copies are required, together with your remittance (65p
per copy), to Sailplane & Gliding, Kimberley House, Vaughan Way,
Leicester.
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

Vol
Vol
Vol
Vol
Vol
Vol
Vol
Vol
Vol
Vol

15
16
17
18
19
20
2t
22
23
24

Nos
Nos
Nos
Nos
Nos
Nos
Nos
Nos
Nos
No

I,
I,
I,
3,
I,
1,
4,
I,
5,
4.

2,3,
2, 3,
2, 3,
5.
2, 3,
2, 3.,
5, 6.
3, 4,
6.

4, 5.
4, 5, 6.
4, 6.
4, 5, 6.
4, 5, 6.
5, 6.

NEW FORMAT
1974 Vol 25 Nos 3, 4, 6.
1975 Vol 26 Nos I, 2, 3, 4, 6.
1976 Vol 27 Nos 3, 5.

MAIL ORDER ITEMS f'ROM THE B.G.A. SHOP

Every pilot should have.
Blazer Bodges

Magazine Binders

£2.40

Car Badges

£'3.20

Scarves (navy or maroon)

£3.40

Car Stickers

;. 27p

BGA Ties (navy or maroon)

£2.10

FAI Ties (navy / silver)

£2.10

Glider Pin Badges

6Sp

Certificate Holders

£, .35

Sew-on Patches

II
i

58p

28p

Gliding Wings

49p

lows and Rules (8th edition)

SOp

BR'IYI'Sti°GLlDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FRE,EPOST, 'LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB
OR ASK US TO SEND YOU OUR COMPUTEsAUsLlsT

Telephone (0533) 51051

!
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GLIDING IN FRANCE
- information compiled by W. E. MALPAS

Roger Bor,relt photogrophed by Mrs Plotypus after his Diomond (light.

francs pet night per person, but most people use local hotels.
h is clearly besl10 give warning of your plans: please write to
M. Marcel Touze, Chefdu Centre de Vol a Voile, Union
Aerienne de la Durance, Aerodrome de Sisteron-Theze,
04200 Vaumeilh, France (td 30 a Valernes, ask first for
Sisteron (92) 639111).
Leam to speak and write some French if you don't already.
The French rightly regard thi~ as ,the mos~ civilised .1an~uage
in the world and out of chmce (nol laZiness, which IS the
British excuse) generally do not speak other languages.
Excellent briefings on wave locations and safe landing sites
are given, both in person and over the radio, by CFl Marcel
Touze; you can',t always have an interpreter standing by
when thecf\lcial Diamond is trying to elude you.
If you take your own glider make sure your radio has the
right channels and gea that oxygen properly installed and
working! By the way, in this area, radio is a better retrieveaid than telephone. The French relay pilots' positions
speedily by radio - so take a phrase-book in the cockpit!
- and some personal observations
How does Sisteron compare with the Austrian Alps and
other mountain soaring locations? Personally I can only
compare it with Zell am See. Zell is more beautiful, but
perhaps more frustrating as a result of the combination of
unreliable weather (heavy rain for days is a common
phenomenon) and the need for high (4000ft agl) tows to
contact mountain lift, which in turn means long intervals
between launches. Sisteron is itself a far less spectacular
location but a few kilometres to the north the true Alps
begin, and the scenery is as rugged, snow-bound and
breathtaking as anywhere in Europe. The variety of soaring
conditions - wave, hill lift, mountain (anabatic) lift, thermals, combin·ed with a Mediterranean climate, means that
even in "worst soaring year in recent history" 1977, on
almost every day cross-country soaring was feasible. However, the clincher for gourmets and admirers of the French
lifestyle is that excellent restaurants at reasonable prices
abound, as do shops with cheap wine and all the requirements of a dijeuner sur /'herbe - except the naked lady;
you'll have to bring your own. (Sorry, ('II have to go now,
Mrs P. has got my ear in a steely grip ...)

Pilot's Licem:e. (fyou are flying your own machine, an FAl
Glid'ing Certificate will be adequate. Flying French club
gliders, the Chef du Cenltre will almost certainly insist upon
an EqUivalence Francaise of your glider pilot licence or
certificate. It costs nothing and can be obtained from:
Service de la Formation Aeronautique, 246 rue Lecourbe,
75015 Paris, on the presentation of the FAl Gliding
Cer,ti'ficate. Send your certificate at least a month before you
intend to leave England.
Importation (temporary) of Glider. In theory the French
Customs can insist on a formality at the frontier which
involves filling in a specia·1 form for the temporary limpor·
tation (up tg SIX months) of an aeronef In practice (the
British Team on the way to Angers, for example), people with
gliders just say they are on holiday ,ill France for so many
weeks and the formality 'is by-passed. It is important to
avoid the form 'fillirrg if possible because the Customs
people never have the right form and it may take them a day
or two to find one. Also avoid talking about radios.
Communications. Officially glider pilots use 122.5 and
123.5; and unofficially other frequencies close to these. For
cross-country flying in the mountains one of these two
frequencies is essential.
Prior Advice. Wherever you go, it is recommended to write
to the Chef du Centre in advance asking permission to use
the airfield.
Licence - Assurance Federate. If flying French club gliders
you will also be invited to buy an assurance for the whole
year (120 francs). This can be done at ,the club and is valid
for the calendar year for anywhere ,in France.

22-30 July, 1978
Wycombe Air Park

Write or phone for details:
Comp Secretary,
Wycombe Gliding School,
Wycombe Air Park,
Booker, Marlow, Bucks.
Tel. High Wycombe (0494) 29263
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THE ALEXANDER SCHLEICHER
Current production range ot gl,iders has been c,onsolidated to keep pace
with ever increasing demand for t:heir .' 5 metre class gliders and training
two seaters.

The Schleicher stable now includes:-

ASW-19
A high perFormance 15 metre GRP sailplane built
to (lVV Standard Class (no Flap) specification.
Accurate independent performance testing con·
firm a genuine 1:38 max glide mtio with on
overall perFormance matching that of many 15
metre flopped racing class machines. (See
Johnson, Soaring Magazine - August 77 cnd S.
& G, December 77). Docile, light, crisp handling
with good glide path control makes the ASW-19
suitable For pilots From early solo to 'Nationals'
standard.

ASW-20
If you wont the ultimate in 15 metre speed Flying
then the ASW·20 is For you, With 0 mox glide ratio
of 1:43 and outstandif1gty high rote of roll, it is
more than a match ~or many open doss gliders.
With an approach path steeper tham 1:4 at 50
knots, pilot confidence ,in field landings is assured.

ASK-21

ASK-13

The new GRP two seater designed for ob initio to
advanoed soaring training. Its roomy cockpits,
generous cockpit load limitations and well balanced easy ground handling ensure its future os
on 011 round dub two-seater trainer.

This type needs no introduction os it forms the
backbone of the U.K. gliding scene. In os great 0
demand and os popular as ever, the ASK·13 is
without equal for its primary training role.

We are pleased ta announce that we are now able to offer some ASW-l~sj ASW.20s and
ASK-13s for 1978 delivery.

Write for detailed information to: The Manager

LONDON SAILPLANES LIMITED
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds.
Telephone Dunstable 63419
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ACCIDENT REVIEW

-

SPEED CONTROL

The problem of speed control concerns pilots and instructors alike. Failure to control the speed
at critical phases of flight is 0 frequent cause of serious and fatal accidents. Here BILL SCULL,
Senior National Coach, examines some of the teaching problems.
A fundamental difficulty in giving basic instruction is
getting just the right degree of emphasis on any point that
you want to make; :too much emphasis on spe,edconlrol has
the consequence of a pilot who ·walches his inslr:..lments to
the detriment, often of accurate flight, and nearly always, to
airmansnip. Striking the right balance is difficult and made
worse by the fa cl that anyone sludent flies wilh too many
different instructors, each of whom brings a different degree
of emphasis to any aspect of flying (and.occasionally none at
all). In the conlext of speed control [he exHemes of
emphasis may range from "fly by attitude - you don't need
to watch the ASI" to "for goodness sake watch your
airspeed" (th1: latter being a probable prompt for the circuit
and approach). Between these extremes the student is left to
sort it Out for himself, which just isn't good enough.
Tile product of our basic training system should become
established as a solo pilol wifh a good standard of accuracy
and, moreover, striving to be more accurate still. If his
philosophy of speed control (and he can only get t:lis fr.om
his instructors) were right he would know when to mOllltor
the airspeed and at what rale. To highlight the problem, if
we first of all consider a moderately experienced solo pilot
and ask him how often he glances* at the ASI he probably
can't give an answer, except to say that he does it most often
when he is low, getting away from low down, in the circuit
or soaring a ridge.
There are a number of relevant factors in determining the
rate of airspeed monitoring:
I. How accurately can you :lty without monitoring it at all?
2. Whal is a "critical" height for the particular glider? If il
were stalled inadvertently how much height would be
lost if the stall became a spin and the pilot was slow to
initiate recovery (because he did not believe il was stalled
or spinning nOI having noticed any symptoms)? This
heighl must surely be at _east 800ft?
3. The prevailing conditions; wind turbulence, curlover
and thermal activity.
4. The time taken for the glider to be brought to the point of
stall inadverlently. This· point is an obscure one in that
the answer would vary considerably with the circumstances; a pilot running out of height in the circuit might
reduce speed to a critical figure ,in a few seconds in
attempting to conserve height Soaring a ridge with the
wind gradually reducing in strength the same loss of
speed might take several minutes -obviously one needs
to monitor the ASI more often in the former case. The
rate of monitoring depends on the ·circumstances being
as frequent a.s three ,to five seconds, in a difficult situation
but never less often than every eight to ten seconds oltee
below the "critical height". One other significant point is
that in some gliders the AS! will misread if yaw is
present, so that in glancing at the instrument one should
also check whether the ball is in the middle.
Now the instructors' problem is how to bring the student
to a good standard of speed control - obviously it can't be
done in a single flight and emphasis at the right stage is
• Note the cnoice 01 word

important. The first exercise after the familiarisation flight is
the effect of elevator; traditionally this has been given with
little or no emphasis on the use of the ASI. The exercise
should be extended as follows:
Remarks

Patter
Fly the glider in the normal attitude note the ASI reading.
What is it?

Lower the nose and hold
attitude.

0

new

Observe the ASI - il takes some time to
increase to the new value (reading).

If you try and keep the airspeed
constant by watching the ASI alone
then this situation con arise.
I hove control.

Better to ask than la tell so that you
know he con read it, There might also
be 0 discrepancy between front and
rear cockpits,
This is 0 prompt - you don', need to do
i/ for him.

The consequence of interlio and instrument log.

Take control and demonstrate 0 pitch·
ing ascillotion (phugoid) with the ASI
reading conslont or nearly so,

The primary reference is attitude, the
ASia cross reference.

A simple enough exercise I'm sure you.'1l agree bu tone
which may go some way towards pre-empting a common
enough problem. Incidentally, if conditions are soarable,
then it's worth introducingffying at the right speed rn rising
and sinking air; after aIL you are trying to train a soaring
pilot! Hopefully WIth this additional elevator/aUitude/ASI
reading demonstration you will discourage AS' watching
and "chasing".
General Handling.
Above circuit. height in the sturdenfs general handling
practice an increasing accuracy must be encouraged. It is
not .entirely salisfactory to state a tolerance on a par'ticular
speed eg .± 2kt because allowa,nce must be made for the
conditions - incidentally, always be sure that you can do
better before criticising. One might, for example, specify a
circling speed of 42 ± 2kt for a given glider in thermic, but
not veryturoulent, conditions and 45 ± 2kt iflhe turbulence
were marked. In the thermaUing case, however, additional
allowance would have la be made if the glider was not
centred in the thermal. You can see how difficult it is to lay
down realistil;; tolerances. Whatever figures fit the circumstances your real aim is to impart a phiJbsophy of speed
control to your student so that he is always 'trying to
improve.
One other teaching point worth noting ill this respect is
that once a student is making 30° banked turns wilhin
acceptable limits of speed further improvement will only
come from practice of steeper turns. Using o,nly one angle of
bank "programmes" him for a fixed bac'kward pressure on
the stick .
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ASTIR CLUB
ASTIR STANDARD
SPEED ASTIR It
TWIN ASTIR
TWIN ASTIR TRAINER

·go Pxford R08d.Garain9ton-/~
. .T6Ieph(J'l'ie f1fQ..~ 565 Tfllex'

U.K. REPAIR AGENT AND SPARES STOCKIST FOR THE ASTIR RANGE

CHILTERN' SAILPLANES LTD.

INSTRUMENTATION
TRAILER FITTINGS

INITIAL & ANNUAL
C' 5 of A - RESPRAVS

REPAIRS TO ALL
TYPES

BOOKER AIRFIELD, NR. MARLOW, B.liCK·S S.L.1-3DR
Access fromM4 and M40 - TEL.:·W

4 4~ :

..

• ALL WELDING UNDERTAKEN
• WELDING EQUIPMENT
SUPPLIED - AND SERVICED
• CUSTOM BUILT TRAILERS AT COMPETITIVE PRICES BOTH fULLY COMPLETED
AND IN KITS
WORKS:

TEC WElO
CRAWLEY MILL
CRAWLEY, WITNEY
OXON.
TEL: 0993 71248 (24 hrs)
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STOP PRESS:
TWIN ASTIR TRAILER
NOW AVAILABLE

Other phases ef fl'ight also need an increase in emphasis
on speed contw'!; one of these is the launch and launch
failure and cable break.
The launch (winch and autotow).
Climbing before a safe speed is achieved is a fairly
common cause of accid.eflls in th,e event of a cable break.
What many pilots fail to appreciate is that the wind gradient
helps you on the way up. If you (and your glider)' are at
30-50ft with a speed of40kt.in a wind gradient. then some of
that speed is a 9 nus ~rom the wind gradient - it will take
some of it back if the cable breaks! Therefore, a safe speed
varies with tlle conditions and whilst 40kt may be .all right in
no wind. a minimum speed in a gradient may be 45 or 50kt
atlhe same height.
In the launch failure. and perhaps more so in lhe cable
break. cross reference to airspeed is very important. A glider
may be in a steep nosedown altitude and stalled because ,the
pilot was slow to recover. The situation here is often
exacerbated by premature (and unnecessary} use of airbrakes - a reflex action. The other possible consequence of
failing to monitor the speed results in running out of'heig'h't
,in the circuit or circle (ie 3600 turn) because the glider is
flown too fast.
The critical height.
Returning to consider this nebulous "critical heigh t" it
must be emphasised in basic training that flying too slowly
whell low is downright dangerous. It may be difficult with
relatively vice-free training gliders to convince the studen t
that the risks of spinning are real when you, the instructor,
may be unsuccessful in making the glider spin for the
purrose of demonstration and recovery practice. However
wel he knows the symptoms of the stall or spin in the
inadvertent case the pilot has not noted any symptoms and
may not believe that he has stalled or spun. At best there
will be a delay ill initiating a recovery ifhe is able to analyse
the condition, ie that the glider is not responding to normal
control inputs; at worst, of course, he fails to recover at all.
The only real protection against the inadvertent stall or
spin is good speed control achieved through adequate
airspeed monitoring. How do we deal with this in basic
instfl!lction you might well ask? The critical stage for each
student comes, I believe, in the early stages of judgment

development; ,in this phase of training his concentration on
judgment of the oircuit and the approach may. and indeed
usually does, result in a reduction in handling accuracy.
Eventual,ly, however, the student is able to divide his
concentration belween handling and judgment considerations (it being a reasonable assumption that at this stage he
w.jl( not be able to ft.y accurately without paying quite a lot
of alten.tion 10 the balance of flight and speed). As soon as
he is able to attend to the handling you can prom pt him to
show your rate of a,irspeed monitoring - reading out the
airspeed at the appropriate intervals; having made him
aware of the need you can have him tell you the airspeed
every time he checks it.
One other way of emphasising you believe good speed
control is important, is by taking over control if he flies
outside limits (at critical heights), so making the pain t in no
uncertain way that yOll are not prepared to take such risks.
A practice I've adopted in instructor training in tile last few
years is to point out the over-ruddered final turn, even if the
speed is right.
Whatever the point is that you are trying to stress, it's all
part of ,instructing techniques which go beyond practice to
philosophy. Remember though, that too ffiuchemphasis on
speed control may be to the detriment of lookout.
The approach.
Poor speed control in the approach may have a number
of causes, lack of elevator/airbrake co-ordination and
unawareness of the need to compensate for gradient effer.:ts
predominating. Emphasis on speed control should be
tempered with a note of caution to discourage pilots from
looking at their instruments when they should be rounding-out and even in the last hundred feet or so. rf the speed
has been adequate dowrt to this height. then it is better to
accept a small loss due to the gradient effect than it is to
attempt to monitor the airspeed.
The final analysis.
In the final analysis there is no other protection against
stalling or spinning at critical heights other than by monitoring airspeed. Do you place enough emphasis on it when
teaching? Is your speed control good? As an exercise why
not see if you can establish your own rate or airspeed
monitoring in different circumstances.

15 Meter Glass Fibre flapped A I C
Ma•. flying wt.
Win9' loading
&sr glide angle
Min. sink
Empty weight
Wafer ballast
Wing area

990 Ibs.
6.5 fa 9 Ibs per sq ft.
1 in 42 at 64 kfs.
1.12 kts at 40 kt,.
520 Ibs.
2421bs.
108 sq ft.

The DG200 has coupled flaps and ailerons like the Kestrel with powerful
top surface airbrakes and landing flap selected position.

DO 100 '5 met.r Standard Class A I C
Wing loading
Bes! gltde angle
Min .•ink
Empty weight
Waler Ballast
Wing area

5.6 la 7.75 Ibs per sq It.
1 in 39 2 at 60 kts.
1.09 kt. at 38 krs.
500. lb•.
2201bs.
118.4 sq It.

Sote U.K. Agent ...

ONE DG200 OPTION LEFT FOR SPRING '78

AUSTIN
AVIATION
'01'
lpa.es and ,apol., tontdct Doncaster Sallplones.

Rocing Version DG100 Demonstrotor bosed ot Booker.
Telephone Ted Lusted, High Wycombe 881430.

122 MAIN STREET . SnUINGTON . Nr YORK
lelephane Easingwald 810255
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My Experience of Flying a Motor Glider

If you own a yacht the ad-van tages of having auxiliary power
is so enormous that few are now built without engines. T~e
idea of having an auxiliary powered glider goes back at least
to about 1935 but until recently suitable engines and
airframes have not been available.
Having l1ad about 900 hours of flying in my Diamant 18 I
did not see much point in just ~euing another glider with a
better performance. I thougltt It would be more interesting
to try for something entir~ly di.trerent, so when I hear~ that
Willibald Collee was seUmg his SF-27M ex motor glider I
snapped it up. During the last three years I have acquired a
good deal of experience with this machine and in.gener,all
think auxiliary powered gliders may soon have Widespread
use.
. As a glider with the outFig~ers re!TI0ved, the performance
IS about the same as a S,td Cmus Since the fixed wheel and
steel tube fusel~ge is c~ncelled out by the 18m Cirrus wings.
As a powe,red am;:raft It has a range of about 220nm at 70kt,
a take-off rull of 250 yards afld a rate of climb of 500ft I min.
It cruises at about quarter throttle and uses 7-8 litres per
hour, giving an endurance of approximately 3·}hrs. At
fullthrQttle consumption is about 22 litres per hour and the
ceiling iS3FOund ] 5000ft. The fuel is 25.1 two star petrol and
two-stroke oil is carried in a tank just behind my head. The
engine, a 650cc Hirth two cylinder two-stroke, gives about
45bp at 6000rpm full-throttle climb. The engine has a twin
igllltion electric starter and a generator charging a
l5amp/hr 12v battery.
As a powered aircraft it is very satisfactory and I think
that any owner of a motor glider should start by getting in 50
hours of flying in a powered aircraft so that he has a good
idea of what the aircraft can do. He should also do a good
number of relights in the air so he feels confident about the
aircraft's ability to spare him the necessity of a forced
landing. The normal procedure using the aircraft as a glider
is to give oneself a launch to 2000ft, costing about 25p for
four minutes engine time, fold away the engine and do a
task. If the weather turns bad one can wind out the engine
and motor back home.
This saves the bother of sitting in a queue for a launch
and the aggro when someone jumps the queue. It is possibk
to fiy to a gliding contest some distanoe away in the
morning, fly the task and then fiy home in the evening. I was
able to fly to Euroglide at Husbands Bosworth on a couple
of days laStslilmmer. On the Sunday I took-off from Hooker
al 9.30 am, landed at HB after an hour's flight and flew the
380 triangle hors concours, re,tuming by air in lhe evening.
This coSt about £3 for eight hour's flying ,time, saving the
expense ofa crew and accommodation, and there is nothing
to prevent this being done on a much larger scale..
Pilots could take-off ftom their home base and fly on a
d~ily basis a't a conlest, .~~ saving one ?f the headaches of
gliding contests, the proVISion of a suffiCient nu m ber of tu gs.
On another occasion I flew around the London TMA
photographing a good deal of the city (the control zone
crosses the Thames just east of Tower Bridge) and landed
back while the gliders were still on the grid at Booker
waiting for the thermals to start.
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BRENNIG JAMES

I think it is important to decide what kind of pleasure you
want from glidll1g and how you are going to pursue it,
otherwise you end up spending a lot of money to get
something you don't really enjoy. When you first start it's
enough just to feel you can fly, then later on you want to
prove yourself by winning ,competlitions and breaking
records, but after you've been World Champion a few times
you realise that there is a very agreeable view around which
you have been lOO busy to look at while compelling.
When you are gliding you lend to avoid getting below
2000ft on cross-countries so the delails of ,the scenery are
pretty distant and everything looks pretty flat. With an
engine you tend to prefer to fly between 500 and 1000ft so
that the landscape is more interesting and in hilly countryside the sculptura'l qualities are added to the pictorial ones.
The amount of visual information you are confronted with
is vastly more than it is possible 10 digest in one flight, so I
photographed quite liberaUy in colour. Many scenes which
are qUite banal at the \,ime become ofrivetting interest when
projected. I use Kodachrome 25 in a cheap Zenith 35mm
camera which gives excellent results.

A bit ofa personal epic
Last summer, when competing hors concollrs in the Vinon
International Mountain Contest in France, I decided to fly
as a motor glider afid compete as a glider. I left Booker at 8
am and arriv~d at Vinon at about 7 pm local time, a distance
of about 570nm, baving landed at Lydd, Le TOlJquet,
Beynes and Moulins on the way. Petrol is easily obtamed
but it is beller 10 carry your owfi oil as you only need about
600ml and the cans contain two litres. You should allow at
leaSt 40 minutes each time you land to deal with the
inevitable snags and problems. The flight was a bit of a
personal epic a:lthough the more experienced air tourist
might have considere~ it humdrum. The entire cost of the
contest was £250 while the British pilots w~o took their own
gliders had to pay £300 merely to croSs the Channel and
back.
There was only room for basic clothing and personal
items, plus a sleeping bag and airbed in the cockpit. I could
have slept in a corner of a hangar bUlt the airfield authorities
kindly let me have bunkhouse accommodation.
We flew about eight tasks (see S&G October 1977, p207)
and I also flew a 300km on a practice day and motored to
Fayence and back on a rest, day. There was a fair amount of
electro mechanical fumble in the ,engine due to vibration
and nexI time I shall include a VOM and a l2v soldering
iron in the tool kit.
On the way home I experimented by adjusting the
throttle to give me a I :70 ~lide at 7~kt so when: glider~ of th!s
performance become available I Will be expenenced 10 their
use. Flying the aircraft is a bit of a strain because what
might be a nasty accident ,in a glider would be a very nasty
accident in a motor glider. While the engine is running you
worry whether it will not start when you need it. Supposing

yo~ g~t low in.the mountains and decide to start the engiJ.le?
ThIs IS the drIll: Fuel 011, petrol pump on, release engme
catch and wind oul engine~ ignition on, throttle open and
press the starter. If she fires, all well and good, if not switch
off the ignition, apply the engine brake, observe prop
position in mirror. if horizontal touch the starter until it is
vertical then wind down into the fuselage and check that it is
locked. While you are doing all this you should be picking a
field and planning an approach. If there isn't one - bad
luck!
.
Sometimes there isn't time to put the engine away so you
land with everything hanging out, taking care to switch off
the fuel and ignition otherwise the engine might cut in and
mess up your apprvach.
My general conclusions are that motor gliders allow you
to have your cake and eat it. They will perform well enough
as gliders to give good competition experience and as
powered aircraft allow a lo-t of interesting flying when you
wouldn't o-therwise botner to get airborne. In SOme ways
they save money since launching and retrieving use less
time and petrol. They are complicated mechanically and
electrically so you save a great deal by doing your own
servicing and C of A.
All gliders bite fools but motor gliders could bite you a
good deal worse and burn you into the bargain. I think
motor gli.ders usine; an engine on a pole should be reserved
for experienced prIvate-owners who could really get to know
their aircraft thoroughly. The outriggers should retract into
the wing but no sufficiently robust installation has been
developed yet. Fortunately my aircraft has not a retractable
wheel as that would be one more thing to remember on a
hurried forced landing. I can quite well imagine future
motor gliders having a panic button which winds out the
wheel and engine and then starts the engine - all done
electri.cally in a few seconds. I think the petrol should be in
the WIngs and one should have a maximum range of 350
miles. A twin boom configuration with a pusher prop
behind the pilot might work quite well and the outriggers
might retract clean:ly into the booms.
.Taxiing is a great advantage. It is a dreadful bore towing a
glIder. across a field, particularly if you have difficulty in
getting people to take the wingtip, although in a fresh wind
the motor glider needs a wingtip man to taxi downwind.
The general reaction to the aircraft is very favourable.
MOst pilots ·think it is a good idea although the purist
competition pilot scoffs and feels that making things easy in
this way must lead to a moral degeneration in glider pilots.
My experience is quite the opposite. You may worry a good
deal more when you get low, but if the engine does start it
may save a long wait in a field and a late return to the
airfield.
On occasions five minutes engine time gets you across a
gap and keeps you airborne for hours. My experience of
us109 the engine to explore wave is strictly limited but at a
wave site it would help you contact wave, allow you to let
down through cloud over the plain and motor back home
beneath doudbase.
At J!lany 'clU~s t~ere is a division between power pilots
and glIder pIlots whIch seems most unnecessary. I have even
heard such insane complaints that 'people take up gliding to
get a cheap PPL by flying a Motor Falke. I think motor
gliders offer cheap power flying to the power pilot and once
committed many will be encouraged to use their aircraft for
soaring. Finally, I think it is worth taking far more photographs from the air. Since you are paying such a lot to get
mto the air, it's worth. paying a little more to relive the
experience several 111 ore times at your leisure.

Look again!
Its not a Directional Gyro

Actual Size

This is the Hamilton Vertical Card Compass for
sailplanes. A totally new concept in magnetic
compasses, the Hamilton features a dry movement with eddy current critical damping for smooth
operation, even in extreme turbulence. Large
clear numerals on the rotating dial display the
sailplane's heading in the natural sense, right on
the nose of the miniature aircraft. Gone are the
confusing "numbers in the window"; instead, the
Hamilton Compass shows graphically where you
are going, and the best way to turn onto a new
course.
FUlly TSO'd and protected by U.S. Patent No.
3,875,676, the Hamilton Compass is intercJ1angeable with the standard 2%" liquid-filled type.
The Hamilton Compass may be panel mounted or
installed on the cowl' or canopy with the convenient
bracket provided. An optional adapter is available
to fit a 3Vs" hole.
Dealer and overseas enquiries invited. Immediate
delivery from stock.

$250.00
Please add $10.00 airmail shipping charges

GRAHAM THOMSON LTO
3200 AIRPORT AVENUE
SANTA MONICA,CALIFORNIA 90405
(213) 390-8654

Distributor of Hamilton Instruments
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JOHN HULME
BOTTISHAM . CAMBRIDGE
Telephone Cambridge 811323

688 .

PIK 20D-78

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Lightest in its class· Space technology in today's sailplane
Proven design - around 300 now flying
Effective conventional airbrakes and separate flying flaps
Available for 1978 flying season - two options on short delivery
1978 model features repositioned tailplane and reshaped nose
Tightly sealed - all push rods, fairings, wheel box, etc.
Super handling - an easy aircraft to fly in which you are quickly at home

BALL ELECTRIC V ARIOMETERS - Sole UK Agency
• latest models in stock
• Very low battery consumption
• All self-contained - no awkward bottles
• Standard sizes

3t and 2t inch available

• Netto"cruise, Variable gain, variable damping, averager
• Accessories available

And of course:
C's of A, Repairs in all materials,
Trailers, Spares & Materials,
Range of Instruments
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It was one of those des;rerate summer days when the arr is
still. the visibiJity awfu and the lhermals blue and few. It
wasn't a day for cross-country flying - many hacl even
abandoned local soaring in favour of sunbathing. A check
on the logbook showed that nobody had got away from a
wire launch and that an aerotow was a better proposition.
On the principle that you should have a specific objective
for each flight, and that each one should 'teach you something new. I opt!imisticaUy planned a mini eat's cradle; no
point being more than ,five miles from the site.
Off the aerotow and out to point number one with no
trouble, t reached Matching Green at 2000ft and set off for
Stapleford, but e.ncollfltered very heavy sink and was unable
to find the associated thermal. Most fields had crops which,
by early Ju'ly. had acquired a distinctly lush and textured
look. t didn't have to pick my field - there was only one
possibility. It was a partly mown hayfield, the cut section
appearing as a neat flat strip, almost exactly lined up with
the runway, which was now an almost impossible three miles
ahead.
I started the downwind leg of my circuit and studied the
field more closely - the nearer I got the beller it looked. True
there were some high trees and power wires to flyover on the
approach, but it was a good long field and the Pirat has good
brakes. There were no poles in the field and the surface
looked fine. With the cut grass lying in rows parallel with the
wind direction, it seemed very much like' a runway. For a
bonus. there was easy access from the adjacent road. In fact,
I've never gone into a field with so much Confidence.
I was calm and collected, my heart wasn't hammering, I
could even breathe normally. Base leg and ,final turn
completed, and nicely lined up, I crossed the trees and wires,
then applied full brakes for the descent, eyes fixed on my
aim point.
Imagine my horror when three very near, bright green
wires appeared in my neld ohiew. The duck-under dive was

completely inslin.ctive. There was .a fleeting wonder as to
whelher ,the T-talt would clear before I wa.s round1l1g out
and floating gerHly into lhe really lovely surface. I stopped
rolling with half the field to go.
It look several minutes for therea'lity of the situation to
strrke me. First of all, by some miracle, I had negotiated two
sets of power wires, both at telegraph pole height and less
lhan 50 yards apart, by !lying over !he first set and under the
second. Secondly, in my appraisal of the field, I had
completely failed to spot the second set of wires. Thirdly, if I
had spotted them, there were two easy and alternative
circuits I could have adopted without difficully; I could
either have overflown both sets of wires and stil'l had plenly
of field in which to land, or in such a very light wind I could
have reversed my circuit and landed in the opposite
direction.
I walked over to examine the wires which had so nearly
proved my undoing. There were the first set running down
the road which I had clearly seen from t.he air. The other
wires ran out from this line at an angle,. making a diagonal
across the corner of the field. There was a supporting pole in
the hedge and two more poles in the barley field next door. L
had actually flown alongside this field on my downwind leg
and, by lining up the three poles, it must have been perfectly
obvious that the wires continued across "my" field. And yet [
had been so intent upon this chosen field that I could spare
no more than a cursory glance for its neighbour where the
warning message was spelled out loud and clear.
Just two weeks earlier the pilot of a light aircraft going into
a field to retrieve a glider had failed to notice a diagonal
power line and faced a long spell in hospital. I knew about
this and yet failed to apply it to my own situat.ion.
Did I say that I believed you should learn something from
every flight? I had a very lucky escape and it has taught me a
lesson, I shall never again fail 10 study the fields next door.
Maybe confession is good for the soul bu I, in this instance, I
hope it may prevent another line in the accident statistics.

al pilots can read-but the BEST PILOTS read

Sailplane & Gliding
The mag~lZine (on be obtained from most Gliding Clubs
in Gt. Bt,itoin, alternatively send £4.90 postage rneluded
for on annual subscription to the British Gliding Association, Kimberley HQ use, Vaughan Way, Leicester.
Single copies, including postage 80p.
Red leather-cloth binde" to take 12 issues of the magazine ore
available

Price £2.0(), 12.40 Inclu'ding post.

OVERSEAS AGENTS

CANADA,
T. R. Beosley, Soaring Supplies, PO Box 62 t.
St, Lourent, P.Q. Canoda, H4L4V9
SOUTH AfRICA:
Peter Eich, PO Box 82'707, Southdale
Transvaal.

2 t 35, Johannesburg,

HOLLAND,
Aeropress (Ary (eelen) P Stockmanslaan 53, Eindhoven 4508.
USA and all other Cauntries
Payable in either Sterling £4.90 or US$9.50 but International Money
Orders preferred, direct to the British Gliding Association.
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS

BILL SCULL takes a look
at the latest two-seaters

It may seem a bit presumptious to draw comparisons
This compari~on of polars do~s~'t ~how muc~ difference
between the various high-performance two-seaters but as
between the vanous gliders and It ISO t clear which of them
considerable interest is currently being shown in them the
is the result of performance measurements. What is susattempt is justifiable.
picious is the similarity between them - with the exception
The machines currently available are the Calif, Janus and
of the ASK-21.
Twin Astir; at prototype stage are the Globetrotter by
Ursula Hiinle which is a,lready flying and the ASK-21 due to
".
wo
lOO
lOO
""
Kph~1
fly this Mardl. Direct comparison may not be too goed an
.idea because the design concepts, it should be recognised,
I
,
i; r7 ,,' .'
I
.. t-- r-...
are different. Making this statement is akin to putting one's
-.-..:;
I
head on the block with an axeman standing by, especially so ( i I
f":.:....
I " - " ~.
"-,,
as I haven't discussed a'l'l ,the gliders with their respective
~
,
I
I
~I
,
~
designers. I would suggest, however, that the designers may
,,
I
:
"~
,
have in their mind's, in broad terms at least, either a club ~ :
~ , ....TWIN ASTIl I I
JANUS
,,
glider in GRP to replace the last generation (all of which
" "GlOBETROTTER
I
I
I
'ASK 21
have similar performance), or a high-performance glider at
I
f
I
all costs. It is possible, of course, that they attem pt to strike a ~;/
I
I,·" ,." 0· .. ,.., 0·11 ,." ,." "' 1041 '" ,·n 2:·22 t·"7 .Il -~f·21 :
compromise which means Ihat "handlihg" on the ground, in \j
..
the air, or both, is not as good as it might otherwise have
I -I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
been.
.
Examining each of the gliders in turn may not reveal the
category the designer was aiming for unless they have said The only true comparison is, of course, in a competition;
as has Rudolph Kaiser in designing the ASK-21 as an last year's results - there were Janus's (or is it Jani?) flying
ASK-13 replacement, albeit with much better performance. against a Calif at Hahnweide and Angers - showed that the
The Janus, for instance, has flaps with a range of perfor- Janus scratches a bit better than the Califbutthat on a good
mance and landing settings but a fixed wheel (two in fact): day the Calif has the edge. This is borne out by the relative
does a fixed undercarriage suggest a club glider for general wingloadings but Dot by the comparison of the polars.
use or an acceptance of the performance penalty in an
If other factors are taken into account in comparing these
attempt to keep the cost down? The main-wheel doesn't two gliders, then the Calif wins on seating position and
protrude very far nor is it sprung, indicating, perhaps, that cockpit comfort; although cramped for a very tall pilot the
allowance for bad landings likely in basic training were not feature on which it wins hands down is the suppor.t for the
being made. The Twin Astir, by way of contrast, doesn't thighs. In the rear of the Janus the seating position is such
have flaps but does have provisIOn for waterballast which that the knees (mine, .tha~ is) are bentthrou~hmor~ thun 90°
must surely indicate the aim of producing an adaptable - the Germans descnbe It as a gynaecological chair - from
glider for club use or sheer performance.
which you can draw your own conclusions! Incidentally, the
As it is important that those contemplating buying a new Twin Astir is similar in th,is respect but not quite so bad.
two-seater should make the right decision, all factors must
We hav.e had a little more time to ,evaluate the Twin Astir
be considered. It ought to be said that there are two things than we did the Janus but second impressi'ons only confirm
which might prejudice my views; first, a preference for one's initial liking for it. Cockpit comfort is good, apart
side-by-side seating and, secondly, a roomy enough cockpit from the proviso already made, and I was able to fly it from
for me to be comfortable (I'm 1.97m tall).
either seal - fitting in with ease. The controls are well
A detailed comparison must start with general data and harmonised and the airbrakes and undercarriage retraction
performance; the following is taken from the manufac- mechanism easy and light to operate; all controls came
turers'specifications:
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Manufacturer

Glider

Caproni Schempp-Hirth Burkhart Grob. Schleicher Stort + Flug
Calif
Janus
ASK-21 Globetroller
Twin Astir

43 at 56kt

Best LID

39 ot 51kt

37.5a/54kt 34a/51kt

36

Romanian
IS-28"

34 at 54kt

WINTER BAROGRAPHS

Min sink

MAIN STOCKISTS: .
20.38
16.19 •
25.65

Wing span (m)
Wing area (m')
A,pect ratio

Empty weight (kg) 436
644
Max AUW(kg)
Max wing
loading (kg/m')
No. produced

39.8

• with wOferbollost
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370
620
38.2

17.5
17.9
17.1

01'57750

17.5
18.1
16.9

390
610/650'

350co
570

34.1/36.3

315

50+
£18000

Price

18.2
16.2
20.0

Dm42660

17.0
15.8
17.0
350
600
38.0

profotype prototype
first flight
flying
March 18 ()m43000

/7.0
1824

360
590
32.4

THERMAL EQl)IPMENT
LIMITED
Lasham Airfield, Alton, Hampshire
Telephone Herriard 359 or 0256-83 359

£9311+VAT

readily to hand. The only feature which caused much
comment was the limited up-elevator travel which almost
excluded stalling; there was a lack of trim range, too, so that
a backward pressure had to be held all the time although the
loads were not large. The manufacturers, however, say they.
will adjust this. The lack of up-elevator meant an adequate
amount of down - as Andy Gough found when he flew it
inverted as well as doing several outside loops. It is unlikely
that the glider will be certified as fu lIy aerobatic as the
manufacturers do not intend to go for this category of C of
A from the LBA (Luftfahrtbundesamt).
For club use the Twin Astir looKs like a good bet; so lar
we have only limited experience of winch launching - John
Williamson has tried this out at Bicester. The glider is
designed to be launched with ~ stronger weak link Ihan we
normally use (1200lb) and thIS, I thlllk, could eventually
mean that we will end up following the German practice of
using two different link strengths, for single-seaters and
two-seaters. If you regard a glider with retractable undercarriage and w.aterballas't as too sophisticated for club use,
then you will be interested to hear that Urob intends to offer
a version with a fixed, sprung, wheel and without waterballast tanks at a reduced price of DM39420.
The Twin Astir appears to compete in both roles - as a
club glider and a machme lor outnght performance. It will
be well on its way to proving itself in the former role by the
start of this season; for the laller watch the competitions.
The possible rivals, taking into account the price, for the
Twin Astir are the ASK.21 and the Globetrotter, which was
originally known as the H-12 I. The Il'ecord of Start + Flug
rests on the Salto - a sin~Ie-seater, fully aerobatic, GRP
glider with a Std Libelle wlllg shortened from the root end
to give it a span of 13.6m. The Globetrotter, which has a

parafil

three-piece wing and staggered side-by-side seating, is
aimed at the clubs by virtue of its easily removable wingtips
which make it suitable for small hangars. If the design
weight of 350kg (empty) is achieved it might well prove to
be beller for winch launching than the others. However, the
glider is rather heavy looking - perhaps due to the thickish
rear fuselage - and with no moulds made yet, series
production could be some time away.

Don't under-estimate its potential
The ASK-21 is scheduled to fly in March and although a
comparatively late starter it would be wrong to under-estimate its potential. With the Schleicher/Kaiser record of
achievements many people will, I'm sure, want to wait and
see. The design aim is a replacement club two-seater, which
is, of course, the predominant need. The delay in productionhas been due to a change in the method of construction
used for the fuselage; originally it was planned to use a
steel-tube but now the aircraft will be entirely G RP.
You might be a little surprised at the lack of information
on the IS-28B; the brochure doesn't give a polar and the
glider, so far as I know, has not been demonstrated. I
suspect that there is some doubt in many people's minds
about metal construction - although the Blanik has been
popular enough (44 in the UK); there are, to my knowledge,
three IS-28u's in the country and as they ofl'er a glide angle
of I:34 they are obviously worth considering,
My advice to anyone faced with choosing a new glider is
to see them for yourself; by the time this article appears
there will be a Janus in the country so you can make your
own comparisons. It might well be the case that if advanced
training is your aim the Janus, with its flaps, tail-parachute
and good airbrakes, is more suited to the task. The decision
might wel1 rest on whether you thought it necessary to teach
the use of flaps. The tail-parachute could also be an
advantage for teaching but the concensus of opinion
regards them as unnecessary for UK fields. On a safety note,
quite a few gliders get broken by misuse of tail'chutes - so if
you do want a complete training facility yOll wi.ll need two
different types of glider which, incidental1y, is what some
German clubs envisage.
CAN ANYONE IDENTIFY IT?

a new concept in
launching ropes
• strong
• light
• non-corroding
• flexible and easily
handled
Ask for details of this advanced material

19·21 KEN1S HIll ROAD' BENFlEET' ESSEX' SS15PN
Telephone: South Benlleet (03·745) 52711 t 2

This machine was spOiled al Miincften-Gladbach. Wesl Germany. Members
of the Phoenix GC haven 'I been able to identify it and Sgt R. Mllrray, ",ho
selll liS the picture, says Ihe number doesn't appear to be on the current
regisler.
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A NEW TOTAL ENERGY HEAD
FRANK IRVING

An Irving 10/01 energy head mounted on the Imperial College Gliding Gub As/ir,

To achieve an ,input 10 a total energy va.riometer which is correct at all
heights requires a device producing a ~uclion equal to the dynamic head of
Ihe ;mstream, Whereas the corresponding pressure head- the pi tot tube requires no calibraHon. there IS no device that 'I know of which will
automatically produce the,correct suction, They are all dependent upon or
Influenced by VISCOUS eflects and hence involve a certain amount of
e~perimentationand calibration, Moreover. when a satisfactory device has
been achi~ved. SUbsequent production needs to be very carefully
conlrolled If the accuracy of Ihe prototype is to be mainlained,
The original Irving venluri of 25 years ago displayed all of these
f.eatures, The internal shape. with its sudclen expansion. was intended 10
n;;duc,e its sensitivity to manufacturing errors. but the dimensions were
obtained ent,irely by trial-ano-erroL The external ring. !O reduce
sensitivity 10 pitch and yaw. was "borrowed" from a war-time device, The
prototype was very accurate indeed and some subsequen't wind tunnei
tests on a production example selected at random showed that the
accuracy had ~een n,1aintained, I suppose I shourd be ftaitered by the sight
of pirated nlll1l-verslons sull being provided with a certain ISm sailpla/1e,
Apart from sundry variations on the venluri theme. the next sigllificant
deVIce was Ihe Braunschweig tube (ReI' I), Presumably. somebody found
the references from the early 1930s which are the basis of the curves and
observations ,in ReI' 2, In~eneral lerms. Ihese indicate that the pressure
coeffiCIent ,over much of the downstream side of all infinite circtl'llIr
cylinder at right angles to an airslream is about -1.0 al Reynolds numbers.
based on cylinder l!Iiameter. around 10000, At sea level. this corresponds to
a ain diameter tube at "5kt or a 3/ 16in tube at 60kl. (A pressure coefficient
of -1.0 means a suction equal to the dynamic head,) Of course. the
bent-over end of a Braunschweig tube is of very finite length. so the
situation is not quite as shown in Ref 2, The downstream suction increases
towards the end of the tube. due to the vortices shed from the end. and is
obviously influenced by the proximity of the bend:
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manufactured from
non-corrodable stainless steel

£9.34 Inc. VAT
Postage and packing 30p extra
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Fig I shows. in/er alia, the results of wind tunnel tests on a Braunsch,weig tube. The tube in question was of light alloy, commercially made.
and purchased in this country, Ft was te,ted in the "as received" condition
and no attempt was made ID adjust ,it. It will be seel\ ,that over its workin o
ra:nge o,f incidenc,e. lhe suction is aboul 11,'" too high, One potential snag
With thrs deSign IS the use of slots on the downstream side: slightly too
deep a slot will increase the mean suction picked·up. and will increase its
sensitivity to )law,
A development of the IJraunschweig idea was proposed by Oran Nicks
{ReD), HIS tube was 'indined at 70" to the airstream instead of90" and had
a hole rather than slots, In Fig I will be seen a curve labelled "Modified
Nicks": showing suction, about 12% too low. Allow me to explain at oncc
thal Ih,s tube was not made exactly in accordance with the dimensions
given in Soaring, It retained the 70" end andlhe same hole location but was
just a bent wbe like the Ilraunschweig type. as opposed to his somewhat
more elaborate construotion, So my measured figures are no rea'l guide to
the a,curacy of Oran Nicks' original device, However. they illustrate a
significant feature of the 70° end; it is relatively insensitive'to incidence
changes, whereas the Braunschweig's suction collapses at incidences below
about _5",
lit occurred \0 me thal it ought to be possible. with a few careful
adjustments, w produce a tube with the simplicily of the Braul1schweig. Ihe
advantage oflhe 70" end and an accurate calibration, The behaviour of the
final product isshown in the r~lI line of Fig I, The suction is almost cxactly
correct at zero InCidence, Within 4% of COfrl~ct betwe~n -9" and 1- 20", and
only 8% too low at _15°, Do we need such lar,ge angles of incidence? A total'

British Agents for the world famous
Cambridge Electric Yoriometer.

/

1/

.

Stockists of Sailplane Oxygen Equipment
and Instruments.

~-f

::r=

Positive incidence

I
-10°
0°
10°
An.gle of incidence, deg.

SOUTHDOWN Af:RO SERVICES LTD.
LASHAM AIRFIELD
Fig,

Fig I, the ,uclion prod'uced by various total-energy heads os 0 func/lon of incidence
Sue/ions or,e expressed in multiples ai/he dynamic head, fhe desired value being 1,0'
See the text lor on explanation of the "Nick'" figure,.

ALTON, HANTS
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range of about 12" covers the steady flight conditions of an unflapped
sailplane. Rather less (say about 8°) suffices for a flapped sailplane if Ihe
flaps are always at the optimum selling. BUI we also need 10 deal wHh
unsteady conditions; errors due to sudden incidence changes induced by
gusls will produce incorrect variometer readings whicR may take a lillle
while to disappear, even if the pilot isn't taking much interest in the
transitory reading at tht' time of meeting the gust. Moreover. the setting of
the tube in relation to Ihe wing chord line is not usually known so, when all
the uncertainties are added together. Ihere is a lot to be said for it wide
incidence range.

Introducing the
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LOW-PROFILE PARACHUTE
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Fig 2: the effect of airspeed On the suction produced by various
are due to the effects of Reynolds number.

Fig 2

rE heads.

The changes

Fig 2 shows the variation of pressure coefficient with speed at zero
incidence for the thret' tubes. In all cases. it initially becomes a lillle more
negative as the speed increases, this being the expected Reynolds number
effect. Two of them show a slight reversal of slope at high speeds.
There is no point in plolling curves to show the effect of yaw. Up to 25°,
at any rate, none of the tubes tesled showed any measurable effect.
The Irving tube is now available commercially, made of stainless steel
and supplied with a sleeve for IiUing to existing installations. On Kestrels
and Astirs, the front end should point downwards to prevent its wake
impinging upon the pitollube. Otherwise, it mallers lillle whether it points
upwards or downwards; the choice depends on the owner's views on the
ingress of rain, etc.
The light-alloy prototype waS fiued to a Kestrel 19, No. 347, connected to
Winter variometers. The obvious swooping motions were carried out with
very gratifying results. The effects noted in ReI' 4, previously exaggerated
by the excessive compensation of the Braunschweig, were present to just
about the forecast extent. ThaI filled to Libelle 466 shows similarly
gratifying resulls. It is also used to provide the pressure difference for
operating the variometer in the "Netlo" mode by connecting the
appropriate capillary across the bailie side of the variometer and the static
pressure.
RlflRENCIS
1. Wekh afld Jrv'"9 '"New Soaring Pilm" Third

'~dl'lon,

AII.up weight 6.7 kg (14.871b)
IRVIN lightweight 1.24 canopy
3-pin side opening pack
3·point quickly odjustable harness
intergral with pack
• Full packing and servicing instructions
supplied with parachute
• Suitable for Aircrall, Gliders & Helicopters

JOO,1 Muttoy 1977, p289-290; 2, Geldstem, S. {Ed}

Heighl losses of less than 80m (2601l) between ripcord
pulled and full canopy inflation were recorded during
still-a;r drop tesls of the EB73

Fo, Full detl1i1s write to:
Service Manager, Irvin Greot Britain Limited, Letchworth, Herls SG6 1EU.
Tel: 6262 Telex 82198

AIRCRAFT
INSURANCE
and

ALL TYPES
OF INSURANCE

"Modern Dtvelopmfnls 10 Fluid DynomJ£s", Oxford 19.38 (ond a DOVE.'I pa,perbocJc, 1965), p423-424; 3, NIcks,

cnon "A Sffnple fote' Energy Sensor", "Soonng"', Sep'enl'ber, 1976, cnd -4, ftving, f. G "YaT/ome/et Readings
durIng P;,d'llng Manoeuvre,", S&G. October' 977, p204.
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University Microfilms
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Keeping the stringstraight?
HARRY COOK
Some while ago, I became involved in a discussion on the correct use of
rudder in turns and the question was asked, "Should one use top rudder In
turns?" In trying to find a lucid answer to this question some interesting
facts emerged,
It is common experience, particularly with gliders having a span of I~m
or more, that one has to "hold off bank" in order to keep the stnng slralghl
and, th.erefore. avoidiflg any slip or skid. This is because the wing al the
outside of the lUrn is going faster than the inner wing, and so generates
more lift. This extra lift on the outer wing has ,to be balanced by moving
ailerons to iflcrease lift on the inner wing and reduce lift on the outer wing.
so that thl: angle of bank remains constant.
When making a turn to the left, in order to prevent bank angle
increasing, the Slick must be moved to the right. As the le~t aileron goes
down to produce some extra lift on the 'left WlIlg, the nght aileron goes up
and reduces the Iif! on the righ t wing.
Unro~tunately, when the left ailer·on goes down it produces an increase
in drag as well as· reducing lift, and 'the difference in drag between the two

ailerons causes the nose of the glider to swing to the left. Consequenlly,
skid out of the turn develops unless some right rudder (top rudder) is
applied to prevenl it.
Therefore, in the case of a typical soaring turn to the left (30" of the bank
and ,low speed), it is necessary to hold the stick to the right of centre to
.prevenl bank angle iflcreasing. and to use top rudder to prevent the nose of
the aircraf! swinging to the left because of the high drag to the left aileron
compared with the right. In this way we can keep the string straight,
indicating no slip or skid.
I would like to question whether we should fly like that at all.
Surely to fly with the stick and rudder off-centre is wrong, even though
11I0stof us have been taught to do it in order to keep the string straight.
After a long time struggling to fly with the string always accurately
centred, in wide span gliders from T-21 to Kestrel 19, with controls
off-centre as described above and feeling quite smug about my ability to do
it accurate,ly. I read George Moffat's "Winning on the Wind'~ On p67 he
mentions, "later ,I discovered from Klaus (Holighaus) that I had been using
quite the wrong thermal technique. The Nimbus 2 likes to be thermalled
with a pronounced slip of about 5°." On p72, talking about the Std Cirrus,
he sa'ys, "as I gfew to know the ship better. I discovered that the best
technique seemed to be to fly just above the separation speed with about 5°
of slip. That method looks and feels all wrong but the ship dimbs like a
shot."
As a result of reading this appatenlly heretical statement I tried it for
myself and found that the Kestrel loves it! In a typical soaring turn (30°-40°
of bank and 4O-45hs IAS) with the Siring about 10° off-centre indicating
slip into the turn, it is not neeessar)' to hold off bank. 1I is even possible
while ther/lllalling to allow the glider to fly itselJ for limited periods, which
in a big thermal easily provides time for maps to be refolded and for other
domestic activities. The glider actually appears 10 enjoy thermalling under
these conditions ins'tead of "acting awkward" as it used to do.
Why is this?
Ithinlj: it is simply because instead of having to prevent bank increasing
by "holding off bank" with the stick, the slip into the turn provides the
same effect by producin.g more !:if! on the inner wing and less on the outer,
For ,the aerodynamically minded, the explanation is probably thatly ~
lr (rolling moment due to s'lip equals rolling moment due to yaWl is
achieved, and this is the equivalent of holding off bank with the ailerons
and corre<;ting the effects of that with top rudder.
To sum up - if you want 10 Ity with the string straight, or ball in thl:
middle, you will need top rudder in low speed lurns. It is q.uestionable,
however, whether this is the right way lo fly. The alternative is to let the
glitler fly the way It likes to, slipping ifllo the (urn but wilh the stick and
rudder neu tral.
Incidentally, in the case of my Kestrel, with the string about 10°
off-centre, the effect on the ball of the turn and slip indicator is hardly
noticeable. I think this is be<;ause the poSition in which I have the string
fitted on the Kestrel makes it extra sensitive, so that the actual angle of slip
is probably a lot less than that indicated by the string.

Jllne's All The Wodd's Aircraft 1977/1978 edited by John A. R. Taylor.
Published by MacDonald and JaHe's Publishers Ltd at £27.50.
The new look given to Janc's last year when it was completely re-set is
carried through to this latest edition which. like most things this decade, is
more expensive. However. the reader is given 40 more pages of main text
for the eXlra £2.50 and for the first time since 1918 a glossary of aerospace
terms.
Gliding is well represented, with some beautiful photographs and shares
the section with hang gliding, though still dominates by a total of 45 pages
to six. Predictably, this edition is of extreme q\lality and one can only
admire the editor for his consistency in collating a vast mountain of
material to make such a precise, infinitely readable reference book on the
output of the world's aircraft industry.
G.B.S.
Post today for FREE Oee Gee T...Shirts complete information brochure &: price list.
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Sierra Sierra by John loss. Published by The Soaring Press, PO Box 960,
Los Altos. California 94022, USA, Available from the SGA, price £4.5@.
"The story of an e1\-Marine fighter pilo'l, Mark lewls. whose closest friend,
John O'Halloran, was killed before his very eyes. Mark returns to john's
family, only to iQe ensnared in the glider project. John was 10 have flown in
a sailplane (glider) built by tile father and designed to take the World
records in heighl and distance. Jennifer O'Halloran, sister of the dead man,
turns out to be the key to' the story, both emotionally and technically." That

,r

f

is whatlhe news release says and it is all true. The reviewer is now going to
make an unfair comparison.
For most people the definitive aviation story is probably Ernes! K.
Gann's :Fate is the :Hunter. Well spread over time and place, what could
have been a string of anecdotes is bound together by the continuous
presence of some brooding force not particularly well disposed towards
human beings - like a reviewer, I suppose' - saving or savaging them
according to the laws of some completely inscrutable cosmic logic. It is the
very unprediclableness of this fate that gives Gann's book its power.
Siena SierrA isa first novel, nicely written and full of plenty of authentic
d\:tail. The gliding descriptions are good. if occasionally "slightly over the

top". But, ,the two overlapping story lines, bringing together the past of a
Vietnam jet. jockey and presen't world record bidder, converge on a
IXlnclusion - everything comes out righl, but only by a hairsbreadth - like
the leading edges o('a You Are Here arrow. About the only thing you know
to be certain in Gann's book is that he will survive to write it. Sierra Sierra,
on the other haiild. good as ,it is, purrs cleanly and neatly along to its
appOinted end - with a beautiful description of a nail biting final glide in
the dark - under something a little bit too much like remote control, at
least, for my liking.
A good New Year buy, but, "[ say. old chap!" why is the story's briefly
appearing man from the UK a drunken News a/the World reporter?
STEVEN LONG LAND

QLAS FLOQE L
HOLlC/HAVS & HILLENBRAND
qMBH &

co.

I<q.

1977 - Facts

* High Performance
* Easy to Fly
* Simple to Rig
* Superb Comfort & Visibility
* Fantastic Airbrakes
PLUS:

Fixed toil plane - anti p.l.a. stick self·coupling controls - well designed two
level nap/air broke drive - easy approach
mOdu/olion

1978
*·Improved Canopy Mechanism
* Lower Empty Weight

For further details contod:

TONY HANfREY, Sole UK Agent
5 Avclvm Close, Bvrghfield Common
Reading, Berks·
Telephone 0735 2925U
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HORSES FOR
COURSES
CHRIS RIDDELL comments on the optimisation
of sailplane design.

3

~;~s ~:ra~[ ~~b~;~~~aic~St~~h~~~~igl:~r fali:g{a~~~ft~p~~~re~~~~~e~s~ ~
cross-country speed, within the limitations of the 1501 span. He points out
thal the nature of the design will depend on the weather conditions the
designer expects for his design.
My first sailplane was the prototype Skylark I. and was very advanced
for its lime (1954) having a small wing area and NACA laminar flow
section. It gave me some very fast cross-countries and a great deal of
pleasure, but it was severely handicapped in weak conditions.
As t progressed as a pilot, I flew abroad in Europe, and I was impressed
by the much stronger soaring conditions there and in lower latitudes. My
newly acquired Gallic racing technique was only of use to me in one UK
Nationals, and then it put me up well on the day. However, most of the
time 1 seemed to spend in thermals of two and three knots at these
Nationals and Regionals.
Of course, there are many examples of optimising the design - adapting
to beSt suit the conditions - around the world. Pat Beattie in South Africa is
a well-known example with his Bl designs. In America spans are often
extended by the addition of extra wing tips; and the widespread use of
waterballast is another example.
Dr Eppler's point was that sailplane design may have moved too far
towards the desire for high-speed cruise and as a result wing areas are too
small. This has resulted in sailplanes with a diminished capacity to climb in
small weak thermals. It can be assumed that such thermals may well
appear small and weak to the pilot of the speed ship, but to a glider with
better climbing performance the thermals are more than adequate.
The increase in wing area is not all gain. as ProfEppler points oul. As the
parasite drag is a function of the wing wetted area, it is not proportional. to
wing area and represents about half the total dug of the sailplane at speed.
Thus am increase of wing area from 1120sq/ft to 133.5sq/ft represents an
I1 % increase. Care has to be taken not to overdo wing area.
A compromise has to be reached between the desire for a high aspect
ratio for'low induced drag while circling, and the benefits of the larger wing
area and the 'Iower operatimg speeds thal this will allow. Wing plan form is
largely decided b)' the aspect ratio used. for GRP allows a close
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approximation to the elliptical planform in the double tapered planform
now almost universally favoured. The designer is left with little choice of
variables with which to achieve even. beller performance.
The last area of opportunity is the design of the wing section for the wing
profile to besl suit the desired glider performance. Dr Eppler pOts forward
his E603 section as a good solution, bUll feel that he does not go far enough
in his Cl ma'. It seems to me that he is in danger of producing a glider with
this section that wil'! not climb as well as a sailplane with the high lift
section, and, at the same time it will nol achieve the high speed glide angles
of the racer.
In order to justify these remarks, I compared this fill) section with tha·t
of a high lift section. and I plotted the Cl-CD section curves on top of each
other, so the differences are apparent (Chart I). As the lift developed by a
wing is a function of the section lift coefficient at thatincideiice, and the
chord of the wing section at that point, it follows therefore. Ihal if you can
get a section which will generate a high CL m" it is possible to reduce the
wing chord and cStill achieve the same or greater value of churd X CL "'" as
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high lift section. I might add that the characteristics of the high lift section
have been confirmed by flying experience.

------

To sum up. Ihe use of high lift wing section has many benefits for the
sailplane designed for weak conditions. It can also achieve higher
cross-country speeds beller than the more conventional sections in these
thermals. When the design of saifplane is first specified. I feel that the
cons~ious decision must be la ken to ojJelilil1ise for cither a Clim ber or Racer.
The difference ill the performance is represented on the concept of the
exchange or suitability Cllfve, and the hope is expressed that this can show
more dearly the characterislics of a chosen sailplane. However. in the
event. the performance of Ihe sailplane still depends on the thermal
strength that you encounler. In other words. horses for courses,
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"To those who have come into competitive gliding within the
last few years, I say come and try it. You may find you have been
miSSing something, For some there is a lot more to our sport than
knocking a split second off a triangle"
Philip Wills
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that of the lower C~ m" section;lhal 'is to say you can employ a higher
aspect ratio with the advantages it will give in thermal performance. I have
worked oul the Ilrlermal perforrnance comparisOn Of Prof Eppler's
information and Ihat of a similar design using a high lift section at the same
weight. Chart 2 shows this on the now familiar Goodhart standard thermal.
When we now come 10 optimising the performance. we are up against
the question of definition; the polar curve is no longer adequate as the
measurements are taken in straight gliding flight and do not bring in
thermal performance. The BGA method of handicapping gliders is a blunt
instrument but a step forward. as it does bring in the~oncept of
cross-country speed. The pUlpose of this article is t0 show how the
extension of the concept of cross-country speed can be used to show how a
glider will perform in a variety of Ihermal conditions. and how the wing
section can affect this at d,iffering flying weights.
We compared the computer cross-country performance of the glider
with a high lift section and with a conventional section at a number of
thermal strengths and sizes. [n tine weak conditions we found the high lil't
section achieved a higher cross-country speed by virtue of its higher rate of
climb and. as you might expecl. when conditions were better. the more
conventional section gave a faster cross-country speed. It follows therefore
that there is a point at a givcn Ihermal strength and radius where the two
gliders achieve the same cf0ss,eountry speed. That point is the thermal
strength at that radius. and can be- pl'otted to form a series of points on an
exchange curve. A Iihe is drawn across the gra ph on Chart 3 and it follows
that in cOnditions existing below the line the high lift section will achieve a
higher speed. while for condilions above Ihe line, the reverse is true.
(flhe <Ill up weight of the sailplane with the high lift section is increased.
the line moves up the curve 10 the right. showing that the addition of
walerballast will increase the range of conditions in which the crosscountry speed is greater. This is a visual expression of common experience.
but does give a measure of the water to be added in the existing conditions.
[t should be appreciated Ihal al all times I am comparing two sailplanes at
the same flying wcight. and the only significant difference is the use of the

FOR ALL GLIDING TYPES IN ALL TYPES
OF GLIDERS (WITH MINIMUM RULES)
In the spirit of Enterprise the entry
fee is being maintained at £33 (plus VAT)
Write for brochure and entry form to: Bernard Reeves,
Flat 7, 23 Cheshire Road, Exmouth, Devon.

DEVON & SOMERSET GLIDING CLUB,
North

Hill.

Honilon. Devon.

SAILPLANE & ENG.
SERVICES LTD.
Cs of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE,
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN Ale
WRITE OR PHONE:

KEN BLAKE

BUXTON 4365

SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LtD.,
HOLMFIELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS
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ANNUAL STATISTICS - OCTOBER 1, 1976 to SEPTEMBER 30, 1977
AIRCRAFT

GLIDING CLUBS
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ALBATROSS

2

2

0

0

1715

162

170

59

27

5

57

53

13

ANGUS

2

2

2

0

4600

541

0

119

37

0

0

60

10

AQUILA

2

1

5

1

1926

261

B50

75

20

0

0

40

8

AVRO

3

1

0

0

4481

460

719

130

49

0

0

208

12

8ATH & WILTSHIRE

2

3

15

2

4572

1447

12219

58

44

1

10

105

30

BIRMINGHAM UNIVERSITY'

1

3

3

1

749

314

700

0

0

0

0

55

0

BLACKPOOL & FYLDE

3

2

14

0

3500

1320

1300

98

58

0

0

153

0

BORDERS (Milfield)

2

2

5

0

2981

467

1150

101

26

0

0

57

2

8RISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE

3

4

26

3

6392

2735

27643

224

144

22

150

224

40

8UCKMINSTER

3

3

13

0

6318

1186

4200

147

45

0

0

98

2

8URTON & DERBY

2

0

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

80

15

CAIRNGORM'

2

0

2

0

1878

354

0

0

0

0

0

20

5

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY

2

5

23

2

7460

3108

38100

278

104

8

48

263

35

CORNISH

2

2

8

0

4710

763

351

142

58

17

110

93

24

COTSWOLD

3

2

16

0

6267

1465

11204

162

69

3

18

137

23

COVENTRY

3

4

40

3

0

0

79950

0

0

24

161

269

26

CRANFIELD

1

2

7

1

1296

770

5000

89

30

0

0

110

0

DEESIDE

3

2

5

2

2574

1225

1000

187

104

0

0

95

0

DEFFORD (RSRE)

2

0

0

0

1525

224

0

48

29

0

0

24

2

DERBY & LANCASHIRE

5

3

24

8064

2682

5688

180

138

15

250

191

74

DEVON & SOMERSET

2

2

12

0
1

6983

1855

2735

175

112

4

20

2

7172

2108

5008

190

96

0

169
154

32

3

6
0

50

DONCASTER
DORSET

3

3

11

2

3584

1275

6000

121

53

0

0

125

36
10

18

DUMFRIES

1

0

2

0

359

29

0

37

9

0

0

20

DUNKESWELL

2

0

4

2

3796

355

1080

120

53

6

48

55

15

EAST SUSSEX

1

2

5

0

2991

295

735

106

46

3

17

92

28
12

ENSTONE

2

0

12

1

3592

568

4300

108

0

0

0

75

ESSEX

3

2

20

1

8778

2179

0

171

0

16

108

205

13

ESSEX & SUFFOLK

2

1

11

2

2143

1203

5750

112

54

0

0

75

30

7

0

GLAMORGAN

1

0

0

0

Included in South Wales return

GLASGOW & WEST OF SCOTLAND'

I

I

0

0

Included in S.G.U. return

HAMBLETONS

2

4

()

0

2928

1122

0

141

30

0

HEREFORDSHIRE

3
1

0

16

2

5198

2726

23700

229

125

HIGHLAND

2

1

0

2027

312

150

86

42

IMPERIAL COLLEGE

1

3

2

0

1390

322

2520

0

0

61

0

0

194

0

27

118

120

0

0

0

31

0

3

10

88

20
0

INKPEN

1

1

6

1

630

410

7000

39

27

0

0

30

ISLAY'

1

1

0

0

222

29

0

0

0

0

0

14

0

KENT

4

2

12

2

9337

1312

2850

263

133

32

350

216

54

KIRKNEWTON

1

0

0

0

15

10

0

6

3

0

0

9

1

LAKES

2

1

6

1

2576

660

200

117

61

9

72

65

5

LANARKSHIRE

2

1

1

0

1545

277

0

84

0

0

0

40

0

LASHAM

6

0

92

5

25334

6113

71750

294

0

99

299

689

368

LINCOLNSHIRE'

3

2

9

1

6864

1121

912

0

0

0

0

59

6

LONDON

4

5

55

6

13542

5384

0

300

250

33

243

365

50

MIDLAND

3

3

15

1

9953

2407

3858

211

123

27

223

221

68

NEWCASTLE & TEESSIDE

2

2

3

I

1658

395

400

104

82

0

0

44

6

NORFOLK

3

2

14

2

2559

1291

3749

140

67

5

38

120

20

NORTHUMBRIA

3

22

NORWICH SOARING'
OUSE

2

1

13

1

4796

814

1000

181

80

12

72

170

0

5

1

207

463

3310

0

0

0

0

13

0

2

12

1

4457

1465

5300

128

68

0

0

104

18

OXFORD

2

3

11

0

3609

1061

0

111

0

0

0

122

6

PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING

2

2

9

2

1560

780

0

0

0

0

90

55

9

POLISH AFA'

0

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

62

1

RATILESDEN

1

1

5

0

1449

197

180

57

24

0

0

30

0

ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT

4

0

3

0

4078

911

2487

134

55

0

0

79

12

22

ANNUAL STATISTICS - OCTOBER 1, 1976 to SEPTEMaER 30,1977
GLIDING CLUBS

AIRCRAFT

SHROPSHIRE
SOUTHDOWN
SOUTH WALES
SOUTH YORKS & Nons
STAFFORDSHIRE
STRATFORD ON AVON"
SURRE't & HANTS
SWINDON
TIGER CLUB SOARING
TRENlI VALLEY
TYNE & WEAR
ULSTER

HOURS

CROSSCOUNTRY
Il;MS

FLYING
DAYS

-"
:>

iJ

iJ

COURSES

Cl

>.

Cl

~

~

0
c..

6
1
0
2
1

23
1
10

0>
:>

f---

f---

2
0
1
1
1
0
0
2
0
1
1
0

12687
1100
408
6071
2954
2477
1949
5136
5375
43' 2
162
4746
420
1246

6360
283
525
1588
895
323
210
2126
2106
1071
66
828
141
350

2350
300
5000
10780
2000
508

1
2
11
3
0
2
0
3

13
10
5
5
10
0
10
1
9
3
4

0
1
0
0
1
1
0
7
3

2
2
2
1
4
4
9
30
30

0
0
0
0
1
0
3
5
2

2730
977
1048
1942
5150
5448
1450
10500
7800

275
121
201
356
817
658
365
3500
1900

55
0
50
500
3000
910
590
62000
12400

145 789

75

302428

84004

470007

1

1
1

UNIVERSlTlES OF GLASGOW & STRATHCLYDE

I

0
I

4812

11174
4750
()

2640
41P
I

500

.S:

<;
0

V>

Cl

~

ci

'5:>

Z

VALE OF NEATH"
WELlAND

'2

WEST WALES

3
2
2
2
7
3

WOlIDS
WOODSPRING'
WORCESTERSHIRE & DOWTY
WYCOMBE (AIRWAYS & THAMES VALLEY)
YORKSHIRE

172

CIVILIAN CLUB TOTALS,

c:

'>'

u::

c..

293
172
70
161
111
95
91
0
0
147
20
89
37
70

18
23
55
57
61
37
28
0
0
68
3
32
20
0

22
12
0
0
3
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

240
72
0
0
30
0
12
0
'0
0
0
0
0
0

78
0
49
89
145
0
128
250
320

0
0
28
50
51
0
30
130
200

0
0
0
0
0
0
3
14
22

0
0
0
0
0
0
22
56
157

Included in Lanarkshire return

3
1

UPWARD BOUND

MEMBERSHIP
c:

~

~
-"
:>

4
1
0
3
2
2
1
3
0
2
0
2
2
2

SCOTIlSH GLIDING UNION
SCOUT ASSOCIATION

LAUNCHES

370
40
21
204
107
41
72
85
313
86
10
76
51
30
20
25
40
25
35
100

u::

i:
0
Z

36
0
0
43
15
2
2
10
0
11
0
2
0
0
0
5
4

57
276
332

0
10
10
0
5
0
34

8839

1368

1'10

ARMY GliDING ASS.OCIATION:
KESTRel
SOUTH WEST DISTRICT

2
2

4
4

1
0

0
1

5235
4188

861
825

9680
8000

96
103

49
0

0
2

0
14

62
75

30
0

2
2
4
3
2
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
3
16
3
5
2
2
2
5
3
2

0
4
0
1
5

4

1

2387
9104
18115
3024
5258
3044
2436
6669
6606
3761
3898
2145
6938

397
1880
8022
717
2453
411
337
956
1724
622
492
261
1685

1167
12241
53276
3271
8285
2872
573
2000
6738
600
4800
75
5350

90
0
0
99
157
80
92
110
0
92
0
0
0

0
0
0
43
55
35
30
30
0
31
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
,0
0

3
3
3

0
1
1
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

78
64
495
54
180
50
65
90
97
54
63
43
80

0
30
0
9
5
0
0
0
10
0
2
10
0

3
3
3

2
3
3

3
3
2

2
3
4

2536
2361
3104

597
699
925

476
3200
1174

83
77
127

37
34
34

1
1
1

12
16
16

50
58
125

0
0
5

16
75

91009
31J2428

23664
84004

123778
470007

1783
8839

101
1368

91

393437

1,07868

593785

10622

1469

ROYAL AIR FORCE GSA:
ANGLIA
BANNERDOWN*
BICESTER'
CHILTERNS
CLEVElANDS
CAANWELL
EAST MIDLANDS
FENLAND
FOUR COUNTiES
FULMAR
HUMBER
MAWGAN VALE'
WREKIN'

1

1

0
2
7
1

0
12

ROYAL NAVAL GSA:
CULDROSE

.

HERON
PORTSMOUTt-l NAVAL
SERVICE CLUB TO TALS,

44

CIVILIAN TOTALS 18 I Fl'

172

66 39
145 789

GRAND TOTAL

216

211

828

,

CLUBS MARKED' HAVE NOT SUPPLIED STATISTICS AND 1976 FIGURES HAVE BEEN USED

23

-

-

The P1K 20D photographed by Andrew Hulme after its first flight in this country.

SAILPLANES 1978

Compiled by ANDREW CDATES

The following tables present (in alphabetical order) the majority of sailplanes at present in, or about to go into
production. The figures included give a guide to the sailplanes but for a complete picture, careful reading of the
Pilot's manual is essential. In particular the weight of maximum waterballast should be checked against the
maximum all up weight. Stall speed is given for minimum weight because of the jettison of water before landing.
Performance figures are in most cases calculated. Prices hove not been included and anyone interested should write
to the manufacturers or their agents. This Is the third S&G review of sailplanes, the fint being published In February,
1975, p24, and the second in February, 1976, p18.

Astir CS 77
Manufacturer
Burkhart Grob
15
Spon (m)
12.4
Wing area (m')
Aspect ratio
18.2
Wing section
Eppler
Wing loading (kg/m')
36.3
Empty weight (kg)
270
AUW(kg)
450
Waterballast (kg)
100
Stall speed (km/h)
60

Max speed (km/h)
Min sink at 75km /h
Best glide at 105km/h

250
0.6
1,38

New slim fuselage. Wings swept
back by 1°. Push-pull controls replaced by rotating levers. Club Class
version with fixed landing wheel and
no waterballast available as Astir CS
Jeans.

Speed Astir 2
Burkhart Grab
Manufacturer
15
Spon (m)
11.47
Wing area (m')
Asl'ecl ratio
18.4
Eppler
Wing section
29-45
Wing loading (kg/m')
265
Empty weight (kg)
515
AUW (kg)
140
Waterballast (kg)
64
Stall speed (km/h)

24

Max speed (km/h)
310
Min sink at 75km/h (m/sec) 0.60
Best glide at 120km /h
1,41.5
Astir CS 77 fuselage cambined with
a flopped wing designed by Prof. R.
Eppler. New tailplane. Scheduled to
fly in December 1977.

ASK-21
Manufacturer
Span (m)
Wing area (m')
Aspect ratio
Wing section
Wing loading (kg/m')
Empty weight (kg)
AUW(kg)
Woterbollost (kg)
Stall speed (km /h)

ASW·20
Manufacturer
Span (m)
Wing area (m')
Aspect ratio
Wing section
Wing loading (kg/m')
Empty weight (kg)
AUW (kg)
Waterballast (kg)
Slall speed (km/h)

Schleicher
17.5
18.1
16.9
Wortmonn
26-32
350
570
None
62

Schleicher
15
10.5
21.43
Wo,tmonn
30-40
240
420
120
69

Max speed (km/h)
Min sink at 67km /h (m / sec)
Best glide at 95km/h

220
0.65
1:34

Tandem seating with adequate
space for a tall pilot. Sprung
mainwheel and fixed nosewheel.
Uriginolly it was planned to use a
steel-tube fuselage but now the aircraft will be entirely GRP. Scheduled
to fly in Spring 1978.

Mox speed (km /h)
Min sink at 73km/h {m/~ecl
Best glide. at 100km/h

250
0.60
1:43

Flapped version of ASW-19. Flap
setting automatically co-ordinated
with airspeed. large airbrakes an
upper sur1ace. only. Forward hinged
canopy.

0-77 Iris
Manufacturer
Span (m)
Wing area (m')
Aspect ,otio
Wing section
Wing loading (kg/m')
Empty weight (kg)
AUW(kg)
Woterbollost (kg)
Stall speed (km /h)

Siren
13.5

11.4

Max speed (km/h)
Min sink at 73km/h (m/sec)
Best glide at 90km /h

160
0.68
1: 33

16
Bertin
27.2
200
310
None
60

OG-200
Gloser-Dirks
Manufacturer
15
Span (m)
10
Wing area (m')
22.5
Aspect ratio
Wortmann
Wing section
31-45
Wing loading (kg/m')
235
Empty weight (kg)
450
AUW (kg)
130
Woterbollost (kg)
63
Stall speed (km /h)

H-121 Schoolmaster
ManuFacturer
Slart + Flug
Span (m)
17
Wing area (m')
15.8
Aspect rolio
18.3
Wing section
fppler
Wing looding (kg/m')
31.6
Empty weight (kg)
290
AUW (kg)
500
Woterbollost (kg)
N/A
Stall speed (km/h)
N/A

French single-seater training sailplane of glass-fibre construction.
Upper surface airbrake·s. landing
wheel fitted with hydraulit brake.
First flight on February 26, 1977.

Mox speed (km/h)
Min sink at 72km/h (m/sec)
Best glide 01 11 Okm /h

268
0 ..56
1:42

Flapped version of 00-100. Coupled flaps and ailerons. New lailplane. Canopy hinged oft. flop
connection au·tomatic when rigging. Parallelogram control column
linkage.

Max speed (km /h)
Min sink at 80km/h (m/sec)
Besl glide at 100km/h

250
0.65
1:36

Slaggered ,,·eoting. Right seat
250mm further oFt. Canopy slides
forward. Fully oerobotie. All glas.fibre construction with three-piece
wings. Large tap surface airbrokes.
Firsl flight an July 28, 1977.

25

LS-3
Manufacturer
Rolladen-Schneider
Span (m)
15
Wing area (m')
10.5
Aspect ratio
21.4
Worlmann
Wing section
45
Wing looding (kg/m')
240
Empty weight (kg)
AUW (kg)
470
Woterbollast (kg)
120
Stall speed (km/h)
65

Ml5tral-C
Manufaclurer
Span (m)
Wing area (m')
Aspect ralio
Wing section
Wing loading (kg/m')
Emply weight (kg)
AUW (kg)
Waterbollast (kg)
Stall speed (km /h)

M05quito
Manufacturer
Span(m)
Wing area (m')
Aspect ralio
Wing section
Wing loading (kg/m')
Empty weight (kg)
AUW (kg)
Walerbollast (kg)
Slall speed (km/h)

ISF
1'5

10.9
20.7
Wortmann

28-32
230
350
None
62

Max sreed (km /h)
Min sink at 70km/h (m/sec)
Best glide at 1OOkm /h

250
0.55
1:40

Single root to tip Aaperon. Airbrakes
coupled to Aaperons. Large -.,ckpit.
Forward hinged canopy. Sprung undercarriage. Airbrakes, water tanks
and flaperons all automatically connect on rigging.

Max speed (km /h)
Min sink at 65km/h (m/sec)
Best glide at 90km/h

250
0.60
1:35

All glass-nbre conslruction. Club
Cia ... Built by Dipl-Ing Strouber.Frommhofd lid of Bensheim. Germany, Roomy cockpit. Efficienl
aileron and rudder action. Large
spoilers for short landing. Flew in
1977.

Glasflugel
15
9.86
23
Wortmann
33-46
235
450
120
65

Max speed (km/h)
Min sink at 7Bkm/h Im/'sec)
Best glide at '06km/h

Manufacturer
Schempp-Hirth
Span (m)
15
Wing area (m')
9.86
Aspect ralio
23
Wing seclian
Wortmonn
Wing loading (kg/m')
33-46
Empty weighl (kg)
235
AUW (kg)
450
Waterbollast (kg)
120
Stall speed (km/h)
65

Max speed (km /h)
Min sink at 78km/h (m/sec)
Best glide at 106km/h

250
0.57
1:42

Fla,p/airbrake system. Carbon-nbre
ailerons move ,,, flap' ore raised or
lowered. Contlols adomaticolly
connect when rigging. front hinged
canopy. Winner of '977 Euroglide
15m Class.

Nimbu515
250
0.57
1:42

Cirrus 75 fuserage ond Mosquito
wings with flaps incorpurating wing
root foiring. Controls automatically
connect during rigging. Combined
flap/trim system.

PA 15-35
Designer
Span (m)
Wing area Im')
Aspect ratio
Wing section
Wing loading (kg/m')
Empty weight (kg)
AUWlkg)
Waterbollast (kg)
Stall speed (km/h)

26

Jean Paller
15
18
18
Bertin
34.5
190
380
80
60

Max speed (km/hi
Min sink at 70km/h (m/sec)
Besl glide at 77km/h

250
0.63
1:34

Amateur construction version of the
French glass-nbre Carma", JP 1536. Same contours and dimensions
but fuselage and tail unit of wood
and labr'c construction . .JP 15-36
wings used.

PIK 200.18
Manufacturer
Spon (011
Wing area, (m')
Aspecl ratio
Wing section
Wing loading, (kg/m')
Empty weight (kg)
AUW (kg)
Waterballost (kg),
Stall speed (km/h)

Mox speed (km/h)

292
0.66
1:42

New pointed-nose. Tailplane moved
forward by 12cm. Carbon· fibre wing
spars. Full span camber-changing
flap/aileron system. Cockpit reinforced. Adjustable backresl.
Pneumatically sealed canopy.

Scheibe
15
12.5
18
Scheibe

~in sink 01 80km/h (m/sec) 0.85
Best glide
27-28
BMW 900cc
Power plonl
Rote of climb (m/min)
150
Take·off distance (m)
150-200

SF·33
Manufacturer
Spon (m)
Wing area (m')
Aspect ratio
Wing section
Wing loading (kg/m'}
Empty wei!;lht (kg)
AUW (kg)
SIolI speed (km/h)

Max speed (km Ih)
Min sink at 56km Ih (m I sec)
Best glide at 117km/h

Eiri Avion
15
10
22.5
Worlmonn
29-45
220
450
140
74

32
300
410
67
170

Single-seat training m(ltar glid~".
Wood and fabric construction with
steel tube fuselage. Powered by two
cylinder motorcycle engine.

Vega
Manufacturer
Vickers·Slingsby
Span 1011
15
Wing area (m')
W.05
Aspect ratio
224
Wing section
Wortmonn
Wing I,ooding (k,g/m')
30-44
Empty weightlkg)
234
AIJW (kg)
440
Woterbollast (kg)
109
Stall speed (km/h)
63
Moxspeed, (km/hl
250

Min sink 01 82km/h (m/s)
Best glide at 111 km/h

0.65
1:42

Carban·f,bre wing spa" with one
piece flexible flop/broke on each
wing. Roomy cockpit with adequate
headroom for toll pilots under forward hinged pneumatically sealed
canopy. Ret(act,ab'le t'oilwheel.
Maiden flighl in June \977 and the
first batch will be ready in the spring,

Zuni
Manufacturer
Span (011
Wing area (m')
Aspect ratio
Wing section
Wing' looding (kg/m')
Empty weight (kg)
AUW (kg)
Wolerballost (kg)
Stall speed (km/h)

Aera Tek
15
10.13
22.2
Wortmonn,

59.'10

220
500
180
78

Mox speed (km/h)
Min sink at 80km/h
Best glide

334
0.52
N/A

American '501 011 gloss-fibre soilpl'one. first flight No,vember 18,
1976. Fulil span camber-changing
flap/aileron system. All controls
automatically connect when rigging.
Side·mounted control stick.

J5H Scorpion. This home-constructed sailplane, built by John Halford of Oxford, flew for first time on July 9, 1'977, at Cronfleld, It is 0 further development of Kpn
Holmes KH-l which flew in 1970. It features 18.5001 wings fitted with new trailing edge flop brakes 201 longer than those of the or~ginal model. Tile cloimed LID of 1:37
at 89km/h is the some os that for the KH·l, Photo: Andrew Cootes.
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It all began with an international agreement
called the Warsaw Convention. This limited the
liability of international air transport undertakings in respect of claims arising from dcath
or injury to passengers, and at the same time
ensured that the undertakings would automatically be liable up to the limit. Most governments (ours included) extended the principle by
further Convention to non-international carriage. The current UK legislation is contained
in the Carriage by Air Acts (Applications of
Provisions) Order 1967. The present limit in
respect of anyone passenger is £40000 odd,
expressed in sterling.
The burdcn of liability in sums of this magnitude was at the time thought to be too much
for flying clubs. Accordingly. the Board of
Trade, as a matter of course used 10 grant
exemptions from the UK legislation to clubs on
application. That left the club liable (in Iheory)
without limit. but it also left the club free to
limit its liability by conlracting with its passengers. The standard form of limitation was
the so-called "blood-chit" of the general type
familiar to gliding clubs. Compulsory
limitalions of ordinary liability ("exclusion
clauses" as they are sometimes called) have
lately become unpopular. If you have ever read
the small print on a car hire contract, you will
see why. 1 remember once being invited to sign
a form before laking delivery of a hire car in
which I. rhe hirl!f. warranted the unseen car to
be in good condition. I said 1 would sign if they
would lend me the car for a day together with
the use of their hoist, their diagnostic equipment and tools and a pair of overalls. Wc
parted' bad friends. and J hired' a car elsewhere.
Anyway. the Law Commission recenlly
produced a report on exclusion clauses; the
indirect result is the Unfair Contracts Terms
Act 1977. which ~l1as just been enacted and.
from February I. 1978. greatly curtails the
extent to which a business call exclude normal
liability in relation to its customers.
Following the publication of the Bill in
Parliament. the Board Qf Trade decided that it
would be appropriate to withdraw exemptions
from the 1967 Order. All those likely to be
aflected (including the BGA) were consulted.
and all exemptions were withdrawn from midnight on Septcmber 30. 1977.
Where does that leave gliding c1ubsry Are they
liable under the 1967 Orderry Does the 1977 Act
make Ihe blood-chit illegal? What happens
now?
Before giving direct answers. I fear tha t I
have to direct your attention to two legal
principles. The fi~st point to grasp is Ihat lhere
are clubs and clubs. Ooe sort of club is exemplified by many commercial flying clubs. Essentially they are a business carried on by the
proprietor. even if (as often happens) he offers
members general rights. such as the use of a
clubhouse. in return for their subscriptions.
rather than selling them goods or scrvices on a
one-at-a-time basis. as a shop does.
The otner sort of club is the members' club.
that is to say. an association of individuals
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conducting some activit), for their mutual good.
All British gliding clubs (and .the BGA itself)
have these characteristics. What matters i.s Ihe
reality. not the form. The Cambridge University Gliding Club. for instance. is owned by the
Cambridge University Gliding Trust Ltd (a
company), but the whole outfit is none the less a
members' club.

C'[ubs not triiding
with members
The next point is that members' clubs do not
trade with their members. If you buy a bottle of
beer in Ihe club bar. the dub is. technically.
diverting to you for payment a slice of the
members' common store. The same applies 10
your flight in a club glider. The Licensing Act
1964 spea'ks of "supply" of liquor in the contexl
of members' club and "sale" in the context of
public house sales. It is also a sale when a visitor
buys a drink at your bar (if the rules so permit).
Because of these features of members' clubs,
the 1967 Order never applied 10 gliding clubs.
The confusion in people's minds stems from the
fact that, until about 1964. tbe BGA regularly
applied for (and got) exemptions for BGA clubs
from the provisions of the predecessor to the
1967 Order. At about that time I called the
BGA's altenlion to my view that the exemptions were unnecessary. To be absolulely sure.
we took counsel's opinion; in the end. the
Board of Trade acknowledged that we were
right. Since then. there have been no more
exemptions for gliding dubs (not. at any rate,
through the BGA). The private flying
movement ditln't notice this. which explains
why flying clubs. including those that were
membcrs' clubs. continued to apply for
exemption.

~

contract to accent
i

the risks

BGA clubs. then. and for that malleI'
members' flying clubs. have a'lways been
"open-ended" as regards passenger liability.
Hence the blood-chit. which is nothing more
than a contract with the new member whereby
he agrees. in return for the privileges of membership. to accept Ihe risks of what he is doing
(including a faux pas on lhe part of some oiher
member): and so limits the club's liability. If the
club was not subject to the 1967 Order. either
because it was specifically exempted (commercial flying clubs) or because it was not within the
Order at all (members' clubs both power and
gliding) it could limit its liability in any way it
chose. This would of course be subjecl to the
ordinary law about the dUly of care which
people owe to one anolher. most recently
brought up to date as regards visitors 10 premise's
by Ibe Occupiers liability Act 1957. It was never

true that the blood-chit was a cam plete proteclion to gliding clubs. still less to the individual
member who caused the accident. But it was a
valuable safeguard.
Now the Unfair Contracts Terms ACI 1977
renders the blood-chit nearly valueless in relation to a trader. The commercial flying club.
therefore. will not be able to contract oUI of the
unlimiled liability to passengers which obtains
under the ordinary law. It Iherefore pays it to be
(as indeed it is) wilhin the 1967 Ordcr instead.
This. as we have seen. givcs it a measure of
automatic proteclion. We have also seen that Ihe
Order does not apply to members' clubs as
regards transactions with their members. But
beware. A club giving joy-rides to thc public
would be trading. and would thus be within the
1967 Order and the 1977 Act. so thal it could not.
by using a blood-chit.limii its liabilily other than
10 the extent that the 1967 Order provides. This
is why it is essential. if someone wants to ride.
first to cnrol him as a member. The blood-chit
takes care of this. jf it is in the standard BGA
form. However. the law is not an ass (or. not
always). A club that habitually had a Iwo-seater
doing circuits wilh lhe sole objecl of giving rides
to the general public might be held to be an Air
Transport undertaking. It would also be in olher
forms of trouble. by being in breach of numerous provisions of the Air Navigation Order.
What gliding clubs generally do is very different.
They offer to prospective members Ihe opportunity of a short trial membership "to dip their
toe in the water". They also give to members'
guests a chance to see for themselves what goes
on. Neither of these activities undermines the
essential non-trading and mutual nature of what
Ihey are doing.
The blood-chit. then. has disappeared for
commercial cI~lbs. bUI is alive and welll for
members' clubs. Does ,it have any limitations?
Apart from its lack or blanket protcclion. to
which 1 have referred. it doesn't of course limit
Ihe size ofa claim. This is a maller best dealt with
by insurance. No gliding clu b can ever hope to
meet (for example) a claim by thc relatives of a
third parly who has been killed or maimed by its
activilies. If for instance a tWo-seater or glider
flown by an instructor on duty practising out
landings descended on the head of a passer-by.
thus reducing him to permanenl paralysis. the
total damages might today approach £70000£80000. nOI to speak of legal expenses. So
sensible clubs carry heavy third-party insurance.
Because of the limitalions of lhe blood-chil. it is
prudent to carry all-embracing insurance. including liability to passengers. in similar
amounts. Sedgwick. Forbes Ltd. who do a 101 of
the glidcr business in the UK. tell me Ihat they
are advising cover of £400000 as a combined
limit for Third Party and passengcrs. The
premiums are in Iheorderof£IOO-£125.
For those who only read headlines. here is a
short ready-reference question-and-answer. For
some of Ihe queslions. I am indebted to Eric
Wilks. of the Derby & Lanes club. wilhout
whose pesterillglhis article would ne"er have
been written.

Q. Does rhe removal of exemptions from rhe
1967 Order mean Ihar gliding clubs are now
subjec/lo rhe Warsaw Convention?
A. No. They never were so subject and are not
now.

HUMBERSIDE AVIATION

STORCOMM

(0302-771005)

Our new TR 7603. glider radio is now
available.

WOODSIDE ROAD, WROOT

'Full 2 watt transmitter with speech
processing to punch your message through

Q. The Board of Trade say that flying clubs are
subjecl 10 the 1967 Onler and will nol be
exempted. Why are gliding clubs differenr
from flying clubs?
A. They aren't. The reason why flying clubs
seem to be different is that most of them are
commercial, whereas gliding clubs are not.
It makes no difference what aircraft you
fly: only wnat sorl of club you are. Gliding
clubs operating powered aircraft are in
exactly the same position in relation to
these aircrafl as they are in relation to their
gliders.

10 miles east of Dancaster
(See July's S & G (p. J J7) for details of exciting
offers.)
C. of A.·s and Insurance repairs for gliders and
motor gliders. Air/rames built to your
specifications and la your colour schemes.
Cockpits customised to your personal needs for
inAighl comfort.

'Usuol sensitive receiver now has high
quality crystal filter for single channel
selectivity
'Audio output now 2 watts for comfortable
listening
-Two-unit construction in rugged diecost

caSes

Send for detailed information to,
Gloss ships 10 vintage types welcomed.

the liability of (/ gliding club to ils members
or third parties?
A. No.

Wonted: Glider wrecks, surplus wings, tailplanes, wheels, instruments. parachutes, etc.
If you or your club 'can't allord it' - come 10

George Storey
H.T. Communications
P,O. Box 4
SUNBURY ON 'HAMES
MiddleseJ(j TWI,6 7TA

Q. Can ollJllhing be done about this?

OUR SENIOR INSPECTOR for sympathetic

Ground sets also available

Q. Is there any monelary or legallimiralion on

Troilers for hire and sole, or mode to your
specification. Gliders bought and sold.

A. Yes, the blood-chit limits the circumstances
in which the member can claim, though not
the size of any claim. There is no way of
contracting oul of liability to third parties
(except spectators in cenain circumstances).

solutions to your financial problems.

~

Q. Does rhe Unfair Contracts Terms Act 1977
make the b1ood'fhit illegal or I'alueless?
A. Not in the case of an ordinary gliding club.

Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS
and REPAIRS

Q. Does the blood-chil thell gil'e complete
proteetioll as regards members?
A. No, but the protection it does give is well
worthwhile (not least because it makes
clear that the pas.~nger is a mem be.r).

By l. GLOVER senior inspector

Q. Should my club liGrry insurance to COI'er
passenger liability. in spite of the blood-chit?
A. Certainly.
Husbands Bosworth Airfield. Near Rugby

Q. HOlllmuch?
A. Ask your broker.

Tel: Husbands Bosworth 880375

Q. Will/he premiums ruin us?
A. No. but an uninsured claim will.
t
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The above lhownamount to be paid In the form of a discount on the purchase of a new
aircraft from ANGLO-POLlSH Sailplanes Ltd. to the winner of the following competition.
The winner is the person who flies the greatest no. of kilometres between April 1st and Sept. 30th inc!' on gliders
of Polish manufacture. Each and every flight is to be supported by usual contest evidence, i.e. tug pilots release
certificate, or clOy independent observer in the case of 0 wire lounch, pre-toke off photograph showing pilot and
glider, TP photos and landing certificate signed by two witnesses (with addresses). Normal BGA handicapping will
apply to distances flown.
Rules in greater detail available from ANGLO-POLlSH Sailplanes Ltd.
Special pr,izes for any new UK or world records established while on these flights.
Needless to say falsification of anyone doctlment will lead to total disqualification.
Claims to be submitted before Nov. 1st, 1978,. to ANGlO-POLlSH Sailplanes Ltd.
All flights must start in tile 'UK.

GOOD· LIUC·K··.

P.S. ~ This advert will not appear again, so if you want to win - don't tell all your friends.
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ROYAL AERO CLUB - ANNUAL PRIZEGIVING

AN HONOUR FOR GEORGE
Our congratulations to George Lee, the World
Open Class Champion, on being awarded an
MBE in the New Year's Honours List.
COMPETITION NEWS
Badge and Record Claims. The BGA has been

fairly lenient in t,he past when validating turning point photos, by accepting any Slarl
photograph whicn the ,official ohserver is able to
eenily as 'taken at the time of declaration,
However, from March I, the BGAwill insist on
strict compliance with the FAI S,porting Code
para 2,1.2, which requires a photograph to be
laken before lake-off of tne task declaration
board. signed ~with date and ,time)' by the pilot
and tine obs.erver. Remember, phot.ograph your
~Iaration before you lake·olf,
Compelilion Rules, A ,revised edition of the
Competition Halldbook wiH be available from
the BGA from March 31, Some of the main
changes are:
a) Scoring. "Place Scoring" has been withdrawn but "Air Mass Scoring"' has been introduced as an optional allernative for handi·
capped competitions. This simple refinement,
developed by Ken Brown, handicaps each leg
acoording to its relationship with tine wind, 11
aims tQ proOuce a fairer resull, especially for the
lower performance glider which struggles vainly to land just short of an upwind turning point,
whilst the faster machines whistle downwind on
tine way back. A further change in scoring is the
devaluation of races in wlnich the winner takes
less than two hours: as well as being generally
fairer. it will give tasksetlers scope to set short
tasks in brief patches of soarable weather.
b) Held Starts. Held startlines w,ill be optional
for Regional Competitions, but whatever the
organisers choose ,must apply throughout the
competition,
c) Glider COllspicuily. Recommended Practice
No. 22 oflhe BOA taws and Rules (8th edition), wlilich calls for bright extremity markings
on pa'le.co!ourea gliders (including white
glass.fibre types), will he mandatory for all
BGA ratedcompelitions in 1978, Full details
are in the BGA Technical Note, SIO (G), issued
September 1977.
Gordon Camp,
Chairman BGA Compelilions COfllmillee
J::t:ROGI-IDE DATES:

~Vl'

\I"f'fl! ,VI'I"I

(/

11nUI!?

dOle [or

f,"/lmX'IlJe. pri'J/~d ill 111(' tw.' iwlt.·. 11 l\"ifl ~ ltl i\~lm/H!Il'Id, !Joml'
of 'he BrisTol & Glollce.\u:rshire GC from A UgfJSI 19-2(:/" not
AU~IHI
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Prince Charles with the British learn and crew members,

The Prince of Wales Cup io the 1976 British
Glidillg Team; a Gold 'Medal to World Champion Open Class, George Lee: the 0, P, lones
Cup to Pamela Newall, and FAI Paul Tissalldier Diplomas to John Large and Roger Barren
were the awards, collected by members of British
Gliding at the Royal Aero Club's annual
prizeg,iving, held on November 30, 1977, at the
Royal Automobile Club,
An unusually large crowd of members and
guests of both the Aeto Club and the Royal
AeronautiCal SO€iety atlended this event. HRH
The Prince of Wales, President of the Royall
Aero Club, presented the awards.
The 1976 British Team were justly proud to
be the first recipients of The Prince of Wales
Cup, a beautifully cut glass goblet, donated by
Prince Charles to commemorate the Queen'S
Silver Jubilee,
Simon Ames, who is leaving the Aircraft
Owners and Pilots Association (formerly British
'Light Aircraft Corporation) after 17 years of
service, received the Silver Medal.
Members of the Royal Aeronautical Society
had turned out in force to celebrate and witness
the presentation of the £50000 Kremer Prize for
Man-Powered flight. It had taken 18 years for
the prize, which originally was £5000, to be
claimed.
Paul MacCready, the winner, had come over
from the States with a party from his team to
receive a lasting memento in the form of a silver
trophy, handed over by Prince Charles and the
cheque from Henry Kremer, the donor of the

prize money, The qualilying flight was carried
in the States in the Gossamer Condor on
Allgust 23, 1977, piloted by Bryan Alien,
After (he presentations were made, Prince
Charles spent some time cha'tling in an informal
way to the various award winners,
OUI

RH
ANY CHALLENGERS?
Dudley HisCQx, who started gliding with the
l.ondon Club in 1930, still flies solo: last year, at
the age of 83, he climbed a Skylark to more than
40001'1. He would like to know if anyone exceeding this age is still flying sailplanes solo.
RESULTS OF THE NATIONAL LADDERS
Doug Freeman ~Thames Valley) has come top
of the Open Ladder to win the Enigma tmphy
with four flights in an ASW-19. He covered
distances of between 300 and 400km with the
highest unhandlicapped speed of approximately
80km/h,
Verdon Luck (Airw.ays) heads, the Club
Ladder to gain the L. du Oarde P'each trophy,
His flights were ilil a Skylark 4, Astir afld K-6E,
none of which exceeded 2l3km,
Mike Garrod, National Ladder Steward, said
that once again Coventry made the largest entry
with 98 flights, followed by Derby & Lanes (79)
and Booker (77), The number of participating
clubs was slightly up on lasl year but he was

disappointed some of the smaller ones didn'l
enter, ~ommenting thal the norlh had little
representation in spite of the obvious enoouragement in the scoring system. As expected
from the relatively f~w good days last summer,
the top totals were substantially shorter (by over
2000pts) compared w,ilh 1976.
C)penLodd.r
looOongp;loI
I

0._

Club

Ph

Thame~ VOlley

2 LIl_
3 1.8IeaIcon

Thames >Vatley

4 f. Shopjlonl

Airways.-

Cohwold

fits

.'746
7734
7434
6706

BIG DEVELOPMENT FOR TRAILER FIRM

CI.bladder
looding 10101

Club

I V.ludo

Airway.

2 T. Cod••
3 J. Goonngo

Tho(".. VoUe)'

Thames Volley

4 CO.I...D

Surrey & Honls

22·28; C6, Husbands Boswofth, April 29-May
5; C7, lasham, May 6·12; C8, Booker, May
13-19; C9, venue to be i1rranged, May 29-June
4; CIO, Lasham, June 24·30; CII, lasham, July
15-21; 012, Husbands Bosworth, August 12-18;
CI3, Lasham, August 26.September I; CI4,
Sutton Bank, September 2-8; C 1,5, Lasham,
September 9-15; C 16, Lasham, September
23·29; C17, Booker, September 30-0ctober 6
and C18, Booker, October 14-20.

P"

flh

3937
3173
2707
2499

4
4
4

2

INSfRUcrORS' TASK WEEKS
There will be two instructors' task weeks this
year. The first al Dunstable lasts seven days
from June 12-18 and Ihe second is nine days at
lashllm from July 1-9. Application forms are
available from the BGA and the fee is £20,
which includes membership at the host club.
BGA INSTRUcrOR COURSES
The following instructor courses have been
arranged and anyone wanting a place should
book early: Cl, Booker, March 11-17; C2,
lasham, March 25-31; 0, Booker, April 1-7;
C4, Booker, April 15-21; C5, Lasham, April

Mec~anical Services ltd, manufacturers and
suppliers of trailer equipment, have been
granted planning permission for a 2500Osq/ft
high level warehollse. This is part of the plan to
turn the SJ acre site of a former cotton mill from
a dilapidated old industrial works into an
efficient manufacturing and distribution unit
employing some 300 people.

FEARS ABOUT GLASS-FIBRE CATALYST
There is an alarming item in the CAA's General
Aviation Safety Information leaflet under the
following heading:
Glass-Fibre Catalyst Can Cause Blindness.
At a recent safety conference held in
Vancouver, an eye specialist described a hazard
which was unknown to many attending the
conference. The hazard is the catalyst (often
called "hardener" or "accelerator") that is
added to glass-fibre resin before the resin is
applied. The eye specialist reported that a drop
of this catalyst in the eye will progressively
destroy the tissue of the eye and result in

blindness. This will occur even though an
attempt is made to wash the catalyst from the
eye, and once the chemical has started to
destroy the eye, there is no known way of
stopping the destruction, or repairing the
damage. (From FAA General ;!:viation lnspec·
lion;! 1DS - September 1977).
CAA Comment: This hazard is unknown to
most people, many of whom have used
glass-fibre resin in aviation, car repa,irs, etc. This
hazard should be broughl to everyone's allention. including wives and children who may also
use a similar kind of resin and catalvst when
working with some hobby kits.
TRAILER CONNECTING AID
Trailer Connectors of Horsham, with the
delightful address - 6 Tuggles Plat, Warn ham,
Horsham, have developed an ingenious device
to enable your single man (or woman) crew to
connect the trailer to the car withoul tile risk of
a dented boo!.
The kit consists of a mirror to be mounted on
the front of the trailer and triangular markers
which are fixed on the rear view mirror and rear
window. When the markers are aligned the
traiJer's towing cup is positioned directly above
the towing ball on the car. The kit is £4.95 plus
SOp p&p.
NEW GLIDER
We are told there is a new two-seater from the
Romanian stable - the IS-32 which is a
developement of the IS-28n2. We will give more
details and a photograph in the next issue.

CUT THE COST OF FL YING

INSURE WITH THE GLIDING BROKERS
Ring Carol Toy/or at THIRSK (0845) 23018 (24hr. Ansafone Service)
or write '0:-

MOWBRAY VALE INSURANCE BROKERS
8 CASTLEGATE, THIRSK,
NORTH YORKSHIRE.

Telex 587333
All classes of Insurance transacted
Represented at Lloyds
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ON re 11 ~ Pl\ARCH 1~19.
A GtANCE To GeT Tc'1e1HER

LDT qOlriq oN.
AC1M, bINNeR. •

PA-~T't Q..\J 6

fbRuM,
CRO-S-CoUlfTRY \

t CoM~Ti1loN

SessIoN) ~OARJ~

"

ME'TEoRC) ,-oc,'1.

SOUNl>S aOO:b•.•
Pt.EN1'! fbR tHt:

l..Al>\es Too.
Accommodation at the college or in local hotels. Write now for
special rates, alternative package deals and full details of the

BGAWEEKEND
to: Dee Reeves, 16 Jack Straws Lane, Oxford OX3 ODL.

BGA

MAIL ORDER ITEMS FROM THE B.G.A. SHOP

Every pilot should have.
Blazer Badges

I

58p

Magazine Binders

£2.40

Car Badges

£3.20

Scarves (navy or maroon)

£3.40

Car Stickers

27p

BGA Ties (navy or maroon)

£2.10

Glider Pin Badges

65p

FAI Ties (navy I silver)

£2.10

Certificate Holders

£ 1 .35

Sew-on Patches

28p

Gliding Wings

49p

Laws and Rules (8th edition)

SOp

BR'iTI'S.tGLlDING ASSOCIATION

1

!i

SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB

1

~

.

l

Telephone (0533) 51051

OR ASK US TO SEND YOU OUR COMPLETESALES LIST

'-
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OBITUARY

Joan Price
With deep regret we have to record the death.
after a prolonged illness. of Mrs loan Price.
who as Juan Meakin was specially prominent in
British gliding in Ihe 1930s. but continued 10
keep in touch with gliding affairs for long
afterwards. Already an aeroplane pilol. she
visited lhe Wasserkuppe d,uring the Nationals
of 1931 with a friend in 3n Austin Seven. and
later that year was flying a Falke at a meeting
on the South Downs.
A few years 'later she became well known all
over the country for her gliding demonstrations
in Sir Alan Cobham's flying circus. using a
Rhonbussard which she had brought to England from Central Germany by aerotow in
stages. (The Press added up these stages and
made it a World gliding distance record.) In it
she would be towed up high and then loop the
loop all the way down. concluding wilh a
downwind beat.up of the airfield followed by a
lum into wind and a spot landing in front of Ihe
specta tors.
Press cuttings from local papers would come
pouring in. each beginning "Tilian-haired loan
Meakin ...... evidently from an official handoul. This suggests a strong personality and. as
an example. she' utterly refused 10 stay in hotels
with the rest of Ihe team: inslead. she would
crawl inlo a tiny lent on lhe airfield.
At the end of one of Ihese shows lhe sky
looked so soarable that she begged to be allowed to try a cross-country. So she was towed
up to a cloud street and flew under it to its far
end. then glided on downwind to a landing
some 40 miles from lhe staFt. But she made such
tight loops atlhe displays Ihat by the end of the
first season the Rhobussard had developed a
pronounced dihedral angle. and a new one was
obtained.
[n 1936 Juan married Ronald Price. who had
been Cobham's manager. During the war they
had a girl and a boy: both developed into
highly original characters.

In 1937 loan flew in the British Team at the
nrst World Gilding Contest, on the Wasserkuppe in Germany. sharing a King Kite with
another pilot: lhe only other women competilors were Hanna Reitsch of Germany and Emi
von Roretz of Austria. Her longest crosscountry was to an isolated village where she
suddenly landed after seeing only 400ft on her
altimeter. having forgotten that she had set it al
zero on the Wasserkuppe summit. Though not
knowing a word of German. she was given a
marvellous reception. including a huge meal
with 12 potatoes. at the village inn. which laid
on a dance and became packed tight. inside and
OUI,
apparently with the entire village
population.
loan's next cross-country was from the
Surrey Club's original site at Reigale in 1938:
she flew nOrlhwards across the Thames estuary
and landed on the east coast on a golf course at
Frinton-on-Sea. where a golfing Colonel
refused to believe her story, and still refused to
believe it even aftcr searching lhe fuselage
inside and out many times for evidence of a
1110tor.
After the war loan was a regular visitor at
Dunstable. near which her husband worked:
then they moved 10 the New. Forest. and finally
to the Isle of Wight. where she suffered her last
illness. She had long been a lovable asset to the
British gliding scene.
A. E. SLATER

ELECTRIC VARIOMETER
NEW INDICATOR UNIT
GIVES MUCH CLEARER
INDICATION & LESS
MAGNETIC INTERFERENCE
TOTAL POINTER MOVEMENT
INCREASED FROM 90 0 TO 240 0
FITS A 58mm DIAMETER HOLE
CHARACTERISTIC COOK VARIO FAST
RESPONSE AND DAMPING RETAINED
METER CONVERSION ON OLD
TYPE COOK VARIOMETERS

J. HARDY INSTRUMENTS LTD.
H_ysuckle (o"Gge. Wensley
Matlock, Derbyshire
Telephone Matlock 3269

O.l. Pro"

W. C. Lomb,,,,1
8. A. -abort,
D.S. Watt
W. C. Modeol'e
J. E.. low.

P. J. Cowgrd
A. J. M~"an

T. M.• rogonzo

C. Rang.,
V. R.nca.
C. 8,ock
c'lerry

S. G. fallo
W. C. Lombe,d
P. Singleton
C. J. Stoth",d

CFI.

GLIDING CERTIFICATES

10.3
11.10
5.10
26.10
5.10
3.11
26.10
5.10
4.11

Deeside
Cambridge Univ
SW District
Coventry
SW District
Kestrel
C1evelands
Yor*shire

5.10
8.6
5.10
11.10
5.10
11.10
11.9
11.9
1.10
22.10
20.10
5.10
20.10
5.10
26.10
20.10
26.10
11.10
5.10
11.10
11.10
11.9
13.10
26.10
25,10
3.11
26.10
25.10
26.10
26.10
31.10
6.11
2S.l0
S.IO
19.7
4.11
11.10
3.11
20.10
5.10
2.7
26,10
20.10
20.10
20.10
26.10
2·2.10

SGU

P.M. Nune
A. Henderwn
A. Hordie

Newcastle
Newcastle
SW District
fulmar
Surrey & Honts
Airways
Highland
Thames Valley
Enelll
EneJIC
Portsmouth
Enelll
Derby & lanes
EneJll
Surrey & Hants
Chilterns
Thome. VoIl.y
fvlmor
Ohillerns
Thame. VoUey
80th & Wilt.
SlKrey • H'onh'

8. A. Rabort.
). E. Horoe,
E. Pollard
D. S. Woff
f. Mcfo,lone

T. f. Cockett
E. W.Lipski
W. C, Medcal/e
L.Groves

A. Appleby
P. B. Gray
P. Perry

D. E. E1k;n
). R. Edvean

J. E. Lowe
A. P. Smith
l. Hewih
J. w. Tomlinson
P. J. Coward
R. W. Whiting
K. R. Taylo,

Humbo<

N. W. Dempster

A. J. Millson
R.G.Gob1e

T. M. 8rogonza

London GC will be holding a Regional Competition
from May 6-14. Application forms from John Jeffries,

Walkerie
Kestrel
SW District
Airways
EsseJIC
Thames Valley
Both & Wilts
SW Dislrict
Bicesler

GOlD C HEIGHT

G. W. Sturgeu

C. M. Towl.
M. D. Koc.hlJ'on
I. Gflmwode
Judilt, Wat,on
H. E. SteveniQn
A. D. 8auld
A.K.O'f..
P. R. Barley
W. H. 8mmwells
M. A. Simmonds

8kesh",
'SW Dislrict
a.v.lands
liee,tet"
SWOistrict
liceshtf
SUHey & Hon"
Aquila
Northumbria
fulmar
fulmar
fulmar
fulmar
fenland
Fenlond

GOLD C DISTANCE
ALL 'IlIREI DIAMONDS
No.

81
82
83
84
85

Nam.
H. R. Jorvil
D, S. Woff
P. S. Wh;t.heod
0, J. Freeman
R. Feakes

Club
Eagl.
Airway,
O•• side
Thames Voltey

Four Cauntie,

1977
12,5
26.10
22.10
4.11
4.11

DIAMOND DISTANCE
11146

COOK

GOLD C COMPLETE
633
6H
635
636
637
638
639
640
641

H. R, Jorvis

Eagl.

12.5

DIAMOND GOAL
2/853
2/854

21855
21856
21857
21858
21859
21860
2/861
2/862
2/863

T. A. Joint
D. L. Pro"
R. Dolling
T. S. Lomb
A J. MillIOn
D. W, Reed
R. G, furle)'
J. R. Boxte'
S. Hymen
J.M.West
G. D. N. Smith

P.annerdown
Waikerie
Kestrel

O.fo,d
SW Di,tricf
Coventry
Cotswold
Swindon
Four Cauntiel

Surrey & Honh
London

1.8
10.3
15.7
3.9
10.8
1S.7
3.9
3.9
3.9
9.9
15.7

DIAMOND HEIGHT
3/304
3/305
3/306
3/301
3/308
3/309
3'/310
3/3111
3/312
'3/313
3/3U
3/315
3/316
3/317
3/318
3/319
3/320
3/321
3/322
3/323
3/324
3/325
3/326
3/327
3/328

M. 8. Jefferyes

S. G. folia
W. T.lewis
A. I. Crease
A. " 'orfer

D. S. Watt
P. S. 'Whitehead

J.'H. Ode~
G. C. CoibeN
W. C. Modealfe
A. f. G, CIuNerbuck
J. M. AJcock
J. lit. ·Etheon
G. W, M.:Neill
). W. Turnbull
N. W.~ri1pster

&. A. Robert.
D. J. freemon
T. C. Hor1ington

A. R. Honcock
,. M. 8ro9Onlo
M. It. Pack-Oovi5Of'l
It. feake ..
J.•. Hon'
'M~J. Millar

EueJl
SW Diltrict
COtnish
Imperiol College
Imperial College
Airways
Deeside
Kedrel
Enex
Ene;x
Surrey & Hants
Bicester
Chiltern,A.ngus
80rdefl
8tcester
SW'Oistrict
Thomes Vaney
k.,'er
lonnerdown
8icester
Dorset
four Counties
Rk.ster
fenlond

11.10
5.10
5.10
5.10
11.10
26.10
22.10
11.10
11.10
11.10
1.10
4.11
25.'10

J.M.W.'t

Bonnerdown
Woikerie
four Counties
Kestrel
Oxford
SW Districl
Coventry
Cotswold
Swindon
Surrey & Honts

G. D. N. Sm;,"

l""don

T. A. Joint
D.l. Pratt
S. Hymen

_. Dam"ll

T. S. Lomb

A.J. MiIIson
D. W. Reed
R. G. Furley
J. R. Bolder

1,8
10.3
28.10
13.7
3.9
10.8
15.7
3.9
3.9
9.9
15,7

Correction: Silver C No. 47<JO ill (hE ('kwb..: r j'_\Ul' " .. ' £in.·f1 a:E. R. Duffin in~lcad of r. R. \\fllilt'.

Cleveland
Sailplanes
Repairs

C of A's
Glassflbre work

~.II

11.9
25.10
5.10
4. I l'
4.11
11.10
4.11
11,10
4.11
4.11
25.10

All WORK TO HIGH STANDARD
WORKS: Melmerby 358
HOME: Melmerby 297
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OVERSEAS
NEWS

Please send news and exchange
copies of journals to the Overseas
Editor: A. E. Slater, 7 Highworth
Avenue, Cambridge, CB4 280, England.

THREE WORLD TWO-SEATER RECORDS
CLAIMED
On November 16. 17 and 21, Tim Mouat-Biggs
and his passenger, Mr Murray. took a Janus
two-seater >fOund' 300, 500 and i'OOkm niangular courses at speeds of 135, '138 and 147km III
respectivdy. The flights were made in South
Africa and are subject to homologalion.
AUSTRIAN NATIONALS
Austria's 1977 Nationals were divided into four
Classes. the winners and runners-up in each
being, Open Class. Helmut Frint, Othmar
Fahrerfellner; ISm, Peter Heifer, Andreas
Hammerle; Standard Class, Christian Pinter,
Jonas Felberbauer; Club Class, Friedrich Ronig, Franz Angermann. The average distance per
flight in each Class was: Open, 435.92km; ISm,
448.40km; 'Standard Class, 436.7Ikm; Club,
341.13km. - Flugsporrzeilung
OSTIV CONGRESS
The 16th Congress of the Organisation Scientifique et Technique Internationale du Vol a
Yoile (OSTIY) will be held from JUly 20-29 at
Chateauroux, France, the site of the next World
Championships.
Authors, affiliations, titles of p/lpers and
comprehensive summaries should be received
as SOOn as possible, but nOlla'ler than February
28. Technical papers should be sent to: Floyd l
Sweet, Chairman OSTIV Technical Seclion,
1910, Massachusetts Avenue. Md.ean, Yil'ginia
22101. USA; and scierllific papers should go to:
Dr Joachim P. K uettner. Chairman OSTIV
Scientific Section, 345 17th Street, Boulder.
Colorado 80302, USA.
The Technical 'Programme will cover sail-

plane design. construction. instrumcnts and
operation and the Scientific se6sion is concerned
primarily with aspects of soaring meteorology.
In addition, there may be joint sessions on
special 'Subjects covering both fields or being of
wide interest for technicians, scienlisls as well as
soaring pilolS. Topics may include. but are nOI
limited 10, dynamic soaring, general philosophy
of Competition Classes. hang gliding and
man-powered flight.
Nominations for the OSTIV Plaque and the
Klemperer Award. to be presented at the Congress to the person who has made a noteworthy
scientific or technical contribution to soaring
flight, must be sent to the President of OSTIV.
L. A, de Lange. Van Halewijnplein 37. Voorburg. Holland, by March 31.

OBITUARY
HarroWOdI

LEARN TO FLY AT THE
YORKSHIRE
GLIDING (ILUB
HOLIDAY COURSES
Commencing April IOta September 25.

Detail, from,

Yorkshire Gliding Club (Ply) Ltd.

Sullon Bank, Thirsk
YorKs. Y07 2EY

reI. Sutfon (08456) 237

RADIO

fOR CAR AND BASE

Regrel general shorto·ge.
of equ;pmenl

Ple(}1e enquire for la lest
Information.

FOR AIRCRAFT Uh,o 3A4·AG3 App,ovol GIllS f'"'d 130.4
130.1 129.9 £ 140,00 UII,o 3A4·AG3 App'ovoILA249. Il'gh'
Ale (Iou 3 non-mandatoryJ. Fitted 1 channel £ 140.00 filled
3 channel £ 160.00
Ullro 3A4-AG3 Approval G17/B, 122.25 lnternolional Ba/·
loaning £ 140.00
Above ore wilh ballery. b.Jl1ery charger, aerial sockets for
Ale ceriol and helical oeriollsuppl.edJ
AERIALS Standard £4.6". With base for herd to get al places
£5.14. No hole boot mount £9.36. Mogr.etic mount with lead
cnd plug £ 14.45. 5/8 aerial for any of ebove, edd £8.02
p & P £0.87 CO.D. + P & P £ I. 20. Reg,el SIB oenol. 10'
call~tian anly or conioge ",e Roodline el £ 1.80
All equlpml!!!fll is ov@(haull!d and full approved, guaranteed for
ane year, Full ofter sales .service. Send er phone for gcn sheets.

R.E.F. Electronics

Austria's leading sailplane pilot, Harro WOdl,
has lost his life in circumstances which are
obscure and are still undergoing investigation.
according to FlugsporlUilullg.
On October 5, 1977. he was flying with a pupil
in a high-performance two-seater Janus. occupying the front seat, presumably at Aigen. It
was a calm evening among the mountains. After
soaring for 15 to 20 minutes over the west slope
of the Grimming, barely maintaining height,
they encountered an apparent thermal in which
they started circling. There was immediately a
violent shock. in which WOdl "suffered fatal
injuries"; lJis companion, also badly shocked,
managed to alert the airfield by radio. After
landing. he and the body ofWOdI were ta'ken to
hospital. reaching it three hours after ,lhe
accident.
Harro Wool was born in 1927 in a village near
Viellna. and began flying in 1942. He flew in all
lhe World Gliding Championships from 1963 to
1976.

6 Cherry Trce W oy, Penn
H'gh Wycomhe, Bucks HP10 BOO
Telephone Penn (STD 04948J) 4483

BRIANWEARE

Clapper Lane Honiton
Devon EX14 SOO
PHONE: HONITON 2940
MAJOR or MINOR REPAIRS to all types
of
gliders,
Motor
Gliders,
Canopies, for most Ex Stock
Trailers.
PfA. BGA, CAA work !JIII!ertaken.

Lomond Country Inn
KINNESWOOD

1 Mile from Scottish Gliding Union, Portmoak

Recently built bedrooms, complete with shower, toilet, TV, radio, etc. at very reasonable
prices and a first-class a la carte menu available every evening, Last orders 9.30pm.

Telephone: SCOTLANDWELL (059284) 253 or 371
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IMPROVED GLIDER DESIGNS
BASED ON PROVEN FORMULAE

NEW FOR 1978
JANTAR 28

DELIVERY MAY 1978

10 basic improvements on
world beater which come 2nd and 3rd ,in
World campi and on which SIeve While
WW11977 'Nationals 20.5 mtrs. 48: t glide angle.

JANTAR STANDARD

Incl. Del. instruments
Duly & VAT.

~2'

15 basic improvements ,on proven design,
DELIVERY MAY 1'9.78
40: 1 glide angle, Fully inslrumented, dust cover.,
technical documentation, delivery, duty and' V.A.T. incl. £9,000.

PIRAT

~75'

DELIVERY APRIL 1978
Ideal for clul;) use
An improved design of well-known Pirat ISM
with 'glass' tips and fueseloge giving an
improved glide angle and beller performance
inpoorconditians, All Inclusivo price £7,500.

Still Available
2 Pirat 15m's ot unrepeatable
offer of

£5;000

+ V.A.l.

Ex stock.,

ALSO NEW FOR 1978
A <lew management which is not based on .fhe previous formula,
All enquiries will be dealt with promptly - contact us with all your
enquiries and problem. relating to Polish aircraft.

PlL instruments stocked Trade enquiries invited.

Telephone: High Wycombe (0494) 40911
24 haiH answering service

"00 USLYSZENI'A"

(which means: hoping to hear from you)

VARIOMETER
SYSTEMS

The outstandingly successful Sailplane
variometer system.
The only Complete system from Variometers
to advanced accessories.
Proven competition successes.
Available in Standard (80mm) case or miniature
(57mm) case.
All system components, Variometers, Audios,
Speed Directors and Integrators fully compatible,
retrofittable and interchangeable.

STOCKED IN U.K. BY SOUTH DOWN AERO SERVICES LTD., LASHAM AIRFIELD,
ALTON, HANTS GU345SR. TEL: HERRIARD 359
CAMBRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS INC
365 OLD MARLBORO RD , CONCORD, MASSACHUSETIS 01 742 USA
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THE ULTIMATE TEST!
Dear Editor.
Having for years been at the receiving end of manufacturers' generous
performance Statistics and designers' rose-tinted predictions, may I
commend to your readers (and especially those who are also designers
and/or manufacture~s) the following philosophy proclaimed by Dick
Johnson (Soaring, Septembcr. 1977) - "A claimed glide ratio should be
cljualto that which the claimant is willing to be towed out over an ocean
on a calm. clear, early morning, and still expect to land dry back on the
beach,"
DEAN CARSWELL
Edinburgh

BILL SCULL BEGS TO DIFFER
Dear Editor,
I feel obliged to take up my pen when you pUblish an article such as "It
should never have happened" (by Randle Lunt. S&G, December, 1977,
p258). Whilst the anicle was interesting I do not feel that it makes a significant "safely contribution", indeed, it may have just the opposite effect.
Surely the conclusion (2) "Keep the brakes open until all flying speed
has gone" implies that it is usual to fly the glider onto the ground.
AllllOugh this IS done often enough it is not good technique and every
efl'ort should be made to discourage it.
The artic'le does make clear some, but not all. of the hazards attendant
to the "fly-home". Conclusion (I) suggest that dilTerentlanding techniques
(fully-Iteld-off, flown-on) will alter thc position at which the glider comes
to res!. On runways I'm not sure Ithat it does - certainly not a few hundred
yards: landing in the right place is achieved by correct approach control
unless, of oourse, lhere is a powerful and reliable wheel brake.
Quite a lot of accidents occur each ycar as a result of "fly-homes", your
press deadline precludes me researching them in detail but there are three
.points which must be made clear to pilots oflimited experience attempting
this (exercise):
I. That they are to make a normal approach and landing (ie not flown on)
in a different place.
2. If the landing position chosen does not allow a margin for overshoot
then it shouldn't be altemp·led.
3. Landings close to obstructions may mean turbulence, curlover and,
perhaps. less headwind on the ground run.
The .risks are stil\l present even when a pilot is regarded as competent to
carry out fly-homes. Many years ago I came second in a hangar-flying.
spot,landing competition: tl'le winner hit the wingtip on the petrol pump'
I am also tempted to have a go at Dave Wall for his entertaining arlicle
"Th~ Rule Makers" (5&G, December 1977,1'254): although much Ihat he
says is valid, some rules really are necessary, it i the manner of
enforcement and the lack of flexibility which rankles. My only comment is
"how nice it would be to nuj, a gliding club without rules" because
everyone was very expcrienced and mature as pi[ots. tJ nforlunately this
isn'tthe case so we end up with some fllles. A few hospital visits to a pilot
who chose to fty "long the ridge just below hilltop height might convince
Davc that 'some rules are good: some very eminent pilots have bit the dust
because they didn'l believe "don't go behind the back wait".
r hope that someonc else will respond to M. Wells' ,tetter ("Are gliding
courses good value for money?", S&O. December 1977, p276) . they
ought to! Again I'm tempted but 11 can visualise the Editor reaching for her
pencil or scissors.
One final poilflt (plca~c Editor). I think your (our) magazine is super·
keep up the good work.
AlloII, Hanls
BILL SCULL.
Sellior NlII;OIlO! ut/ch
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RULES ARE FOR INTELLIGENT USE
Dear Editor,
Dave Watts' very interesting and thoughtful arlicle has no doubt stirred
up a hornets nest of varying points of view. both for and against his
arguments. I doubt very much, however, that any
worth his salt ever
introduced a rule in the pious hope that this might be the answer to lack of
airmanship or plain commOIisense. In general, Cfl's arc voluntary,
part-time administrators who, since il is physically impossiblc for them to
oversee every single operlltion.lay down guide lines in the form of rules or
local operational regulations which arc based on their own experiencc and
the experience of others.
Dave is very fortunate in Ihat most of the members of his club, if not
actually engaged in flyIng for a living, are probably associated with
aviation. This factor, COllpl'ed with the presence of a full-time professional
CFI. ensures that a ·constant high standard of airmanship is maintained.
Contrast this with the lask of 1110st instructors at other clubs. Faced with
perhaps a fairly large proportion of ab-initiu and low hour pilots who
probably fly at infrequent intervals and are of widely differing abilities
and backgrounds, laying down of basic, simple rules may bc the onl.y way
in which chaos can be avoided.
Some hard line rules may appear unnecessary or even stupid, especially
to a visiting pilot of some experience and ability. They may have been
instituted following some inddent or series of incidents and stem from a
desire to avoid similar happen,ings. Note I say avoid and not prevent· one
cannot protect people from themselves. Simple basic rules mak'e life easier
for everyone, since observation of such rules makes behaviour more
predictable: I wonder what Dave's reaction might be if he met another
pilot circling the opposite way and at the same height in a thermal? Or met
another vehicle driving towards him on the wrong side of the road?
Having seen some of the results not only of ignoring rules but also of
slavishly following them. and on occasion done the same t:hings myself I
can only say that the majority of rules are laid down in the light of hard
won experience: not to prevent accidents. but to stcer peop'le away from
them, particularly so jn the case of special local conditions. Perhaps the
fault lies not so much in making rules but illogically enforcing them. In a
sport such as ours, enforcement smacks of quasi-military authority,
something most of us are probably trying to avoid.
Enforcement or disciplinary action often appears easier thail education
or persuasion, especially if the pilot concerned is not amena'ble to
criticism, or the instructor in charge is feeling bloody-minded and
over-reacting to what may have been a fraught situation.
Generally any rule which cannot be reasonably followed. oris honourcd
more in the breach than the observance, is a bad ru'le. But consider, for
example. a rule which states that pilots below a c.:nain standard stay
within gliding range of the airfield· a commonsense rule dcsigned 10
avoid the pitfa'lIs of field landings by inexperienced pilots while allowing
them to soar within rcach of a safe landing area. What does one do about
the low pilot who jusl scrapes home over the fence and then turns
through 90" at zero feet to land into wind? Or his contemporary who,
finding himself low and unable to make the airfield, pulls o,fI' a sound field
landing three miles away? One cannot revoke the rule on the grounds that
it encouraged the one to scrape home or that because it was ignored by the
other it was, a bad rule.
Rules should be understood as aids to the unimaginative or inexperienced and should be administered with imagination and Ilexibilily by
those whose job it is to show them the way. Most CFts I have met enjoy
their jobs despite the responsibility and occasional aggro and try to steer a
middle course between too Ill'tny regulations and too little communication.
I must confess to a self-interest h1)ving recently joined their ranks, but in
case Dave thinks I'm suffering from a guilt complex I haven't initiated a
single new rule· yet'
Nollingham
RON DAVIDSON,
o(Cuventry GC

cn
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EIGHT CHEERS FOR DAVE!
Dear Editor,
There seems to be an altitude about which thinks that the forces of
nature and physics will not act if one obeys the rules. If this is drilled inl0
the beginner, it can rob him of a far more valuable asset· his initiat'ive: in
a dangerous and unusual situation (ie not covcred by the rule book) it is
initiative that creates a survivor. I was very glad to sce his article.
London
T. WILDMAN

THE ESSENTIALS FOR SUCCESSFUL COURSES
Dear Editor,
Gliding courscs need to be successful. and I feel a very large percentage
are, but I agree that anyone of ~he points put forward by M. Wells (S&G,
Oe\;ember 1977, "Are Gliding Courses Good Value For Money?", p276)
will be sufficient to spread gloom.
For a course to be suocessful several points are vital. Course members
must be met by someone in authority, preferably Iheir course instruclor, or
dub steward, and shown the layout of the ptemises. A cup of lea at this
stage can work wonders - your visiting pupil may have just completed a
200 mile journey.
A logbook and trainin.g progress sheet ~hould be provided. These do not
skim off too much profit and certainly improve tlite relationship; the
lrainingchart works in two ways - the pupil can see the progress made and
there is evidence of the exercises yet' to complete (always handy to show
non-gliding types "'ho cannot understand why solo status was not reached
in a week). If at any time flying cannot take place, especially the first day,
then a full explanation must be given to course members. InstruclOrs
should also have sufficient back-up material to cover non-flying weather;
this can be in the form of diagrams, colour slides, films, tape recordings
Ind models.
Should all else fail take your course members out lO local places of
interest, after all the pupils probably chose your club because it is situated
in spectacular seener)l. A measure of how successful the course has been
can be judged by the amount of inquiries about the club locations and
membership fees.
Frodsham
TONY KNIGHT

MORE THOUGHTS ON COST-EFFECTIVE AEROTOWING
Dear Editor.
Having read the article and letter on tug fuel usage in recent S&Gs (see
August 1977, p165. for Cost-Effective Aerotowing by C. C. Rollings and
October 1977, p228, for I. A. McMullin's letter, Fuel Consumption of Tug
Aircraft) I offenhe current figures obtained at lash am where we have five
tug.~ and do about 8500 tows a year. We have Lycoming 150hp engines in
OIIr two Super Cubs and Paw nee, a Rolls-Royce 130h p, Condor and a
Lycoming 130 in a Kittiwake, an aircraft which Iitas direct openting costs
similar to the Condor.
We check on fuel consumption in two ways. method I by checking an
aircraft over a numbcr of continuous tows. and method 2 by dividing the
fuel used monthly by the number of tows the airnaft has done after
making allowance for non-tow flying. This figure is a practical one for
costing aerotowing and comparing aircraft.
Method I
Method 2, average for
Jan to Oct, 1977
Tug
galls/tow
galls/tow
Super Cub 150
0.95
0.98
Super Cub 150
1.01
1.04
Pawnee 150
I. 10
:\.18
Condor 130
0.72
0.86
Iflooked at in greater detail the method 2 figure shows a rise to a Max of
1.2Sgalls per tow for January and February, Ihen decreases as utilisation
improves so that in the summer the figures for both met'hods are equal.
This rise in consumption is mostly due lO longer warm ups. more taxying
to and from the fiight line and more cold starts, but c1u bs wit'h low lug
ulilisation may find themselvcs with an overall figure as high as this for a
large part or the year. As well as the winter/summer var,iation. we have
nOliced in the past that a WOf[! engine can noticeably increase fuel
consumption and take the overall figure lip to I.3galls per 2000ft tow.
Although these figures disagree somewhat with thOse pu blished in the
October issue. they seem to be in reasonable agreement with the I3US
pili (\0.8imp/galls) an 'hour quoted, by Lycoming for an 0-320-A2B
running on full throttle: 500ft minutc climb rate. the average for a K-13.
means four minutes on tow. so O.72galls will be used ,in the c1innb alone.
A point I question in Terry McMullin's letter is that 20p for fuel for
dilferent aircraft i!ioconsiderablc for a busy dub. I think there is a danger
Ilere in getting fuel costs out of proportion to the total COsl: 20p for
example L~ 6~ ofour curren,t aerotow rate of.£3 and other costs. especially
mlintenance. are going to vary even with similar aircraft by at Icasl 6~ and there are other considerations. for example. looking al our fuel
Ilgures it would seem reasonable to use our Condor as our first tug, but if
wedid. its slower climb can mean longer queues alld so a second tug has to
be brought into use, resulting in more fuel used taxying, warming up. etc.
Also Ihe Condor has a 1500hr engine life compared with the 2000hr
Lyroming. which means al least lOp morc per tow towards the cost of a
replacement engine.

Another factor that needs to be balanced against fuel costs is the opinion
of the tug pilots. At Lasham there is a preference for the better \!isibility of
the low wing Pawnee and it may be better t·o have an aircraft which IS nice
10 Oy and a queue of tug pilots. rather than 20p cheaper tows and tug ptlots
who have to be press ganged away from their Ilcmonades in the bar.
Debating the various pros and cons could take up most of S&G and
would probably only serve to underline the fact that 1here is no one perfect
lug suitable for evcryone's operation.
"hOIl, Hants
DA VID OLlVER
This

letl~,

was .~entto the BGA

DISSEMINATION OF AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION
Two recent incidents have occurred in which a lack of knOWledge of
curr.ent aviation warnings appears to have been a significant factor. One
Involved a light aircraft and a Canberra, the other a glider and a major
formation of RAF aircraft.
While pre-flight planning is an individual responsibility,. it is the second
incident which causes NATS considerable disquiet. It is reported that. in
discussioll following this incident, it was discovered that the gliding club
involved no longer received NOTAMS. The club had apparenUy decided
to save £1.50 a year by removing themselves from the NOTAM mailing
Iisl.
NATS is concerned that such action might be symptomatic of a general
altitude toward aeronautical information such that other gliding clubs and even powered flying clubs - are flying around the OK, tota'lly ignorant
of Royal Flights, special formation flights, danger area changes, prohibited areas and other vital warnings. Doubtless you afe well aware of Ihe
terms of Article 32(a) of the Air Navigation Order 1976 concerning
pre-flight planning, and you may feel it useful, in order to protect the good
name of general aviation - and the lives of individuals - to draw your
members' attention to the foolhardiness of such penny-pinching by their
clubs and to their individual responsibility with regard 10 the law.
We do our best to publish accurate information but our efforts are to no
avail if it isn't read.
AIR COMMODORE M. H. MILLER
Chairman of the National Air Traffic Managers At/visor)' Committee
Rex PiIcher, Chairman of the BGA Airspace CommiUee, comments:
The letter speaks for itself. but affords an opportunity to remind all
pilots that both clubs and individuals are responsible for adequately
preparing for flights. Our relative freedom of movement implies self-discipline, and this must surely include being aware of potential hazards by
means of NOTA MS.

SKill NOT ONLY FROM EXPERIENCE
Dear Editor,
Having read Max Harris' letter in the last S&G (p276) I have to speak
up. While I agree that there is no substitute for skill in the world of flying,
this skill should result from education. training and practice and not only
from experience. Ifa pilol is either likely 10 "lose it" dangerously or unable
to "find it" again afterwards, then he is unsafe in any aeroplane. How
many times have we agreed with the phrase "all aeroplanes bite fools'"
I believe that a pilot can be trained to fly a slippery aeroplane with
minimal experience and that many hours in a supposedly "safer" sailplane
is no guarantee of safety after progression.
Bois d'Arcy, France
EDDIE VANN

VICKERS-SLINGSBY
ULTRA THIN, LIGHTWEIGHT PARACHUTES
Ex USA. 24 fI or 28 It
canopies packed
in new salt pack,
ideal for modern
gliders. 24 ft weighs
only 133a1bs (6·3kgs)

£181-75+8/ vat in'UK
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the framework is in position and we hope for
completion before this is published. The Tutor
has been sold within the Club and we are all
looking forward to the annual ball in February
at Seahouses.
G.B.

BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE

"- a rather difficult retrieve, I'm afraid - over!" By Mike Spencer.

CLUB NEWS
Copy and photographs for dIe April-May issue Sl'lOUld be sent to tile 'Editor, S&G, 281 Queen Edith's
Way, Cambridge CBI 4NH, tel Cambridge 47725,
auive not later .han February 14 and for 'he
June-July issue arrive not later than April 11.
December 6, 1977
G1LLlAN BRYC'E-SMITH

'0

BLACKPOOL & FYLDE
John Todd used moderate thermals on September 3 to tour the southern Lakes in his
Skylark 3. He had to soar a slope near Kirkby
Lonsdale for a while, then set off for Coniston
against a 15kt wind. He slope soared the length
of the lake until more thermals took him within
a long crosswind final glide of Walnty, a total
distance of llOkm. If the tide had been out he
might just have got there.
Flying had to stop for November when the
surface of the field started to cut up. The few
inches of soil above the clay got thoroughly
soaked but it has dried out enough for us to start
flying again.
The AO.M ,recorded our faith in the committee by re-elecli,ng them, and those that dared to
crilic'ise our finances were press-ganged into a
Fund Raising Committee. We are solvent and
able 10 buy plenty of materials, but could do
with a little more capital. We intend to remain
fully amateur, to cherish our terrific club spirit,
and 10 keep our costs and charges low; the
annual sub will rise to £25 next August.
We dined and danced on November 4, when
we gave the pots to Frank Devine for progress,
David Barlow for enthusiasm and Fred Connors for service. Gil Haslam went furthest and
Roy Greason went highest for the third time.
K.E.
BOOKER
We have flown on most days throughout the bad
summer. We now have a second Super Cub
which is having a 180 engine fitted. This gives us
two Super Cubs and a Terrier. The fleet is still
growing - we've just had twins (K-8) and our
Twin Astir is due any day.
There were some good ridge days in
November and members are also busy on the C
of A work. Congratulations to Steve White on
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being selected for the British Team and to Doug
Freeman for winning the National (Open)
Ladder in his newly acquired ASW-19, putting
Laurie Beer into second place by a small
margin. The list of new gliders on order by
private-owners includes a Mini Nimbus, DG200 and an ASW-20.
P.J.M.

BORDERS
The winter has progressed quietly so far, the
highlights being Derek Piggot!'s talk about
flying in films and the visit of a band of hope
from the Four Counties Club. A total of 60hrs
flying from 20 launches is a token of the success
of the visit.
Congratulations to Pete Stewart on completion of Silver C. Club members took advantage
of the chance of midweek with flying to complete seveFal five hour flights with l7-year-old
lan Lowes also trying to get to Gold height in
the Skylark. Unfortunately he was 300ft short.
The hangar story has taken on the dimensions
of an Icelandic saga but at the time of writing

PIGGOTTS
SUPPLIERS TO THE AIRCRAFT
INDUSTRY
Windcones - manufactured in Min
of Defence Hypalon, also Nylon and
Cambric.
All National & Advertising Flags &
Banners.
Canvas covers for all requirements.
Drogues made from 'easy to clean'
PVC Nylon.

Write for further details to
PIGGOTT BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Stanford Rivers Ongar Essex CM5 9PJ
Tel. 027763262

In preparation for Euroglide, -vork is progressing rapidly on the toilets and bunk house extension. This should also improve facilities for
summer holiday courses.
Following the cessation of flying at Colerne, a
Motor IFalke is now on sik and being flown
regularly by its owners as well as qualified club
pilots. Our Terrier tug, which has been given a
new engine by "Chalky" White, should be flying
in the spring, bringing ~ur tug fleet lip to two
again (plus, of course, Colin Pennycuick's
Cruiser). The T-21 is having its wings recovered
and should be ready for those big, gentle warm
evening thermals this summer!
R.A.R.

BUCKMINSTER
We continue to develop and prosper but there is
a sligh t cloud on the horizon - the Vale of
Belvoir coal mining scheme. According to the
Coal Board's present plans by the 1980s our
airfield will be covered by a 400ft high spoil
heap. So we may end up wilh a ridge bUI
nowhere to take-off or land! The NCB are now
well aware that Saltby airfield, far from being
disused, is occupied by an active gliding club.
The Auster, which used to be kept in ollr
hangar and hired to us for aerotowing, was sold
in 1976. So apart from a few occasions when
aircraft visited us, it has been all reverse autotow. However, we have now bought this Auster
and the club Olympia 2 has been replaced by a
K-8 from Germany, both machines financed
entirely by interest free l03fiS from members.
A number of Silver Cs have been completed,
Alan Roberts gaining his just a year after
starting gliding and Geof Hill getting all three
legs in one flight. Arthur Keeling, Rupert King
and Steve West have qualified for assistant
instructor ratings; Mick Webster passed his full
Cat test and Ralph Purdue has become a BGA
Inspector. All these members started gliding
with the elub and only Arthur Keeling had
flown before - Lancasters during the war.
D.R.P.
DEESIDE
The autumn wave season was very successful
with 26 Diamond height claims and 20 separate
Gold height claims. Gillian Stubbs, who went
solo in June, completed her Bronze C, Silver
and Gold.heights and five hours in one flight.
Congratulations also to Peter Whitehead who
completed his third Diamond with a climb in
the club K-6[ to 21000ft after first ridge soaring
and then thermalling to 5000ft.
Our new Ralleye Commodore has arrived to
supplement our Super Cub. We are hoping to
build a new hangar for the tugs and a second
runway to cope with crosswinds.
D.1.N.S.

DUNKESWELL
The neet is building up at Dunkeswell - there is
now a second Swallow syndicate, with all the
attendant friendly rivalry! And our complement
of instructors is growing all the time. Ron Perry,
an assistant instructor with the Albatross Club,
has joined us and we congratulate Barby Fairdough on becoming a full-rated instructor; also
Bruce Bint on going solo.
Following on from the appendix on safety
procedures we had a well-altended discussion
on all aspects of operating in the midst of all the
other clubs at Dunkeswell, and now the party
season is nearly upon us with lots of parties,
dances and "events" planned.
A.C.P.

ENSTONE
After months of hard work by Pete Moss we are
pleased to announce that the club is now a
Lunited Liability Company. Our training programme continues with great success and Roger
Bunker is at present doing full rating tests with
lIuee of our instructors.
Work is nearing completion on our K -7 which
has been completely stripped' and re-covered by
our members under. the supervision of John
Halford.
M.W.

IMPERIAL COLLEGE
After the near disasterous year of 1977
(especially for us due to the loss of our Astir and
K·8 in April) the club has rediscovered its
enthusiasm and optimism ror 1978.
Congratulations 10 Andy Lincoln, Rob Williams, Tony Crease, Tony Porter and, perhaps
most of all, to AlIison Jordan, our first student
Diamond g,irl, for their nrious Diamonds
during the last year. With these trendsetters
~howing the way, sights are privately set rather
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INKPEN
So optimism, stubborness and a lot of hard work
do eventually payoff. At least they have in our
case, for as from April Inkpen once again
becomes a seven day a week club with a full
programme of holiday courses, im proved
facilities for all our members and ambitions for
a very prosperous future.
After a year of part-time operation at T.hruil(Ion. our good friends Western Air Training and
the estate managers of the airfield were most
receptive to our suggestion that we should
utilise the existing amenities of the site to
greater efficiency. The ,result could well provide
our movement with a new arid very valuable
~(ronghold In the sOl,lth where demand for
soaring facilities has always ex\:eeded supply.
What we need now is more members, more
private owners and, of prime importance, more
qualified instructors to \:ope with the undoubted
upsurge in membership we shall get, once it
becomes known that our tongue in cheek claim
to be "the new gliding \:entre of the south" has
more than a tinge of reality. Plans are already
well in hand to secure the use of a second tug
and an addition to our two-seater capadty. The
win\:h, which was seldom used at the old site,
has been overha uled and will greatly increase
our instructional capacity.
One of the more delightful memories of the
past was the number of good friends from other
clubs who visited us during the summer to take
advantage of our superb soaring terrain and free
airspace. Our new home is only about five miles
south of the old site so the conditions are
virtually the same and we look forward to seeing
some familiar faces back on our launch point in
the coming year.
R.G.W.
KENT

VOl

TM6

higher fot 1978 with more distant parts of the.
country being scrutinised. With a comptete fleet,
the Astir's. firsl full summer has been decreed a
good one.
J.B,

Thanks in no small way to Glyn Richards and
Terry Bramfill, our intrepid professionals, 1977
was our best ever course season. Our launching
facilities have been considerably improved by
the addition of a Citabria from Switzerland and
we plan to buy a,n Astir to augment the lOp end
of the fleet and encourage more cross-country
flying. Nevertheless, we had some good flights
in 1977, the outstanding one being John Ho,ye's
458km on September 5.
The annual dilmer-dance was well allended
and our retiring Chairman, Ron Cousins,
reported that the dub was ,in a sound ,financial
position and welllplaced for the futul"e.
D.H.

mini Comp oyer the August Bank holiday had
better weather. J. 1. came first (K-l3) with Colin
Ansen (K-6E) watc'hing how it was done. HQwever, Bob Drewel (PIK 20) is hailed as the
winner, with lane Jones, (K-6E) se\:ond - J.1.
doesn't count'
Our wave expedition to Shobdon in early
November was a great success with more than a
dozen gliders going. The heights of lOOOOft plus
reached each day have encouraged even more
members to join in the next one (late February,
early March). The fun started with the double
dual ,tow to Shobdon, which necessitated an
early field retrieve for one of the K-18s. John
Jeffries, with two of our newer instructors, Ron
Page and David Crisp, kept the K-13 and
IS.28.2
flying
continually
during
the
daylight hours, an exhausting but rewarding
effort.
Our Astir syndica te had a depressing set back
when a large quantity of its instruments and
equipment were stolen from the trailer while in
the members' workshop. The number of
residents are good security guards for most large
thefts, but no one would question midnight
activity in the repair shop.
With the departure, after 12 years, of Chairman Tom Zealley we greet 1978 with several
new faces. Peter King has bravely stepped into
Tom's chair. Our charming tug pilot for the past
two years, Stuart Goldspink, has left to take his
CPL. Tim Barnaby is staying another year,
joined by Makolm Humphries (a home grown
tug pilot - converting from a Silver C). Mark
Pearce, winch driver, has left and is replaced by
Dick Cooper who, being a first class mechank,
will also be in charge of maintenance. John
Whillle has moved from course instructing into
the workshop and we have gained another
secretary in the office. Our good wishes and
grateful thanks to all those going, and a hearty
welcome to the new faces.
D.Y.

MIDLAND
The autumn brought us many winch launches in
excess of 2000ft, the record being 2450ft with a
K-I3. Don Brown (Dart 17R) achieved l2200ft
in wave and Richard Wheatly, !! sprightly pilot
in his seventies, gained his duration. The secret
of his success, he confided, was a pre-flight raw
egg!
Congratulations to Sue Humphries and Ken
Rogers, the first solo pilots of our new weekend
ab-inilio training courses, and to Sandie and
Norman Kimberley on the arrival of their new
ASK! (Anabel Sara).
Improvements have been made to the
previously congested rigging area by separating
it from the car park. On the social scene we have
held a bonfire party, film night and Christmas
lunch. We are looking forward to Ol,;i' annual
dinner-dance on February 25 at the Lion Hotel,
Shrewsbury.
N. and S. H.

LONDON
Without back-,tracking too much Just a mention
of the results of our two summer task weekends.
The first was won by Jobn Cardiff and Andy
Eltis (lS-28.2) with John Jeffries and Jenny law
coming second in the K·13. The weather not
being too kind, experience showed thr,ough. The

NORTHUMBRIA
We are now involved ,in two major projects - to
make good the two and a half miles of fence
surrounding the site and the building ()f a new
clubhouse. Members w.ho have worked so hard
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OXYG N
EQUIPMENT

The Air Apparatus & Valve A.I.R. 24 series oxygen
equipment for gliders is now available for self installation"
comprising a control head and 630 litre oxygen
cylinder. With all the in-flight oxygen controls
situated in the one position, this control head
has been developed from the Company's highly
successful Domiciliary oxygen unit to Drug Tariff
Specification 01 B.
The cylinder is of British manufacture and carries C.A.A.
approval No.E 11460. It is supplied valved and
charged to 2000 p.s.i.
The Company also supplies portable
oxygen equipment based on 230 and
630 litre cylinders, and face masks
complete with valves and econom iser bags.
In the unlikely event of servicing being
required, the Company operates a 24-hour
turn round postal system.

AIR APPARATUS & VALVE l TO,
Oakfield Works,
Branksome Hill Road,
Cam'berley, Surrey.
Tel: Camberley 35073/35486.
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on the fencing. a formidable task. have saved
the club oveF £4000.
With the fence in good order we should have
no problem in re-negotiating our lease with the
National Coal Board and secure tenure of our
site for thc next 30 years. This is an im portan t
step towards securing the grants essential to the
achievement of our second project.
There has already been a good response to
vacancies for club members on our summer
five-day courses. One week, organised by the
CFI fOF solo pilots. is already heavily
subscribed.
R.R.H.

SOUTHDOWN

A K-7 in very good condition has recently been
added to the club fleet. Also a new tractor is
bcingmade ready for operation, thanks to all the
hard work by Dave Corraway.
Three members have gone solo recently Michael Balcombc. Derek Sephton and Jacq
Lyon-Williams. Ted Palmer gained Silver
height. Dave Knight completed his Silver C with
a SOkm cross-country and John Haigh has his
Bronze C.
B.A.B.

[HUTES
Model No. 150 and Unlimited
Model 250 Available in red,
blue or black.

STRATFORD ON AVON

Plans are well ahead for tAe purchase of a new
two-seater to supplemenl the Blanik and this
will probably be a Twin Astir, SUbject to successfulwire launching capability. Several instructors
and committee members have flown the Astir
from Bicester and report very favourably on its
merits for advanced training. Our President.
Eric Rolp". chaired a recenl EGM which
confirmed overwhelmingly an earlier decision to
go ahead with a new glider rather than a
second-hand machine, even if finances are
stFetched for a few months.
Dave McQue. our CFI for three formative
years on the new site of Long Marston, 'has
resigned and his deputy, Jim Tyler, takes over.
We thank Dave vcry much for all his hard work
and wish Jim every success for the future. A note
for visiting pilots or retrieve crews - please use
Ihe front double steel gates on the main A46
Stratford/Cheltenham road; do use the perimeter track to the launch area and please note
lhe telephone No. is Stra tford OIl Avon 3290.
The last month has seen terrific activity
converting a modern cattle shed into a hangar
for the dub gliders. Three members, Peter
Kenealy. Colin Bushcll and Peter Candy, have
~rafted every weekend welding/fabricating
superb steel tubular gates and panitions. We
now have excellent storage for fom gliders and
lowcars, plus plans for a clubhouse nearby.
H.G.W.
SURREY & HANTS

We really did like our B-4s (397 and 398) - 398
had even done a 500km triangle bUI fate has
Iaken a final decision. After a short wave flight in
October during the Portmoak expedition the
pilolof398 ran into some control diflicult'ies. not
yel investigated fully. and baled out near
Kinross. He landed safely dose to the glider

which, along with its sister, has since been
pronounced a write-off.
I think Lasham will cer.tainly like to forget
that 1977 ever happened at all with the poor
weather and a number of expensive accidents.
New gliders are on order but deliveries ure sl'ow
so an interim purchase 0f second-hand equipment will probably have to be made to cover Ihe
gaps lefl by the B-4 accidents.
We apologise to Cotswold for assuming Ihat
500km in September only happens at lasham we'll done! (See Surrey & Hants and Cotswold
dub news contributions in the last issue.)
C.L.
TYNE-WEAR

As this is our first contribution we had better
start by telling you something about our club.
We fly from Sunderland airport which is about
six miles south of Newcastle and four miles from
the coast. The prevailing wind is westerly which
keeps the sea breeze at bay and often produces
good wave.
We wefe formed in February 11977. At the
moment we have about 60 full and family
members. We expect this to increase to our
target figure of 80 as a fesull or our Introduction
to Gliding weekend on October 15-16. We have
two club two-sealers. ,a K-2 and a K-2B. one of
which is usedfof solo 'flying. an Eagle. also- used
for training. two OIy 28'S and a !Kestrel 19. All
launchcs are by aerotow using a·Cessnal72 and
we shall soon have the lIse of a Terrier and a
Lessna 182 as well.

We have had some good soaring this year
both in thermal and wave. The dreaded sea
breeze front has proved more of a help than a
hindrance and opens some interesllng possibilities for really fast cross-collnlries. It has
even been soared three miles ou't to sea. Our
hean-fell thanks go 10 Newcastle & Teesside
Club from Carlton Moor who are "lending" us
instructors 10 help us over our current shortage,
Gco!r Gregson has JUSt completed an instruclors' course which will ease the situation.
Our Inlfoduction to Gliding weekend
received wide coverage from lccal TV, press and
radio and we had well over 60 visitors to the
airtield. Unfortunately, there was tllick fog on
both days and no flying was done, so we show,ed
films and gave leclures throughout both days
and hopefully quite a lot will come back to, fly.
The highlight of the weekend was when George
Lee. World Open Champion. received a cheque
on our behalf from Mr Bill Saunders, Principal
Rcgio,nal Officer of Ihe Sports Council. On the
Saturday evening. our social e,'ening was weH
a'llendedand' George gave a 1110st interesting
anJ entertaining ta,lk about his flying
experiences.
Congratulations to Jim Harnes and George
Hall on their recent first solos. George Hall had
45 rninutesofwave soaring ollllis first solo! We
have recently bought an Atlantean double·
decoker bus and are fitting oUllhe downsla,irs as a
kitchen. It really is a splendid vehicle. in good
roadworthy condition. so' we are planning a club
expedition to Chateauroux to see .the ileJ\t
World Champs.
Visiting pilots can be assured of a W;Hm
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welcome. but if you are flying in. keep your eyes
open for powered traffic and parachutes.
P.S.E.
WOLDS
Our annual dinner was in November when the
awards were presented as follows: for the most
meritorious flight. Tony Acey; for the most
successful cross-country. John Derman and for
the most progress in 1977, Alan Hunter.
Congratulations to Moni S. Chana on completing his instructors' course and to Chris Price
and Chris Van de Vliet on going solo. Two new
syndicate gliders arrived in November and Roy
Andrews has organised a Christmas flying week.
A.J.B.

Service
News
BANNERDOWN (RAFGSA)
The year ended with our club hanging on by its
fingernails to the hangar. clubhouse and airfield. as these are being nibbled away from
under us. With a change in control of the airfield
and two rapid changes in CFI, club members
have had little representation in what goes on in
high places. Tony Clarke. our present CFI, has
tried his utmost to maintain communication
between the RAFSGA, the club and our new
Anriy landlords. Happily, there is now a small
gleam of hope and we look forward to 1978 with
renewed vigour.
The soaring season ended on a bright note
with our mini Comp. Members thoroughly
enjoyed themselves, with Cary Darby nominated the navigator of the year award having flown
more than 50km off track, and Jackie Hancock
completing her first ever closed triangle. We are
also pleased to have had so many visitors from
local clubs. The "winner" was Dave Hodsman
with Bob Bromwich a close second, both giving
amazing performances in K-6E·S.
Jim Paull (Skylark 28) managed an heroic five
hours at the end of the season and John Attaway
completed his duration in the club K -13 on a
very active day. Mick Webb came a close second
in the RAFGSA's John Martin Memorial
trophy award for the fastest IOOkm triangle.
Andy Hancock succeeded in gaining his
Diamond height after a two week bridge session
at Aboyne, with a one hour flight to 2oo00ft.
J.J.H.

Brian Harrison has acquired a Piper C'Jb
which is giving us extra tugging. The Twin Astir
demonstrator is currently sited at Bicester and
proving to be a popular and successful
two-seater trainer.
The Aboyne expedition during October and
November was particularly successful with ten
pilots achieving a total of 161hrs flying three
Astirs and two Std Libelles. There were many
flights of more than 15000ft with Jack Alcock,
Terry Braganza, Rick Horst. Tim Harrington
and Bill Dempster gaining Diamonds and Colin
Towle a Gold heigh).
C.MT.

CHILTERNS (RAF Weslon on Ihe Green)
For the first time the Vintage Club visited our
site with some 15 machines in early September.
It was good and soarable and AI Fox celebrated
by getting his 300km and Ray Godwin went
solo.
Alisdair Raffan became one of the youngest
BGA Inspectors having used our K-4 as "practical experience". He then wenl on 10 get
married on December 3 - we wish him and
Lesley well for the future.
The Aboyne expeditjon produced three Gold
heights and one Diamond (led Edvean). The
CFI just missed again, this time by 600ft - Mrs
CFI should let him go again in March!
The AGM was in December when the
following awards were presented: Pundit's pot,
Al Fox; Aspirant's trophy, Dave Saker:
Member of the year, John Burn and CFl's
trophy, Eddie Wright.
J.M.
CRANWELL
Richard Meyer and Bruce Tapson gained their
Gold heights at Aboyne and further trips are
planned for the near future. Our thanks to Tim
Dickinson for fitting the radio and oxygen in the
Astir.
We welcome two new full Cats, Paul Gibson

from Witlering and Frank Wilson from
Chilterns. "Porky" Barnes has his assistant Cat
and Nigel Heaton has returned from Bicester
with his full Cat. The Christmas party was a
success - our thanks 10 Anna and Bev for the
catering.
N.J.M.
FULMAR
We have just returned from our winter wave
expedition at Aboyne, this lime wiih a certain
amaur.t of success. Gold heights were gained by
john Harber, Andy Bould, Tony Smith, Man
O'Fee, Steve Stephenson and Pip Barley. Al
Melior achieved 21500fl 10 collect a Diamond.
Since we moved from Milltown and lost. our tug
we are unable to use our ridge for five hours, so
Mal Thompson was lucky gelling this at Aboyne
to complete his Silver C. We are now hoping for
a good wave season a't Kinloss. So far we have
had climbs of up 10 lDOOOfI fcom the winch.
Regretfully we say goodbye to Tony Smith,
MT member, who is off on a course and will
probably fly at Chilterns. He has given invaluable help to the club.
G.E.H.
PHOENIX (RAF Briiggen)
We are still bearing the fruit of our (wO open
days, with such a demand for training machines
that we have bough I yel another two-seater, a
K-13. We have three new solo pilots: Rick
Parody, our lame Canadian from AFCENT.
Tony Radnor and Colin Davey. During the _.
latest Vennebeck expedition several people
were cleared for aerotow - thanks Bill and Geoff
for tugging. Terry Mitchell gained his five hour
and our CFI got his feel wel. Altogether this
year we did 7000 launches, 1600hrs and 6000km
cross-country; were visited by the high-powered
team of Don Spottjswood, Andy Gough and Bill
Scull and warmly welcome Graham Thompson,
our youngest member.
Next year we look forward to an exciling

DONCASTER SAILPLANE SERVICES
CAN HELP YOU
MAIN UK AGENTS FOR TOST AND SCHEIBE

¥

N~=R:~~~r

TO FIBRE GLASS AIRFRAMES

AIRCRAFT PLY & SPRUCE AVAILABLE EX STOCK
TOST & OTTFUR REPAIRS AND TESTING SERVICE BY RETURN POST

BICESTER (RAFSGA Centre)
The airfield bus has been completely refurbished, thanks to Vie Dawson and Mick Boik,
whilst the success of the October barbecue was
due to the hard work of many.
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CURRENT STOCK Ka6

T21 & BERGFALKE 2 (2 SEATERS)

DONCASTER AIRFIELD, S. YORKSHIRE
Telephone: 0302 57695 and 61713

expedition planned for February 10 Sisteron. a
mountain flying and wave soaring sire in the
Southern French Alps. and we are als0 moping
10 send a member to tile UK for a rated
competition.
MT.

PORTSMOUTH NAVAL

successfully completi1ng theiF instructors'
courses.
There have been a few committee changes "Nobby" Clarke has taken over from Simon
Owens as SecrelaFY and "Dusty" Rhodes
relieves les Gmves Snr as AEO. Our thanks to
Simon and Les for their past elforts.
The visit to the Kestrel GC's longest day was
a notable success. The g1id'ing was superb andl
the celebration afterwards is still talked about.
Tile K-7 is almost back in ihe air after its C of
A and we are keeping our fingers crossed hoping
for an addition 1'0 our lIeet in 1978.
H.C.

TWO RIVERS (RAF Laarbruch)
Since we were lasl in print CFls have come and
gone;, Geoff Millward. who took over from
Eddie Edwards has had to givc up the job and
Dave Wood (ex Wrekin) has taken over. Several
hard core mem'bers have been posted away and
are severely missed. Brian Hemstock went to
Saudi Arabia (after eompl'eting his Gold distance and Oiamond goal). Mick Davis has gone
to Wrekin, Shaun Murphy. former Chairman.
has left and Steve Dennis has been posted to
Leemil~g.

"Nobby" Clork, /he oew Secre/ary of Portsmouth
Naval GC, photographed on a visit ta the RAFGSA
Cenlre at 8ice,ter.
We had a very successful year with)1 A and El
certificates and one C certificate. three Bmnze
Cs, several Silver legs, wilh Pat Hudson and
Ron Baker completing Silver C, and Derd
Aldridge and Les Groves Jnl' gaining Golli!
height. A special mention to Colin Bames who
completed his Bronze C in four days al the
RAFGSA Centre and congratulalions also to
MessrsQrovesJnr, Hibberd" FO'JII aNd OIal'ke On

On. the profit side we have gained Dave
Wood, Leigh Hood has retumed and Brian
I-Iarvey from Cranw,ell has also joined the
instructOrs. Over the past year the lack of
,instructors has been acute at times. an unfortunate resuh of Service postings.
Fleet changes have been minimal; Ille Cirrus
had an argument with a set of power cables
during Ihe Detmold ,Comps and has been on
extensive repair. The pilot. also on extensj,ve
repair. is now well on the mend.
[lue to the drop in membership, plans 10 limy
an Astir hllve been postponed! for the time being.
Tile K-? suffered from "the more you look the
worse it' gets" disease but should be flying Ihis
year, looking like new.
The Detmold Comps wenl well, if one forgets
the Cirrus, wilh two members gaining 300km.
Mosl notable performance was Steve Dennis

THREE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB LIMITED
BJackbushe Airport, Camberley, Surrey
(ON A30 TRUNK ROAD

45 MINS, FROM LONDON)

Special Covrs~s for Glider Pilot, to obtain
Private Pilot', Licence
Silve, C converSion I(om

£200

Normal Courses for P,ivote Pilot', Licence
Night flying' - Instrument Flying - R/T
Flying

In,tr~ctor

(ourses

who completed a 300km Ui,angle in 7hfs 41mins
in the K-8. Several 300km were allempted from
Laarbruch but in the indiffeIent welllheF this
year none were completed. However. Silver C
I'egs have beefl numerous and include three five
hours on OclobeF 31. the last day of our gliding
year.
An expedition to Issoire was enjoyed by six
members and allhe same time Ihrec gliders, were
at Vennebeck and produced a crop of durations.
High flyiAg ab-if/Was include two Americans.
Hank Habernicht and Bill Ashbridge. who have
really been billen by the gliding bug.
The club has nad aA enforced move from its
hangar. The accommodation we no,,1 have is far
beller but is a long way from the statioti domestic area. Over the August Bank holiday a
mini-Comp was held in the form of scored tasks.
Several German clubs look part and although
the tasks were smalll (aimedl al K-8 pilots)we had
a good lime.
G.M.
WREKIN (RAF Cosrord)
During 1977 we acl~ieved mme 5500 launches
and IOOOhrs Ilown -less than the previous year.
for reasons of weather and the use of our site by
others. Despite Ihis. we remain runAers-up in
the iRAFSGA Founders trophy and the Bicester
cup. We have alSO' had an excess of expenditure
over income ",hicll must be pUlright early tllis
year.
Due to great cfl'orls by Mllrty Plall and Bob
Leadbeater. IWO trailers have been built for the
K-18 and Astir. A high slandardof airuaft
servicing by "Polly" Parrolt and Bob Leadbeater has given us a fully serviceable fleet
again, and Dave Collk has given much lime
,lAd energy to maintaining the MT and winches
in working Qrder. We now have (WO fully mobile
willches. A shortage of full category instructors
is the biggest problem yet to overcome.
We are sorry to say fare"'elll0' Roger Cox. our
Chairman for 2hrs. who took with him. on
,posting to Germany. the club award for the pilot
making the swinest progress to Silver C. Other
awards have been made to "I?olly" Parroll, for
Ihe first hour's 'flight of the. year from a winch
launch (11 hr 9 mins in Mardl); to Jake Jacobs
for lhe first Diamond of tke year; to John
l.ambert for the first Silv,er distance and 10 John
Richal'dson for his flight of over 250km in the
syndicate K·8. Colin and 1D01's award has been
shared by lake Jacobs. Bob Leadbeater and
Dave COllie. the latter for lhe fourlh lime! The
CFl's award for outslanding services to tire club
went 10 Andy Batchelor and Ron Jackson. and a
special award, with the apprecialion of us all.
was made to Rosemary Leadbeater for her great
efforts in running the l'>us canleen and for the
considerOlble conlribution to dub funds from
donalions of the profit.
Finally. a warm welcome 10 Derek Jackson,
our new Chairman. and to the latest and youngest associate member. Vicky Louise Platt.
I.D.M.

Board of Trade Approved Course, 35 hours
ReSidential Course, ,available
Licensed 60r. Dine,s Club Credit Cards accepted!
Borclaycards and Access accepted
CFI Derek John.on

YAIR Y 873747 (Management) 872152 (Operation,)

Club News Contributors: If you are not able 10
send in typed reporh. please print all names.
Somelimes it is impossible to work them oUl.
even after going through countless back copies
for clues!
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Bristol & Gloucestershire
Gliding Club

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
Repairs, Overhauls and Calibration.
Approved for PZL repairs and Barograph Calibration.
PZL instruments in stock.

M. G. Mutchinson
5 Glendevon Road
Woodley
Reading, Berks

Welcomes private owners,
beginners and holiday members at their
unique site in the Cotswolds

Open 7 days per week
April to October - Normally weekends only
in winter, but weekday flying is possible by
prior permission of the Manager, Tel. 045·
386342
For details write to:

The Secretary
Bristol & Gloucestershire
Gliding Club
Nympsfleld, Stonehouse
Glos. GL10 3TX

Telephone 0734 696491

PORTMOAK
SCOTTISH

REGIONALS
June 17th to 25th, 1978
BGA/CIVV RULES
Test your competitive skills
over beautiful and exciting
new territory.
All incl. FEE £.52 only

Details from Peter Bower
or telephone contest sec 059·284-243
The Cornish Gliding and Flying Club
Trevellas Airfield, Perranporth
Cornwall. Tel. Perranporth 2124

Founded '" 1866. the world'$ ~dest aeronoutical ~iety is
ope,n to all w-ho ore .ngoged in, or lust int.rested in, aviation.
There are bronche5. oround the country, speclOlist groups,
lecture!. and three m09Qlines to keep y~ up-fo-date.
Furlncr Information from:

The Secretary
Royal Aeronautical Society
4 Hamilton Place, London Wl V OBQ

Gliding courses in modern fleet from
May - B.G.A. fully-rated instructors
- fine soaring - lovely coastal
airfield - ideal for a different family
holiday.

The following Pye sets fully overhauled and
refurbished 'as new' to N.A.T.S. and Home
Offke requirements. Fitted all 3 channels
and guaranteed 1 year.

Details with pleasure from:
The Course Secretary
Tremearne, Breage, Helston
Cornwall

FLY FRIENDLY
FLY THE
NORTHERNS
Details from the Secretary:

CAMBRIDGE AM 1 OD /1 2 volt dashboard
£96

CAMBRIDGE AM lOB /1 2 volt boot mtg.
with remote control
£11,2
WESTMINSTER

W1 5AM/ 12

volt

all

£ 144

transistor dash mtg.

IANTAM 1 HP / AM proven glider radio
complete with re-chargeable Ni-Cad battery
£150
AUTOMAtiC CHARGER for Bantam or
other Ni"Cod batteries

£2 2

Yorkshire Gliding Club (Pty) Ltd.
Sulton Bank
Thirsk
Yorks. Y07 2EY

WAVES AHEAD!
'DOLPHINS' ARE
FLIGHT-ESSENTIAL!
Most vorios con be quickly modified to Air
Moss reodout. Basic kit £14.50.

Write/telephone (evenings):

Quote sailplane, vorio and total-energy
method when ordering from

PETER BOWER
11 Jedburgh Gardens
Glasgow G20 6BP.
041-946-0441

CLUB EXPEDITIONS
Spring, Summer and Autumn seasons.

ENQUIRE NOW for details of party
rates and accommodation to:
A. J. MIDDLETON
DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB
ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE
Tel: Dinnet (033985) 339

GLIDING COURSES
AT SHOBDON
Aerotow and motor·glider
Standard or Intensive
Elementary to Advanced
Combined power / gliding

All details from:

JSW SOARING

Herefordshire Gliding Club,

12 WARREN RISE

Shobdon Airfield,
Leominster, Hfds. HR6 9NR.
Tel: Kingsland 369
(24 hour Ansafone on 496)

FRIMlEY, CAMBERlEY
SURREY (Tel. 0276 63236)
JSW Calculators £2.50 (still!)
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ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE

Tel. Sulton (08456) 237

No VA T - corrioge by
-;rrongemenl cost

0'

PORTMOAK AIRFIELD
SCOTLANDWELL, by KINROSS

Tel: Helston 62294

RADIOTELEPHONES

mounting

Scottish Gliding Union

prJ"e Holiday
Speeflll!

~

SOARING IN KENT

flY INKPEN
FOR SOARING HOLIDAYS
IN BEAUTIFUL WESSEX
APRIL - OCTOBER

Book Now - Early Season Discount!
A week's holiday- £78.00 p.W,
tiHApril14lpeak season (92_00 p.w.1
All induswe of accommodation,
I1.struction and VAT.

Coorse and membership deloil, from:

Isobel Whittingham
Ankers Farm

Winch and Aero-tow Facilities

Vernham Dean, Hants
Tel. Linkenholt 228

Ken, GUDlnG CLUB
Challock ' Ashford ' Kent

Please write la the Secretary lor details

or Ring: CIuIIIock 1023 374)274

--=-z..uD-'~

BEEN TO

-'17-

SHROPSHIRE RECENH Y?

lONDON GLIDING CLUB

New Terms for

Dunslable Downs, Bedfordshire
Telephone: 0582 63419
Situated at the foot of the Chiltern
hills, and within easy reach of
London and the Midlands by road
(just off the M1), The Club has a
comprehensive fleet of dual and
solo aircraft, reliable launching
equipment including tug aircraft.
This famous site has plentiful
thermals in summer and hill soaring
with favourable winds throughout
the year, Resident instructors,
catering every day (weekends only
in winter), licensed bar, accommodation and other facilities. Visitors
welcome,

Write for Course brochures or
club membership details to the
Manager, or ring 0582 63419.

Private Owners
at Long Mynd
Also Courses Easter-October

SEND FOR DElAILS NOW
Midland Gliding Club Limited

Course Secretary
65, Sylvan Avenue, Timperley
Altrincham, Cheshire, WA 15 6AD
phone 061 9733096 (9am-9pm)

IT'S THE ONLY PLACE TO GO,

*

*

*

* For the novice or pundit
ab-initio to advanced training

AIRWAYS
WYCOMBE
FLYING
GLIDING
CLUB
SCHOOL
THAMes VALLEY
GLIDING CLU B

Aero tows and a modern training fleet
ensure trouble-free training to a high
standard. Modern club-house, Bar "and
Canteen. Accommodation available. Our
inSlrUctofS can cater for all your flying
requirements.
FOR DETAILS APPL Y TO.
THE SeCRETARY ISG.l, WYCOMBE
GLIDING SCHOOL, WYCOMBE AIR
PARK, BOOK ER, MARLOW, BUCKS.

Tel. High Wycombe 29263

YORKS~1REl
GLIDING CLUB I

circuits to cross country

aerotow or auto launch

WHERE'S THIS - LASHAM'
.Derek Piggott, our C,F.I., leads a team of professional instructors
second to none

WAVE FLYING
THERMAL SOARING
GOOD FACILITIES
all at Sutton Bank
Derails Irom the SECRETARY

We shall be pleased to send you details, apply:

Manager,

LASHAM AIRFIELD, Nr. ALTON, HANTS
Te'lephone Herriard 270

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
SUTTON BANK
THIRSK

I
I

YORKSHIRE
Telephone SUTTON 237
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Advertisements, with remittance, should
be 58nt to Chelron Pren Ltd., 8/10 'ClrIt.
way, London, NW' 'el 01.261' 1285. Rate
20p a word. Minimum £3.• 00. lox num~en
80p extra. 'Re,lIes to box numbers should
be sent to the SClMe Clddress. The dosln,
date for danlfiecl C1dvertisement. for ihe
April-May Inuels March 9.

FOR SALE
K-6f, new ( of A, basic instruments, open froiler,
excellent performance with superb handling. £~900.
Tel 0664 812835.

BOClAN h. Excellent condition. Finished white. C of
A. Open trailer. Tel Bristol 299277 (day) Chippenham

PHOEBUS 17e. Based at Booker, fifth shore, immaculate condition, full panel, including A/H and
oudio vorio, parachute, fully equipped trailer, ~igging
aids. £13000no. B. Bailey, 01-977 1635.

1975 STD CIRRUS, immaculate condition, full panel
with radio, elaborate functional fillings with excellent
trailer, £7900. Davis. Bofh (0225) 833459.

SHORT NIMBUS. Unique gull wing 19~1 high performance two-seater sailplane. Instruments, new canopy,
variable droop ·ailerons. Good condition. Offers.
Callington 256,1.
l-SPATZ ISCHEI8E'S K-81. The only 300km machine
fOr £noo. With. instruments and light wooden tr~iler.
All in very good condition. ( of A 78. Bristol 696096
or Pilning 2966, evenings.

FOR SALE
ASTIR (S, ane-year-old, fully instrumented, with new
trailer. Offers. l'el Ballard, Calwall 40142 (evenings).
JASKOLlU. 16M. Quarter shares, based Cambridge (or
Essex~). Full pqnel, flops, parachute, trailer. New C QI
A and' insurance. £950. Or would sell basic outfit
£3650. Tel Brentwood 216884.
KESTRH 12, listed by 6GA os top performance glider
in the World. Full CA, C of A but with limitation of
11 Okt and 1000011 becau>e of flulter at 140kt. Offers.
15 Metre wooden trailer, as. new, built for PIK but
never used. Offers. Vickers-Slingsby, Kirkbymoarside,
Yorks. Tel 075131751. Telex 57911.
K-4 two-seater with 12 months' C of A, built 1965,
looks and flies beautiful. Good trailer. £ 1650.
Dinnington 3060, Nr. Sheffield.
THAMES VAllEY GLIDING CLUB has for sole 0 Pilatus
B-4 with instruments, new C of A and respray. £4900.
Phone Staines 54084.
SHK, good condition, new canopy, complete with
trailer and insfrumenfs, barograph, radio, parachute
also available if required. Tel Kelvedon 70783.
IS-29 D. In immaculate order. Full instrument panel,
TM6 radio, dry ballery, parachute, modified undercarriage boy, complete respray under guarantee.
Wings stripped and pointed at BAC Hum, Linee trailer
fully filled, syndicattl. disbanding hence sole. £7600.
Freddie 01-505 4141.
BOClAN 1E, new Oct 74, flown approx 160 hrs. Plane
os new, C of A will be now at sole. Full instruments, no
radio or troiler, new tyre. Phone offers to 033523 480.
TWO NEW PIIlAT 15MS offered at on unrepeatable
price of £5000 plus VAT. Immediate delivery ensured
by ringing High Wycombe 40911.
SKYLARK 2, full panel, trailer, C of A Jan 78, £2850.
Tel 051-546 4192.

L1BELLE 2018. Third shore available at Sooker. Phone
Laurie Beer, Amersham ..819 day, Great Missenden
338~ evenings.
SKYLARK ~, fully equipped plus trailer and November
1977 ( of A. £~700. Ba. No SG 541.
OLY ~63. Full panel, radio, trailer, outfit in exceptional condition. £3950.Tel 0621 815491.
GRUNAU !!AllY 3. 8uilt 1953. hceptional condition.
Only 100 launches since complete (·efurbish. Full
canopy. Instruments. Open trailer. £ I 000. H'emyock
3~2.

K-6f, lullyfettled<, full panel, HOrizon, PZL and Ball
Audio, oxygen, radio, parachute, trailer. Will haggle
on offers over £5500. Ring 02602 3525, evenings.
CANOPIED T.211, £1600. (ontact Mr D. Godfrey,
Fri.twell 594, after 1 p.m.
DART 17,R. ! shore, based at lasham, excellent
c,andition. Fully eq,uipped inc oxygen, radio, etc.
Phone Winchtlster 712662 (weekday evenings).
BADGES, cuff links, tie clips and other presentation
items to your own design, in any material. Morkovits,
Cobbald.Mews, W12. Tel 01-7~3 1131.
COBRA 15. Full pane'I, instruments and trailer. May be
seen at Oishfort'h. £5S<l00no. Tel Scarborough
583661 (day) or 862773 (ev!!nings) and ask for
Richard Brisbaurne.
15-28,; two-seater performance glider. Max L/D 3~: 1.
Flops, pawerful air brak!!l, lull basic instrumenfation
front and rear seats, radio, approximately 1 year·s.(
of A. Price £6500 .plus VAT. Confact ,the Manager,
London Gliding Oub, Iilunstable Dawns, 8eds. Tel
058263419.
FOKA 4, "OOhrs, original owner, oxygen, radio,
closed trailer. All in 2 years, best offer secures. 1I'el
0279 n422, evenings. Box No SG 538.
PIK 20•. Traile. and instruments, coupled flops/ailerons, View West Midlands. iTel Berkswell33162,

PORTABLE R/Ts ON 130.1 & 130.4MHz
HPIAM 3CH BANTAMS

CAMBRIDGE AM 1OD

£120
@ £ 11 0
@

All sets ore sold with 12 months guarantee, ore
completely overhauled to meet H.O. & NATS
specs, resprayed and supplied with new leather
carrying case.

A few sets con' be supplied with rechargeable
baHenes and charger iF required.
P.O.A.
Service charges for RITs on glider frequencies
ore on request.

Contad,
MR. COLE

AEROSPORT ElECTRONICS
40 MIDSUMMER MEADOW, INKBERROW
WORCS
TEL. INKBE·RROW (0386) 792933 after 6 p.m.
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FOR SALE

Kesfrel19 with trailel, basic instruments, oxygen and
new C of A. Excellent condition, proved performance
(3rd in Euraglide 77), £10500. Tel Melton Mowbroy
812835.
TUG FOR SALE, PZL Wilga tug wifh only 150hrs since
new. Used in preparation for and during World
lightplone Championships by Polish team (which
come third). Price fully equipped, delivered and with
radios £ 16000. Please ring High Wycombe 40911.

THE LEADING NAME IN
TOWING
BRACKETS
O ... tll 0 m,lIJol"\ mool!'
Nol'on..... ,d"" S,O(~,~I~ Ol\f~ S!leclQl.\1 ~,tI~l\ loo~ u) Yello.....

Page) la.

tOuJ

10(01 W,lIer 'S{Y.'CIO!I\1 0' wro1e 101 dt':'a,h

C. P. WITTII L1MITlD
CHISTII 43 • TELlPHONI 0244 41166

3385 (evenings).

KESTREL 19. Trailer, full panel, oxygen, parachute
and radio, £9850. 80x No SG 539.
DART 15. Prong less, 320hrs, wooden spars, instruments, parachute, new C of A and new metal
trailer. Nice mac;hine. £4500. Groves, 250 Kempsholl
Lone, Bosingstoke, Hants, or on Bosingstake 3191 by

day.
KESTREL 19, 55hrs only, instruments, Irailer. Reason
for sole: going soiling. Offers to A. Brooks, Convenen
Collage, Treloquithack, Helslon, Cornwall. Tel He/ston 10316514343.
SWALtOW, £1,800, trailer, full panel, respray, view
BQQker. Phone luok, Beoconsfleld 6085, Breen, High
Wycombe 35005.
OLYMPIA 2., full panel, parachute, barograph,
excellent low-line trailer, beautiful original condition,
view Midlands, current C of A. Ring 0254 830909 or
021-~53 3405.
SCHLEICHER IK-7 two-sec:ter for sole, mode in 1963,
from optical and technical point of view in excellent
condition. Colour: fuselage red, wings white, approximate price DM15000. Luftsportverein Hofgeismar:
V.d. Schoneberger Tor 7, 3520 Hofgeismar,
Germany.
MOTOR FALKE based Halfpenny Green, quarter
shore availoble. Business 021-~H 8411, home
021-474 4~30.
S1E-3 (g'lide ratio t3~1. Because of ending syndicate.
Glider is in excellent condition, two yeors old, 200hrs,
200 launches. Complete with basic instruments, Diltel
radio, recharg bait, Ibar9graph, parachute, etc. With
new alum trailer. Mr P. de Liefde, More loon 27, De
Meern 2543, Netherlands.
SWAllOW. '£1900 including VAT. 12 months' C of A.
Open trailer. Stralford-on-Avon Ge. Phone 021-427
7219.
GLASFLUGEl MOSQUITO carefully flown far one
season only. Available March/April. Will sell complete outfit or hull only. Phone 0735·29' 25~~.
ClUB FLEET consisting of Std Cirrus and two Pirats is
lor sole. All gliders ore fully equipped and with trailers
if required. All inquiries regordi'1g price etc 10 lenon.
an 01-891 11)58.
OLYMPIA 2.. E.cellent condition, instruments incl,
varios and TIS, radio, barograph ·andtrailer. £2100.
Phone Fazockerley, Longton (0772) 612560.
K-8. with open trailer, excellent condition, £3400. Tel
0664 812835.

NORVIC RACING ENGINlS llD.
Lycoming, Continental, Gipsy, Cirrus, Renault
and VW based engine repairs and overhauls
Westgate Hangar, The Airfield
Little Staughton, Bedford MK~ ~ 2BN
Tel: Colmworth (023 0621 700

TRAILERS
Joe Et Terry linee
Competitive Prices S"nd for <Quotations.
Higher Backt>ampton. Da,chester. Dorset.
Phone: Dorcheater 2307

FOR SALE

WANTED

FOR SALE
~ull

PIRAT. Metal trailer, £40000no plus VAT. Tel Sulton
(Thirsk) 237 (08546).

fERRANTI Mk6 ArtifICial Horizon wilh economiser
iIlverter. Also miniature lurn and slip. For details
phone Bicester 42691, evenings.

SIE 3 (VD 1:341. Fully inst, closed trailer, £4200ana.
t-SPA1J'Z-55. Fully inst, trailer, £ 1350. K-6ca inst and
trailer; £3000. Mallon;PSA, RAF laarbruch, BFPO 43,
West Germany.

SKYLARK 3F with lull ponel plus usual extras.
details phone Thame 4132, evenings.

AITlFlClAl HORIZON. Ferranti Mk 6 (small light type)
with low consumption inverter. £ 130. Tel Bristol
696096, evenings.
SCHEMPP-HIRlH STANDARD AUSTRIA 'S', in superb
condition, glide rotio I :34 complete with trailer.
£365Oono. Pagham "396.
SWAllOW in excellent condition with Skylark canopy
and antibalance lailplane mod. £1600. Open Irailer
available if required. Seen at Hus. Bos. or contact R.
Davidson, 31 lime Grove, Staplelord, Nottinghom.
062392199 doy, 392340 evenings.
PILATUS B-4, good condition, low hours (high
mileage) with instruments, £5500. Professionally built
melal and fibreglass trailer £900. Also avoilable
parachute, barograph and· rodio. Tel Preston 863974
anytime or Doug Halmes, Derby & Lanes Gc. Tel
Tideswell 0298 871207 at weekends.
K·4 two·seater, basic instruments, fronl and rear. C of
Ato Feb 1979. Several mods. £1000. Lunn, 5 Falkirk
Avenue, Bladpool. Tel '(0253) 56415 or 41764.
OPEN CIRRUS 83. The very Pest Cirrus in the country.
NAVand 360 .com. The lost word in instrumentation.
Contact Middleton, Marke! Harborough 880281 or
Davidson, Nottingham 392199.

17~JASKOlKA. BGA No 941. Hops, retractable u/c.
Full inst panel, parachute and 12 months' C of A. New
all metal trailer. Price £3000. Contact R. N. lancaster,
Nottingham 811307, e'lenings.
DART 15. Complete with trailer, barograph, parachute, oxygen and radio. View at Shobdon. £4700. C
of AAugusl. Harlow, Cumey 4B66 (evenings).

SKYlARK 3 No 133, with trailer. Beautiful condition.
fuR panel including Horizon and Audio Vario. Dart
canopy. £3950. Tel 0625 2074B. leave message
0260271277.
OlYMI'1S 2" excellent condition, instruments, trailer,
Col A Moy 1978, £1900. Kempsford 442.
20.s.. JANTAR 2. less tha" one year old, 1977
Nationals winner, immaculate condition, hull plus
basic instruments plus wing, covers. Owner has to fly
ISM this year. Apply Steve White, Marlow 4035 or
A1isler Key, Great Missenden 2491.
SlCYlARK 4, complete with instruments and excellent
me1oltrailer, air~raft iust resprayed, with new C 01 A.
£4700ano. Tel (day) High Wycombe 29263.
WINTER BAROGRAPH, Bchli composs, J8 horizon-,
altimeter, PZL ASI, oxygen set for sale. Tel 01-930
4785 or 044-284 2348.
T218. Good condition. Canopies, besic inslruments,
aavered trailer. C of A April 1978. Seen Mynd.
£175Oona. Bill Smith, Taryin 40444.
C·7 wilh improved canopy. In good condition. £3500.
Seaelory, lasham Glidin-g Society, Herriard 322 or
DIan Midhurst 4285.
2·YEAR-OLD IRVLN EB62 Parachute. Regularly repacked. Offers. Tel 01-351 4275.
PORTABlE VHF MONITOR RECEIVERS, crystal
canlrolledon 130.1,130.4 and 128.6mhz, £60.
8ch air-bond scanners £200. Send' lOp PO for
details, not stomps. RADIO COMMlJNICATIONS lTD., SI Sampsons, Guernsey, C.I. Tel
(0481) 47278 9/100m, 6/7pm Mondays 10
Fridays.

EoN <163. BOA 1355. 2 varios, audio, ASI, Alt with
Speedwell trailer. Whole outfit in very good condition.
£385Oono. rei 0903 ·62597.
SYNDICATE OWNED "Ol'(MPIA", moditled as "2,',
good outfit, wings recently recovered, sound trailer,
view Camphill. £ 1BOO. lynchehaun, 051-339-7.147.
EX-DEMO PIK 208, carbon 'por, with "go-faster"
stripes cnd worb trQiler. With or without instruments.
Considerable saving· on new price of PIK 20 and only
18 months old. Ccn be flown in Cambridge area.
Contact J. Hulme, Cambridge 811323.
PIRAT available immediately. Standard colour
scheme, hand finished. Complete with sel of covers,
with or without instruments. First class. condition come and see it. Contact J. Hulme, Cambridge
811323.

ASTIR. Tel delails to Thame 4132, evenings.
CASH always waiting for Glider wrecks. Pieces or
broken instruments. Good price poid. R. A. Reece, Tel
Worcester 353372.
WANTED URGENTLY. Trailer suitable Oly 2,. Must be
good towable condition. Willcax, Tel Branscombe
268, evenings.
WANTED. Pilalus B-4. Good condition essential.
Phone Manstleld 754982 (day) leobraoks 4766
(evening).

OPEN CLASS CIRRUS. Write Brigden, 7 Hampton
Place, Brighton, Sussex or, better, phone 0273-25668.
K-7, two-part canopy. Details to John King, 51
Worthing Road, Horsham, Sussex. Tel 4667.
WANTED. Fournier RF-4 or SF;31 motor glider. Wrile
description and price to Lew Tuttle, Roule 3, Box 522,
Boonsboro, Maryland 21713, U.S.A.
ACCOMMODAliON
COTTAGE accommodalion to renl, 3 miles from
Scottish Gliding, Union, PortmQak. Details phone
031-2257764, evenings. Competitions.

BUCKMINSTER
GLIDING CLUB
EAST MIDLAND
REGIONALS

SECONDKAND K-l J. Nearly one yea"s C of A to
run. Basic instruments front and rear cadpits. £6750
plus VAT. Tel London Gliding Club, Dunstable (0582)
63419.
TWO "A60" FAUCONNET, standard instruments,
glide ratio 1:27. One £IBOO and one £1400. Write
ASVS, BP 93, 02200 Soissons, France.

3rd - 11 th June, 1978

T·21, good condition, bosic instruments. Seen Pershore. £1800 or offers. Staton, 021·476-1833
(evenings).

Details fram:

Miss L. E. Munro,
2 Airedale Close,
long Eaton,
Nottingham.

EoN BABY, slarboard wing damaged, £300. Canopy
Mould and Oven, £200. Jack Ramsden, Whinny Fell,
Brampton, Cumbria.
TRAilER, built 1975 by Javelin, York. In good
condition. £40Oono. Includes Pirat rigging aids. Phone
Brighton (0273) 5074B1.

SERVICES

ZLlNAVION TYPE 24 KRAJENAK fBGA No 655 Ex
G-ALMP): This Vintage glider (circo 1946) held the
endurance record and is thl! sale surviving exomple in
the Western World. Current C of A. Basic instrumenls.
Soars well. With trailer. Will sell as complete m split.
Can be inspected by appointment. Offers invited. Box
No 50 540.

Seat belts repaired or modified to Pull
Ups.
Control cables made up on request.
Barograph Calibration to SOOOOft.
Abave services offered by BGA inspector.
Telephone Ottery-St-Mory 2928.

AUSTRALIA'S LEADING GLIDING CENTRE
G.e.v. - BENALLA
•
•
•
•
•
•

Futl Time Training by 4 Staff Instructors.
Cross Coun!try Dual Training, January and February.
Open and Standard Class Sailplanes for exclusive hire.
On site Accommodation.
Accessible to Internal Tran5port.
Close to International Air Terminals.

MODERN FLEET
Open
Standard
Dual
Tugs

1 Kestrel 19m

3 Hornet, 1 libe'lle, 3 Super Arrow
5 Brosov IS-28B, Falke Motor Glider
3 Piper Pawnee

Further details,

GLIDING CLUB OF VICTORIA
PO BOX 46, BENAllA 3672
Telephones: Benalla 057.621058 Melbourne 03.2321098
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Seasonal Staff 1978

Why not combine 0 holiday in Africa with
learning to fiy

We operate 365 days a year from
our two unrestricted aerodromes and
offer residential courses for the
Private Pilot". licence, Night Itating,
Instrument
F1,yin9.
AerobatIcs,
Gliding, Multi-Engine and Assistont
tnstrueto.'s Retln,s
Contact Kenya', Specio'llsts in full
Time Residential Covrses
The

Nakuru Aero Club, PO Box
Nokuru, Kenya, East Africa

848,

COME TO BRITAIN'S lEADING TRAINING
CENTRE IOR A HANG GLIDING HOLIDAY
Two, Four or Seven Day Beginners Courses
Colour Brochure from,
lDept SG, Welsh Hang Gliding Centre
Crickhowell, nr. Abergavenny, S, Wales
Telephone (0873) 810019

GLIDING
Five-day holiday courses for beginners and
early solo pilots. May to September.
Beautiful Peak District_ Tuition and full board
inclusive
Apply Steward, Derby & Lanes Gliding Club,
Camphill Form, Great Hucklow, Buxton,
Derbyshire. Tel Tideswell 871270

SITUATIONS VACANT
INSTRUCTOR - SHOBDON
for 1978 Course Season.
Preference for FULL RATING, PPL, MGIR/
cross-country
xperience,
Good
(gliding)
experience.
Applications to: CFI
Herefordshire Gliding Club, Shabdon Airfield,
LEOMINSTER, Herefordshire HR6 9NR.
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Four mile, Shobdon
Secluded country house, 5 ocres grounds, easy
porking for corovons ond trailers. Self-catering
fiotlets. B&B. E. meols
Detok Mrs Weir
··Lynhales·, Lyonshall 277
Hereford HR5 jLN

BOOKS
HANG GLIDING
Bob Mockay
This very successful basic guide now in THIRD
large edition, some price, 50p. Revised and
with new material Included.
From your bookseller, or 59p post free from
Thornhill Press, 46 Westgate St, Gloucester.

48

LASHAM

LEARN TO FLY
IN SUNNY KENYA

London Gliding Club requires

INSTRUCTOR
moinly for ab-initio courses,
March to October inclusive,
Write with experience and qualifications 10'
The Manager, London Gliding Club,
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds.
COURSE INSTRUCTOR required by the Midland
Gliding Club Limited as assistant to the resident
instructor for 197B season from Easter to mid-October. Apply to K. R. Mansell, The Manor House,
Ratlinghope, Shrewsbury.
GLIDING INSTRUCTOR/TUG PILOTS. 2 Course
Instructors ore required by Inkpen Gliding Club for
1978 Season ot Thruxton. Senior Instructor. Full
c·ategory ideally with PPL and tugging experience.
Assistant Instructor. Full or assistant rating. A full-time
tug pilot will also be considered. Some tugging
experience is desirable but would train a suitable
applicant. Apply in writing with full details of
qualifications and experience ta, Ray Hunt, 17
Savernake Close, Tilehurst, Reading, Berks.
COURSE INSTRUCTOR required by Derby & Loncs
Gliding Club. May to September 1978, Full Category
essential, Motor Glider Rating preferred. Apply ta Mr
R. A. Hare, Course Organiser, 116 Chorley Road,
Sheffield S10 3RL.

Applicatians are invited for appointments as,

GLIDING INSTRUCTOR (Full Cat.)
TUG PILOT and

TOW CAR DRIVER
April - September

THE MANAGER
LASHAM GLIDING SOCIETY LTD.
LASHAM AERODROME
ALTON, HANTS
Apply,

CHALET ACCOMMODATION
Tap-quolily SI' berth Ch':'lets for hire at
Bargedie, Kinross, 2 miles from SCOTTISH
GLIDING UNION, Portmoak.
Full details from,
A. Sneddon, Stand-mo-Lane,
Tel Swtlandwell 257
Balgedie, Kinross.

CARAVANS?
Save an accommodation and hire a ccravon
from us from £20 per week.
WHITElEY CARAVANS
1270 LINCOlN ROAD, PETERBOROUGH
Telephone (0733) 71666

PUBLICATIONS
··SOARING·' - official monfhly journal of the Soaring
Society of America. Edited by Douglas Lamont.
Address, Box 66071, Los Angeles, California 90066
USA. Subscriptions. $13.00 oufside USA; apply to
your post office far a form.
Put yourself in the Picture. Buy AIR PICTORIAL eoch
month for the world air view in pictures and features.
Reports and photos of aircraft and sailplanes, military
aviotion news, spotters notebook, etc. Price 50p from
your newsagent. For free specimen copy send 20p in
slamps 10 Depf S.G., Seymour Press Ltd. 334 Brixton
Road, London S.W.9.

LATE NEWS
BRITISH CLAIM WORLD RECORDS
Con Grooves and Chri~opher Simpson. flying a Janus in the South
African Notionols held at Vryburg over the Chrislmo'l holiday, ore
claiming two new Wocld Multi-Sealer reco,ds. On December 18. they
flew a 762.72km triangle WIth turning points 01 Campbell cnd
Odendoal3.1US 010 speed of l04.0lkm/h to loy claim to Ihe 750km
trlongle speed. and triangular distance records for bOlh ,he World and
British Notional Categories.
On December 27. Con and Chris new 0 SSO.06km goal and rel""rn la
Belmonl and With this Right claim the Brillsh National goal and return
held by AH Wcrmmger ond R. llJcker since 1968 and or~ the first
c1olmonls IQ( Ihe British Nolionol500km goal and return with a spt!cd of

I01.l5km/h.
Two doys loler they completed 0 300km goal cnd return 10 Mofcking
for Ihe Brillsh NOllonal JOOkm goal cnd reIurn re<.ord with Q speed of
I OO.Olkm/h over the 311.S4km course. ThIS was held by John Jelfries
ondN.fosfcr,CalifA-21.at819ltm/hforofhghtonAugVSl 17. 1975,
Mike Carhon was also compclmg, shoring the Janus WIth Con and
Chris, o.d ollhough they did nof fly on one day and abandoned the task
Iwlce, they come lllh lO the Open Oms.
Chrli Rollingi. Aihr. who finilhed seventh in the Stondord Claf,S, was.
one of fOUl pilots 10 complete the 762.72km lriangle Ol) Oe(l::I'I~f 28
and the (i,s! Brlhsh Standard CloJ$ pllol 10 achieve this distance.
The leodlng results were o.s follows: Open Class: I, Erwm Muller,
Germany, ASW-17; 2. Klavs Govdrioan, ASW·17, 3, Tlm Mouat-Biggs,
Nimbu~ 2. SIClnda,d Clos~: 1, Dick Brodley; 1, Tom Badus-. SW11'Z~rlond;
3, Paul Hodg.::, RhodeSia. 011 In Std (lfI1,l$ {All record claims ore sublett
10 homoJogo110 n 1

Graham Thomson Ltd. is pleased to announce we are now a
worldwide distributor of Ball Electric Variometers

Series 401 micropower
total-energy variometer
(with built-in
adjustable compensator)

$265.00

Series 400 mlcropower
basic variometer
(for use with Venturi
or Braunschweig
tube compensation)
$235.00

Series 405 aud io,
interwpted tone
during climb
,$eri,es 404 audio,
inferrupted up, steady down

$95.00

Ball variometers are calibrated 1000 or 150U fpm, 10 or 15 ,knots, 10 or 20 m/so
Please specify when ,ordering, also choice of 3 volt model (recommended for club
and school sailplanes) or .5-20 volt model for use with audlQ or cruise control.
Options
Averager (with thin meter)
Rear cockpit repeater
Cruise control (specify sailplane)
Netto, with valve (specify sailplane)
Vari~ble damping (4 values)
2-galn selector
3-gain selector
Audio selector (for 2 variometers)
Speed-ta-fly ring
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Please add $10.00 airmail shipping charges

Immediate delivery from stock
Dealer and overseas enquiries invited

GRAHAM THCMSCN LTD
3200 AIRPORT AVENUE
SANTA MONICA,CALIFORNIA 80405
(213) 390-8654

. $175.00
90.00
.
95.00
.
35.00
.
20.00
.
15.00
.
.
25.00
.
25.00
.
12.00
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SCHEMPP-H'RTH
CIRRUS 75
JANUS
MINI-NIMBUS
NIMBUS 2B

AHANDFUL OF ACES
You CAN WIN WITH ANY ONE!

ERN SAILPLANES
.......ERKS

